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CESES Papers 11/2004

In mid-September 2004 a group of about 25 scholars from seven European countries
discussed various issues of forecasting methodology. The workshop was a joint venture of the
Center for Social and Economic Strategies, Charles University Prague, the Civic Futurological
Society, and the European Millennium Project Initiative (Central European Node). Proceedings
from the workshop are published in this volume in three thematic clusters.
The ﬁrst group of contributions (Mettler, Nikolajew, Galar and Potůček) deals with the
position, role, and functions of futures studies in the cognitive processes. The second cluster
of papers presents innovations in futures studies methodology (Mederly-Nováček-Topercer,
Frič, Szél and Kaskinen). The last group is devoted to the instrumental role of futures studies in
strategic decision-making (Petrášek, Destatte-Van Doren, Ochrana, Daheim). At the end of the
workshop, the work-in-progress, handbook of futures studies methods, prepared by CESES in
Czech language, was presented and discussed.
We are grateful to foreign participants for their contribution to cultivating the methodological
culture in forward studies in the Czech Republic – and hopefully in other European countries
as well. The event was supported by the research project of the Grant Agency of the Czech
Republic No. 403/03/0109 “Systematic Development of Forecasting Methodology”. We aim
at holding further workshops in this format as a regular forum for the exchange of ideas and
experience in this interesting and booming ﬁeld of research and advice.
Martin Potůček, Pavel Nováček
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Futures Studies as
a Component of Cognitive
Processes

One of the dilemmas of all sciences is: How much to oversimplify reality? And: What can
we learn from “State of the World” reports and from computerized “World Models”?

Instead of daring to give a nutshell of the Millennium Project (MP) here, I would like to start
with a. three “objects” or “problems” (at least for Europeans or the EU etc., but probably far
beyond) of comparable level of abstraction (compared to the – transnational – MP as well as to
futures research in general), b. to distinguish between their present situation and their possible
futures and c. to talk about how objects and methods might be interlinked:
Malaria (the disease or epidemic);
Turkey1 (the country, often called “The sick man at the Bosporus”);
Intelligence (a mental quality which is hard to deﬁne; so far, nobody had ever been able
to present any satisfying deﬁnition; or a medical <natural scientiﬁc?>, a geopolitical, socio/
politico-econo mical2 and a cross-cutting, psycho-philosophical/natural-scientiﬁc/cultural and
yet eventually all-determining object).
1

Instead of Turkey we could have taken almost every state/political entity, or chosen between e.g. Armenia, Burkina Faso, the Czech Republic, the EU, Iran, Israel, Korea, Tibet, Palestine, the US or Zimbabwe, etc.
2
The perhaps most modern theory of societal science (and the one most in opposition to economy’s “liberal-ism”) is the “theory of civil society as the most intelligent societal system”, which, at the same time, also fulﬁls
Popper’s requirement for an “Open Society”. Its reach can best be demonstrated by the recommendations of the
“Cardoso-Report” of the UN concerning its relations with the word-wide civil society.
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This paper is only to ask questions. It does not want to give answers to questions or come up
with proposals3. All statements are only meant to be questions!
The ﬁrst set of questions out of our title is: Whilst our object/problem (usually, “problems”
are our “objects”) is the future or rather the almost indeﬁnite number of possible futures, our
problem with objects is that:
a. we don’t know which ones are imaginable and possible as well as worthwhile to be desired;
and
b. eventually, people would like a plurality of them.
The second set is even more “complex”, since it bases on the ﬁrst set of questions (and is in
a dialectical liaison with it): Once you found out what the “facts” of the presence are, you still
have to explain how they came to be as they are (historical research or history of the future) and
what trends they originate!
In futures research (Futures) the question is slightly different. Futures wants to know: How
to turn “visions” into what could be called “future facts” (see below)? What should we do if
various such “facts” allow the same visions”? And: What are the reasons for choosing only one
particular set of “facts”?
Thirdly, there is never a really endless set of methods available. What criteria should we
use for selecting one? Or, what criteria exist to determine, which one is “appropriate? – This
paper is a piece of societal sciences. Other ﬁelds of research and their researchers often pretend
that their methods are better, more objective and natural-scientiﬁc. Societal research does not
pretend to be better or not even to be satisfactory. Researchers in societal research openly talk
about dilemmas in which they ﬁnd themselves in and about the – imperfect – methods they
have developed so far to get out of these dilemmas. What others do not want to admit, however,
is that they are also dealing meanly with people (eventually only indirectly), that they are not
ready to attribute them a free will and that their topics often are technical/technological trends
which they interpret as non-inﬂuenced by people …4.
And then, here is one of the central questions of this paper:
“What can we learn from the relation between researcher and research-topic in view of
selecting an appropriate research method (if there are any and not only auxiliary ones)?” Or:
“Are we in the situation, that there aren’t really too many really applicable methods
available?” and
“Aren’t we usually just be grabbing the next best one available instead of really looking for
an/the appropriate one?”

3

see Peter H. Mettler & Thomas Baumgartner, Large-scale participatory co-shaping of technological develop-ments, First experiments with PARDIZIPP (PARticipatory Delphi Procedure for Future Oriented <zukunftsori-entierte) Interdisciplinary Policy Planning), in FUTURES, No. 6/98, pp. 535-554, London
4
One of the reasons for this paper is that the MP never really talked on its own method(s). And the author feels uneasy with them, the longer the more; yet, he doesn’t know any better one(s) for the task MP is supposed to fulﬁl
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For sure the following is true in particular for futures research: You will sleep as you
prepare your bed, or: all depends on how you (can) prepare your inquiry. One of the important
preparatory questions is, in as far „Wild Cards“ are incorporated? Most often, they will be
negated as ephemeral or “That will never ever happen again …”, as with 9/11 and then Madrid!
Or take climate change: Hardly anybody seems to take it serious. “Weather changes appeared all
though history …..” We had seen the same reaction to population development: it was not taken
serious (e.g. the reactions to the book “Live in 2000 and thereafter”, by Rainer Mackensen5 – in
German) or with Robert Jungk’s statement of likelihood of an implosion of the East 1988 in
Budapest (Hungarian as well as Austrian television widely discussed his statement, in Bavaria
it was valued as another one of “The crazy Jungk”):
The future is principally unknown, multiple futures are imaginable (that’s why we always
talk about „futures“), but the future is not completely accidental (with the exception of wild
cards, of course). A case in point are decisions like the one to built the high-speed railway track
between Frankfurt and Cologne, the construction time having been planned for 12 and ﬁnally
lasted 14 years. Now German Rail esteems that it will use this track at least some 50 years …
the number of big and even ever more gigantic projects is increasing sharply (future facts?6),
above all in China and India, where all the West is rushing to.
Every piece of Futures should ask itself:
a. What do I want to achieve? And: How much am I prepared to give and/or pay for it? What
price am I prepared to pay or how many casualties to tolerate?
b. Will I work all by myself, in a team (composed of?), and why? How do I evaluate our
present time, its chances and hindrances? Do I evaluate them differently then others?
What are the differences? How can I know how they evaluate them? And what are they
inclined to do and why?
How to evaluate the relationship between researcher and his object
a. if I am the researcher myself;
b. if I am researching how other researchers are evaluating their relationship to their object
and allow themselves to be guided by their results;
c. if I try to locate chances within my research object, caused by my very research (or the easily
miss interpretable philosophical question: Do the objects want to tell me something?).

How about today’s Malaria? What futures could Malaria have? Malaria spreads through
the Anopheles mosquito. We know more than 400 species of it, of which 60 are causal for the
infection. Ever more of the various sorts of Malaria have turned immune against all so far
developed remedies. Though Malaria threatens more than 40 % of mankind and kills, above
all, undernourished children under 5 years, it receives much less public attention than e.g. Aids
(Aids: US$ 2,4 billion, Malaria: US$ 84 million). – Further: Though the Chinese medicament
Asurmax looks promising, it is far too expansive for most of the patients (above all Africans);

5
6

Rainer Mackensen, Eberhard Umbach und Ronald Jung, arani Publ., Berlin, 1984
Wendell Bell, Foundations of Futures Studies, Vol. I., Transaction Publ., New Brunswick, 1997, p. 148
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and: Nobody really knows whatever happened to a drug developed by the Columbian Manuel
Elkin Patarroyo, which received an incredible amount of honours. He donated it to the World
Health Organisation, but production hasn’t started yet and nobody knows why not. Present
hopes are also with the artiﬁcial gene SM1 or with genetic engineering in general.
One reason for the relative low research activity and/or the low offer of remedies surely
is that the overwhelming part of the victims would not be able to remunerate. Another and
equally frightening reason is the already mentioned growing immunity or, and malaria is only
an example, the permanently accelerating speed of reaction of nature to human intervention
(like against antibiotics …) and, as a counter-measure, human innovation … a rat-race? In the
same direction points the equally ever increasing speed of disappearance of species, which
continues to almost totally escape human attention (or the attention of journalists, politicians,
researchers, economists, etc.) …
What futures can we imagine for Malaria (independently of the applied research
method)?
- Victory of nature. New waves of epidemics (SARS being a ﬁrst announcement?), further
millions of victims, often aggravated by simultaneous diseases like yellow-fever or
bilharzias, etc. S1;
- Gradual victory of research and humanism, like with polio etc. S2;
- Continued battle with big numbers of human victims. S3.
If we then would try to paint three possible attitudes of behaviour of governments, industry
and NGOs, etc. into the following three scenarios (the PARDIZIPP method):
- Continued low attention and counter activities. A1;
- Increased attention and counter activities. A2;
- Full ﬂedged “war” against malaria. A3,
we would end with a 9 ﬁeld matrix:
A 1 low

A 2 middle

A 3 high

S 1 victory of malaria
S 2 victory of research
S 3 muddling through

as today

We would come to the question: Which method allows us to talk about which likely future,
or: How to come up with “if-then” assumptions?
And ﬁnally, and whatever method is used: Players in the Malaria realm are researchers,
pharmaceutical companies, states and politicians, NGOs, the UN and her agencies as well as
other interested bodies etc. and, ﬁnally, all the patients. … From whatever standpoint one looks
at Malaria’s futures, the result will be totally different (!), including attempts to integrate them
all in one future’s piece and including power-plays as well …
How to research Turkey and Futures of Turkey or of the Turkish-European relations? They
go back very far into history and are still strongly determined by it. Just some few examples:
The Ottomans besieged Vienna 1683 … In WW I, Turkey fought the British on the German
side. Her supreme commander was Glubsch Pascha, a Prussian general. In WW II she granted
asylum to lots of Germans opposed to Hitler. Today, the Turkish community in Germany is the
largest Turkish diaspora; millions of Germans look down on Turks but spent holidays in Turkey
and praise Turkey’s hospitality…
8
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Kemal Atatürk forced Turkey to Europeanize more than any other state in the Near East …
After the breakdown of Iran’s Shah regime, Turkey became NATO’s southern stronghold and
the US got more and more engaged (Turkey’s chief-of-staff is now almost entirely trained in the
US, before it was trained in Germany). And despite Turkey’s refusal to let the US invade Iraq
through Turkey it is true that Turkey, Israel and the US are forming a super-strong near-eastern
Troika (to many experts, the Turkish army is Europe’s best).
Together with Tunisia, Turkey is the most modern Islamic state in the Near East (with quite
a big population) … Europe is extremely divided on the question of Turkey’s entry into the
Union. One side evaluates the similarities as sufﬁcient, wants Turkey in and hopes for a positive
effect on EU’s relations with the Islamic world. The other side emphasises the differences,
evaluates them as too big, endangering Europe’s path to uniﬁcation and too costly (estimates go
till € 28 bill. annually – Euobserver 1/10/04) and vetos Turkey’s entry.
I personally would welcome Turkey’s entry and point to some 500 years of extreme cultural
symbiosis between Islam, Judaism and Christianity in Spain under the Moors. Why shouldn’t
something similar be possible in Europe again?
From here we can draw three possible scenarios:
- Turkey turns to fundamentalist Islam. T1;
- Turkey succeeds in totally separating state and religion. T2;
- Turkey continues to muddle trough. T3;
and form a 9 ﬁeld matrix with three EU reactions to Turkey’s demand to be allowed to
enter:
- The EU rejects Turkey’s entry and cancels even its special relationship. EU1;
- Turkey enters the EU as full member by 2015. EU2;
- The mutual relations continue to muddle through. EU3:
T 1 - fundamentalist

T 2 - laicise

T 3 - muddle through

EU 1 – Turkey totally out
EU 2 – Turkey is full
member
EU 3 – their relations
muddle through

as today

Which method would be appropriate to talk about Turkey’s future or about Turkey-EU
relationship? Or: How to come up with “if-then” assumptions? And parallel to the Malaria
example: Wouldn’t it be wise to “paint” the individual ﬁelds of the matrix into an even more
comprising geo-political picture, as e.g. the one I had prepared for the EXPO 2000 (in which
only ﬁve or six superpower blocs exist in 2070: China, The EU, India, an Islamic Bloc <but
not all Islamic states belong to it>, S-E-Asia under Japanese hegemony and the US – with the
possibility that the EU and the US are forming a “Transatlantic Union”)?
What is Intelligence (“I”)? What is “I” today and what could “I” be in the future? Do
we know how to deﬁne/measure “I”? How to research “Futures of I”? Or: What would be an
appropriate method to research “futures of I”?
“I” is at the same time individual as well as collective. Every individual can only develop its
intelligence by constant interaction with others, thereby learning from them (via mimicry) and
contributing himself (positively or negatively) to the (level of) “collective I” of the respective
group, state, collectivity or even world community.
9
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There are many different sorts of I around (often also called “logics”, even if there are great
differences between intelligence and logic). Examples could be: mathematical “I” and the “I” of
physics as well as of natural sciences (e.g. Poppers theory of fallibilism), emotional, economic
as well as political (e.g. Machiavelli, but see also footnote 2) “I”, religious and belief “I”,
artiﬁcial “I”, knowledge-based “I” and intuitive “I”, environmental “I”, survival “I” (individual
as well as collective), medical “I” etc., and, ﬁnally, also “collective intelligence” (or “collective
knowledge-based intelligence”).
In particular the latter one is of greatest interest here. How to deﬁne the “I” of a population?
By its degree of education? By its successes in innovation? By its economic and scientiﬁc/
technological performance and achievements, by what “everybody” knows or is able to handle
(e.g. computers) or to achieve? How to increase the intelligence of a population or level it up
– today, tomorrow and in the future? And what, if people don’t want (to continue) to improve7?
If the respective motivation is lacking or gone (psycho-logic)? SOFI8, in a way, just wants to
measure exactly that (statistical “I”!)!
The often observed silence about “futures of I” commonly is a lack of imagination of new
forms and achievements of new intelligences and their consequences. One possible hint might
be the description of Gaia-intelligence in Isaac Asimov’s foundation cycle (more precise in
“Foundation’s Edge, Nightfall Publ., New York, 1982)9, or another: the latest fashion in R&D
policy in the US as well as in the EU: Converging Technologies (if interested, see: “europa.eu.
int/comm/research/conferences/2004/ntw/index_en.html”).
As an absolutely urgent research project on how to shape knowledge societies I would
propose to imagine on how to create networks (observatories) which report to innovations of
all sort and subsequent proposals on how to introduce them into the (higher; or into all levels)
education system (in a way comparable to some of the research on “change”), at least in OECD
countries. And to start with, we could screen the science ﬁction literature for innovations, in
particular societal innovations and ideas on new intelligence, as well as to ask as many as
possible futurists … and we should start another research project on “How to measure societal
intelligence levels” (or on how to design a respective indicator). … And here as well I want
to point at least to one piece of literature: Foundation for the Future, Humanity 3000 Project,
Workshop “Evolution of Human Intelligence”, Seattle, 2000.

The following seven points will be elaborated (and please keep in mind that they are meant
to be questions):
A: The key word is “how”! “How” to come to a coherent vision of a speciﬁc future, to prove
a point/thesis or to shape the future? etc.;
B: Every research (or research based “art”) has to inform the reader of his notion of certainty,
secure knowledge, security and truth, etc.;
C: Why can we stipulate a parallelism between present and future?
7

As lots of orthodox or fundamental Islamists seem to.
The State of the Future Index (SOFI) Method, by Theodore J. Gordon, within The State of the Future 2003 by
AC/UNU Millennium Project, Washington, D.C., 2003, by Jeremy Glenn and Theodore J. Gordon; Theodore
J. Gordon, State of the Future Index (SOFI): A method for improving Decision Making that Affects the Future, in
Howard F. Didsbury, Jr., 21st Century Opportunities and Challenges, WFS., Bethesda, Md., 2003
9
And a lot more different intelligences at various other locations in this marvellous as well as monstrous collec-tion.
8
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D: Why can we stipulate that there is a similar degree of complexity in reality and in
scenarios?
E: The dialectic between object and method;
F: Every piece of research has to mirror the complexity of its object;
G: Futures is knowledge as well as science-based art.

Particularly the latter problem is one of the focal points of PARDIZIPP: Its last Delphi round
has to discuss and come up with action proposals (politically realistic ones) as well as with
likelihoods of their realisation.
But the “how” is dialectically linked to the “what”. No method is good for all objects/
problems/manoeuvres, some even exclude certain of them and vice versa (like dictatorships
do not allow polls and polls are not necessarily a sign for democracy. The same holds true for
elections, etc.). Are traditionalists better for reforms than liberals or left-wingers? Do reforms
(and which ones) have higher chances for realization in times of crisis or in times of booms?
An example would be an attempt on Turkey’s entry into the EU. How to go about it? But
not in the sense of a prognosis but on what research and with what “appropriate” research
method it should be undertaken. Could a PARDIZIPP amongst the 25 EU member states help?
What action proposals could they come up with? Or: How to prepare for a Wild Card (e.g. the
destruction of the Iranian atomic energy research labs by … )? Or extended into the intelligence
example: How to raise a country’s collective “I” so that it could built atomic weapons (or could
that be done much better by small elites in dictatorships?)?

Beyond statistical and/or empirical methods and their probabilities, the notion of truth,
this sometimes or for many people old-fashioned notion, retains its right in itself. HansGeorg Gadamer, recently deceased German philosopher, has formulated the problem of truth
the following way: “The security, which is granted by scientiﬁc methods, will not sufﬁce to
guarantee truth”.
Good examples or cases-in-point are statements and questions like:
o Talking about reality it is usually impossible to know who started wars (e.g. in Vietnam
or Chechnya) or who offered what ﬁrst to whom in cases of corruption: the donor or the
recipient, i.e. reality is like ﬁction, both are too complex to know the truth or to achieve
certainty with secure knowledge (e.g. in the case of the Iranian atomic weapons: is there
more truth to respective incriminations then to Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction?)
o Which input or information would have prevented the US government from going into
Iraq?
o (Or, and more into meta-theory:) Could a natural-scientiﬁc theory of society be possible
(which could tell us how not to have a new 1929, how not to have a major water crisis,
climate break down, etc., worldwide … Or: Aren’t we sufﬁciently intelligent yet …
“World-collective “I”?)?
o (And ﬁnally:) If futures are likely to be at least as complex as today’s situation and if we
are today not able to clearly steer our destiny, what type of “certain” statements can we
risk in view of our futures?
11
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It is absolutely basic truth that we can not inquire about speciﬁc features of times which
neither exist (in reality) nor existed before (and are known to us through historic sciences and
artefacts). People (all sorts of) get a lot of explanations about today, including ever more data
and “facts” they will never ever be able to “verify” (not real knowledge). But they are presented
in a way that people feel that they understand and are pleased when asked to voice their opinion.
Since futures are presented to them pretty much the same way they also feel as being decision
makers or masters of their destiny or lives. The future is, in conversation with them pretty, much
the same as present reality “speaks” to them.
Though nobody questions the right in itself of “experts” who “digged” deep into their ﬁelds
of specialisation, often for decades (and understand, in their own interpretation, much more than
most others <and rightly so>), to take part in the decision-making process, should decisions be
made exclusively for them, even if everybody is concerned? Should “everybody”, politicians
and lobbyists of all imaginable lobbies, etc. decide? Should they decide all together? But how
can they be ushered to inform and listen to each other and to really reach decisions?
Designing societal futures with good conscience stipulates that a certain amount of research,
e.g. with PARDIZIPP as applied method, had been made and that methods to their integration
are available. But we neither now nor in the foreseeable future dispose of respective methods.
Because of that, futurists often do have (or should have) a bad conscience. In order to overcome
this situation, they overplay Futures’ capability by simple telling people, following the example
of the famous “guru of futurology” Hermann Kahn, “what’s going to be”.
Even if many attempts have been made at various occasions, to differentiate between
situations in the real present and in the future (e.g. in scenario or in sf), they principally had to
fail not only in view of the precision of the structural analysis or of their temporal development
but also in view of the probability of future developments.
Objects can only be known to degrees parallel to methods available and applied. But if the
object is oscillating and the methods are weak? In addition, researchers are part of the object as
well as of the method, and more often than not the result of the research is already known before
research has even started. Or at least the direction, in which the research is directed or for which
the researcher is paid to produce evidence. – Finally: What method would be appropriate? One,
which is object-speciﬁc, which understands exactly “what the object is up to” and which is able
to evaluate the strength of countertendencies.
Finally: Using Kant’s distinction between Analysis and Synthesis one could say that the
researcher of the present is “the analyst”, whilst the researcher of the future is “the synthesyst”.
Often they can enrich themselves mutually, e.g. when the futurist develops a new structure
(material or social) and inquires with the analyst, if he couldn’t see predecessors already today.
Or if the analyst warns the futurist that his synthesis has no ground today and the transition
might be too long or too risky. Both ﬁnd parts of themselves in “the long-range planner”.
To ﬁght Malaria needs all three of them, to bring Turkey into the EU equally. And catastrophes
also can only be avoided or overcome by “them working hand in hand with mutual trust”.

Wild Cards as well as World Models would both be worth-wile to be elaborated on here
… instead I want to point again to the ever increasing size and duration/longevity of modern
12
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man’s endeavours and the shortness of either election periods or of conjunctions … neither
one was taken into account in analyses of the presence nor do we know how we could do
it (and even historical interpretations oscillate from one generation of historians to the next
because every new generation confronts historians with new questions …). If we then look into
the future and/or into the great variety of scenarios on all kinds (issues/objects/problems like
countries, regions and continents, economy and industry, armament and wars, the sciences and
technologies, cultures and religions, etc.), we discover that both are, in most ways, to the will,
liking or preferences of the authors/researchers. Under the premise that we deal with serious
authors/researchers, the only similarity between them is that they have to be more and more
complex and that both have to stipulate that “Collective ‘I’” somehow functions. And ﬁnally:
Why are so many fears around, that we will experience a new 1929? Because we neither really
trust collective “I” nor do we really have good knowledge of it … and hardly any respective
research is taking place!

Futures of societies have a lot to do with complexity. Many researchers would probably reply
that they are not really interested in such a high level of abstraction or in futures of societies,
but only in the future of partial phenomena like the future of soap or of the underwear industry.
Which is very understandable but highly risky: most pieces of work of such kind had, in the
past, not taken into account e.g. the development of populations, etc. … and at least the future
of the gigantic trans-national conglomerates is in quite a lot of aspects completely comparable
with the future of many countries.
On the basis of research like “Global Future – Time to Act”10 or “The Globus Model”11 (each
the biggest of its kind ever) one has to ask: How many individual phenomena have to be taken
into account? There can not be an answer to that question because of the seemingly old truth:
“Unless one knows the types and rules of their inter-links, even the greatest knowledge of the
greatest number of phenomena of complex structures neither allows to judge them today nor to
imagine possible futures for them”.

To start, please see Annex II, Excursion on methodology, ﬁrst.
Oversimpliﬁcation is “a must” for strategic reasons, but also, i.a., for explanations for the man
in the street, who, as taxpayer, has to consent to huge societal expenditures. But “vulgarisation”
(as one can also call it a bit malicious) will only be successful, if one has mastered the omnipresent
complexity of both ways of presentation. And masterly “vulgarisation” is neither denying the
underlying complexity nor pretending new truths. It only wants to “translate” into everyday
language.

10

Report to president Carter 1980 – I draw on it via the German translation by A. Bechmann/G. Michelsen (Hrsg),
Globale Future – Es ist Zeit zu handeln”, Freiburg 1982, later also published by “Zweitausendeins”.
11
Edited by Stuart A. Bremer, Campus Publ., Frankfurt/M. and Westview Press, Boulder, Colorado, 1987, 940 pages, 249 graphs and tables.
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One of the problems with today’s “virtuality” is that people are not informed what the
machine (the computer, AI, etc.) does for them. Thus, instead of levelling societal intelligence
up, we breed technological elites which, in turn, are in danger to loose contact with society’s
reality.
Futures are full of miracles, discoveries, developments
and chances. Let’s go for them!

Let’s ﬁrst inquire on the researcher: Who is he? An individual, a group, an institution, an
enterprise, a university, a sponsorer, a ministry? Often, a futures analysis is written by an
individual but then accepted as an ofﬁcial document (or even as the policy) of an institution …
Research on the situation of Malaria today as well as on its future certainly is quite complex.
But how complex and of what sort of complexity? The object (the disease, its biological base
as well as its consequences on humans) is seemingly clear, though, when looking more closely,
it’s loosing clarity, like: does it have to do with food and sanitary situations, living conditions,
climate, vaccines applied so far, etc.? In short: the object is more like a problem.
If an individual researcher in the North (of whatever profession …) writes about Malaria,
she/he is, more often than not, not really personally affected … and wouldn’t it be similar if he
would write about Turkey?
Research on today’s as well as on future Turkey deﬁnitively is also quite complex and one
could ask as well: “how complex and of what sort of complexity”? But the object is less clear …
what do we really want to know (people and mentality, religion and culture, economy, political
systems and policies, relations with Turkey’s neighbours and/or with the EU or the US, level of
her “collective intelligence – her civilizational level”, life expectancy, etc.)?
If a second generation Turk in Germany is working on how the brain drain from Turkey
to Germany could be increased in order to also overcome Germany’s low birth-rate and/or
to strengthen Germany’s position within the international innovation race … Would he be
personally affected? More so than if he would be the one researching Malaria, e.g. in Bulawayo
in Zimbabwe and, more speciﬁcally, ﬁghting Malaria with intelligent mass-behaviour?
Then: how about the specialist in biological engineering (of what origin what so ever) who
wants to contribute to mankind’s ability to develop humans into creatures less troubled by
weaknesses of their body, and does that in collaborating in genetic research against Malaria and
in generalizing from there?
And ﬁnally the researcher in today’s situation of intelligence (at what level? National,
Europe/the West, Asia, Islamic countries, world-wide) and in possible and yet realistic and
imaginable future situations of intelligence: data-banks on intelligence would be at his disposal
like his own memory. And yet: Where to would his research be geared to?
Even if we could employ a set of methods (often a question of time, funds and skills), we (or
critics) would never be really satisﬁed. On the other hand …
All single methodological approaches do have a right in themselves. The art of applying
them in a multi-methodological approach still has a long way to go. But basic questions like
those outlined here, i.e. methodologies of a different kind, also need further considerations:
participatory attempts at futures orientation and enthusiasm or the creation of feelings of vocation
(wherein lots of possible pitfalls could be hidden, e.g. chauvinism or religious fanatism).
14
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“The old school of futures: It masks itself in talk about futures “methodology” rather
than perspectives, but I believe some of the fundamental assumptions behind this so-called
“methodology” are the same because it is methodology steeped in progressive idealism,
“positive” extrapolism founded on the proposition that science and technology are the new gods
and saviours of humanity while those who propose sustainability are the “negative” extrapolists.
It’s the same problem with language pejoratively reﬂecting its old futures prejudiced idealism,
a reactionary futures perspective that is used to safeguard the power structure and relations of
the ruling classes, nations and societies.
So, in my opinion, futures has to completely rid itself of this old world reactionary idealism
and completely embrace sustainability if it is to effectively bring about global change. I don’t
think that global futurists can afford to continue to be “neutral” on this question, as a matter of
professionality, etc. Again, neutrality is just a mask for protecting the status quo. As a matter
of fact, you can say that neutrality and status quo are one and the same. In reality, there is no
neutrality. It’s a myth. You’re either pro (sustainable) futurist for the sake of all the people and
preservation of the planet, or else a reactionary futurist protecting the reactionary ideology and
power base of the elite who are (miss)guiding humanity and the planet towards destruction.
Once again, Buddism and sustainability are cousins. Sustainability is not just a way of
managing - it also involves a way of thinking and living. In this respect, it can learn a lot from
Buddism. Buddism is essentially a way of peace. Have you ever known Buddists to be at war?
The old view that progress is more enlightened than staticism is prejudiced. Of course, staticism
implies conservatism, but it’s conservatism in the true sense of the word - not just political. Is
it utopian? Perhaps”.
(Quotes from an e-mail dated September 2, 2004 by Dennis Morgan from Inchon, Korea to
the World Futures Studies Federation chatroom)
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We are living in a world of deepening specializations and limited responsibilities. This is
a highly divided world of administrative units and scientiﬁc specialties at a time of growing
transcending complexities. Therefore it is not surprising that it is hardly possible to properly
handle the complexity of sustainable development, which is simultaneously ecological, social,
economic, political and ethical, and etc. issue.1 Sustainable development, which is such omnipresent and evasive. Different people and different institutions with their speciﬁc efﬁciency
criteria are fragmenting holistic perception of sustainable futures and willy-nilly produce a bias
the forecasting is charged with.
Possible ideological bias is not the only problem. The complex processes are charged with
the phenomenon of thresholds as continuous accumulations may at some point lead to abrupt
and profound changes in kind. We also call it a leap from quantitative accumulations to a new
quality. With the climate change severe though mostly unknown impacts and repercussions are
expected to be dealt with. As proxy they illustrate importance of studying the thresholds we still
poorly understand.
We have, on the side of assets, growing opportunities to handle complexities science and
technology, social developments are offering. They are up for grasps to be properly used. To
bring together challenges and opportunities holistic approaches are imperative.
Of course, the study of complexities is a broad area of investigations. Therefore we shall
concentrate on:
- Monitoring complexity
- Investigating thresholds
using two tools of holistic approach:

1
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To meet challenges of complexity a monitoring system RADAR2 is applied to perform
monitoring of sustainable development. It is a knowledge system, not simply a gathering of
data we know from operation with other tools. The present predicament is mostly not the lack
of information per se, but the lack of knowledge abstracted and processed from ever growing
amount of data. Not to distinguish both we can just die of thirst in the ocean of water, i.e. within
information though unable to use it if confronted with necessity of obtaining comprehensive
views or taking decisions.
The RADAR uses novel opportunities of IT in several languages to combine data gathering
and expertise, analysis, assessment and forecasting to produce holistic knowledge adjusted to
special needs and requirements. As IT technically offer new revolutionary opportunities to collect and process data, it can be expected that development of knowledge systems will evolve to
genuine bottleneck in an effort to properly use IT.
Picture 1 and 2 show the principles of RADAR applied to monitoring developments connected with sustainable futures.
Picture 1 - Relevance Tree (general view)
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RADAR, ﬁrst developed to forecast development of scientiﬁc appliances and instruments within interdisciplinary research project of Carl Zeiss Jena and Academy of Sciences of the GDR, Vadim Nikolajew, “Komplexes
Prognostizieren des wissenshcaftlich-technischen Fortschritts” (Complex Forecasting of Scientiﬁc and Technological Forecasting), Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1977.
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Structuring of knowledge at various levels of aggregation using relevance trees.3 The structures are providing a certain Map of Future to proceed along while exploring various futures.
Modular design of elements, which allows ﬂexible updating of knowledge in one element
without being forced to revise the whole system.
Opportunities of Internet for information and communications purposes.
Picture 2 - Fragment of RADAR
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The purpose is to reach the level of “critical problems” which, each one in particular,
are blocking advances in solutions. Complexities represented by higher levels of RADAR
are rather fuzzy. They are difﬁcult to be addressed for their handling. “Critical problems” are
mostly concrete and can be forwarded to administrative units with their specialties and specialists. They provide transparency of complexities and enable decision-makers to take necessary
decisions. Handling of “critical problems” helps to disentangle complexities.
Hence, these are the “critical problems”, which should be kept under closer scrutiny. For
they are expected to cause uncertainties, at the same time, to enable to recognize places where

3
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possible important changes can take place. Putting focus on “critical problems” means that the
whole system, in which they are embedded, is rather considered persevering and serves as an
overarching context to properly locate changes within complexities.
The idea behind it is simple and complies with common sense: Everyone is living in a certain environment, in his or her system, which in its most parts is considered as stable and of
no interest to be steadily scrutinized. Only some events like unusual crimes, natural catastrophes, extremely hot or cold weather, speciﬁc personal problems and things alike, which may
provoke curiosity or distort stability of a personal system and release necessity of action, are
moved to the center of attention to be kept under control. The same principle of common sense
is used with the “critical problems” to keep complexities under closer scrutiny with the help
of RADAR.
The system RADAR is a ﬁrst tool in the effort of coping with the curse of complexity we
experience each time approaching sustainability issues.

„Loose Modeling” is the second tool to be presented. Its application begins with development
of a model to investigate cause and effect relations and interactions within complexity. With the
“Loose Modeling” a tool is given, which integrates modeling and computation into a fabric of
qualitative analysis, hence, trying to transcend the limitations of traditional modeling suggesting a purely quantitative world. The result is a kind of architecture for handling a speciﬁc complex problem. It enables proper arrangement of basically computable (quantitative) and non
computable (qualitative) elements in a way ﬁtting speciﬁc conditions for problem solution.
“Loose Modeling” was developed and successfully applied while handling the energy problem with the objective of testing opportunities of chemical and energetic use of fossil fuels at
the level of a national economy.4 Different energy sources were investigated in input-output
manner using different measurement units and various levels of calibration: labor, investments,
energy, water, land, menus of fossil and non fossil energy sources on the side of inputs. These
were useful products and waste on the side of outputs: chemicals and energy from fossil fuels
represented useful products. Waste products were provided by CO2, NOx, waste heat, solid
waste products, devastation of land etc. It was considered to further process some waste products to obtain useful ones using the same kind of inputs.
New technologies were tested with regard to their effects on the use of inputs and on obtaining of deﬁnite levels of output. Both chemical and energetic use of fossil fuels required
careful compromise between economic efﬁciency and ecological concerns. During calculations
of various options feedbacks between different futures and present realistic constraints were
established in order to avoid designing of “pies in the sky”, hence staying within realistic possibilities. This “Loose Modeling” in application to energy problem allowed simulation of different options embedded into qualitative overarching context. The success justiﬁes application
of “Loose Modeling” to coping with a vicious circle which emerged as a principle predicament
while tackling sustainability issues.

4

Vadim Nikolajew, “Energy problem metamorphosis or difﬁcult transformation to sustainable development”, International Journal of Global Energy Issues, Vol. 17, No 4, 2002, pp. 327-340; Vadim Nikolajew and Hein Klare,
“Interdisziplinarität in der Untersuchung von Substitutionsprozessen bei stofﬂicher und energetischer Nutzung
von Primärenergieträgern” (Interdisciplinary study of substitution processes while chemical or energetic use of
primary energy sources), Interdisziplinarität in der Forschung, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1983, pp. 327-340
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Picture 3 shows “Loose Modeling” applied to handling of a vicious circle of sustainable
development caused by how population growth, economic growth and environment degradation are interacting at present: population growth requires more economic growth at the cost
of environment degradation. To break out from this vicious circle trajectories of sustainable
development should be calculated and assessed.
The ﬁrst step is to investigate statistical aggregates (population, economy, ecology, politics),
i.e. how they are unfolding while using quantitative and non quantitative extrapolation techniques. Extrapolations of present developments into the future will show that as they are under
way actually “no future” at all is heralded. Using feedbacks we begin to interpolate changing
growth rates and trying to ﬁnd out trajectories of development which indicate a change for better. Yet, what may be better is not always realistic. The second step is needed to face up to this
dilemma.
The second step leads to investigation of elements of aggregates.
The case of population contains a host of challenges: Population explosion (mainly developing countries) and population implosion (mainly industrial nations), aging and their impacts
on population development and social systems. In a “business as usual” context due to effects
of thresholds rather unpleasant surprises may be expected. Use of existing technological and
social opportunities, and “technology pull” to invent and introduce novel ones, is aimed at
reducing population growth rates and at activation of elderly in order not to overdraft social
systems. Once ﬁxed the components of the population development should be put under closer
scrutiny. Various trajectories of developments can be tested.
The case of economy: Per capita baskets of goods and services of different levels of consumption are to be transferred to various regions of the world as possible goals of development.
We should consider that within our ubiquitous technical civilization “today” of the developed
world is generally considered as “tomorrow” of the developing countries. Take e.g. the epitome
of our technical civilization, a car. With different rates of numbers of cars per number of inhabitants you can simulate trajectories, which point to thresholds and show necessity to move
to more sustainable options. There is about one car per 70 citizens in China at present, one car
per two persons in the USA. Taking on to the level of the USA in future means 650 million cars
on the streets of China, i.e. more than in the world today. One conclusion is: New development
models for the Third World are required, which should be sustainable.
The case of ecology: Impacts on environment: emissions, deforestation, soil erosion, fragmentation of land are leading to testing of possible discount rates with technological opportunities of reduction of negative impacts. Further investigation of detailed issues if found out as
decisive during investigation of aggregates. Especially the ecology hides a host of unknown
thresholds showing ﬂip-ﬂop of quantity and new quality. Take e.g. the climate warming. It is
full of threshold problems.
The case of politics: Present thrusts of politics heavily streamlined toward globalization of
economic interests are leading rather away from sustainable development and turned more to
the past than to the future. Though this general view should be speciﬁed with regard to regions.
Thus, Europe is more sensitive to ecological issues in politics and enhancing them. The Third
World, a large source of uncertainties and very important for forecasting of sustainable development (compare e.g. economic growth in China or India), is at present largely exempted from
ecological considerations, which shouldn’t be.
The next step is to put and to test aggregates in a complex. The iteration should be used to
adjust trajectories of separate aggregates in test for their holistic consistency. Designing several
scenarios on the basis of RADAR and “Loose Modeling” we can show possible development
20
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trajectories turned to sustainability.
As mentioned with the case of application of monitoring system RADAR, there are numerous trappings on the route to future, which are hidden behind unknown changes we try to deal
while pointing them out as “critical problems”. Some of them contain real surprises we have
to be up to cope with. The “Loose Modeling” can be used as a simulator to ﬂexibly react to
changes resulting from handling of “critical problems”.
Picture 3 - “Loose Modeling” applied to sustainable development (general view)
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Hence, summarizing steps while using the “Loose Modeling”, they are:
(1) Design of a kind of architecture to handle a speciﬁc case of complexity;
(2) Identiﬁcation of computable and non computable elements of architecture;
(3) Selection and tailoring of mathematical forecasting methods, which ﬁt requirements of
the architecture;
(4) Gathering of heterogeneous and partly poor data to conduct calculations and carry out
qualitative analysis (using expertise).
Selective set of forecasting tools can be viewed in connection with three types of interdependences basically used in forecasting calculations:
(1) Interdependences with regard to time depicted in form of time series. Linear or nonlinear trends (e.g. given with various growth rates) can be depicted with this type of
calculations. It should be generally noted that experts are very sensitive to growth rates
dynamics if shown on the display in form of curves. Hence, simulating different projections of growth experts are able to obtain useful forecasting results;
(2) Historically observed interdependences among factors that are supposed to be, in the
same way, valid in the future, e.g. observed dependences between inputs of labor and
investments to bring about deﬁnite levels of output. Such relations can be rather ad21
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equately reﬂected by means of regression analysis or production functions. In the cases
of simulation of impacts of the use of technologies (e.g. as in the case of electricity generation with different technologies) special disaggregating procedures may be applied
to arrive at pertinent levels where impacts of different technologies can be properly assessed.
(3) Whole and part interdependences mirrored with specialized tools applied to compound investigations like input/output tables, relevance trees, etc. They allow to pursue
feedbacks from parts to the whole and to conduct consistency tests of parts. For a part
can’t be more than the whole. That is the principle rule to be especially observed taking
on single extrapolations.
Though in reality the possible sets of tools for selection are usually limited to some preferred
ones – the more variables they contain the simpler they should be, hence mostly regression
equations and linear or non-linear trends with various growth rates are used. Appropriate mathematical methods are attached to the elements of architecture.
The logic of simulation linked to decision-taking is mostly contain following questions:
In the case of new technologies (like that of use of fossil fuels for chemical and energetic
purposes), IF we are going to apply a particular new technology (technologies) THEN
HOW
WHERE
BY WHOM
WHEN
WHAT likely chains of events and consequences would be released, as quantitative inputs of
production factors and outputs of useful products and waste will be calculated, and via mostly
qualitative analysis their linkage with social and economic context will be investigated, among
them likely impacts on environment.

With both tools RADAR and “Loose Modeling” we tried to cope with the curse of complexity handling two particular cases: sustainable development and energy problem. This assault on
complexity may indicate that much more is hidden behind it. An attempt is generally justiﬁed
to pick out complexities as fascinating subjects of scientiﬁc investigation per se one day leading to birth of a new specialty complexology. It can be expected that systematic preoccupation with complexology may, in the ﬁnal analysis, touch some foundations of paradigms the
present science and technology are driven rendering them more complexity friendly and more
open to holistic approaches. New opportunities of facing up to challenges of the future will be
opened up.
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Talking about the future implies an expectation of change. If the future was to be the same as
the present it would rise little interest. It was so in the static societies that under the influence of
the myth of golden age were mostly interested in the glorious past. Our societies live under the
sway of the myth of progress, so they expect change — most often: the change for the better. It
might be not very reasonable to treat the future so narrowly still, in this presentation, I will also
concentrate on possibilities of predicting further progress.
Realization that the prosperous future depends on continuing outflow of clever technological
and social innovations is common. It is quite evident that societies unable to produce such outflow risk marginalization and tend to be targets rather then players in the more global games.
In this context it is annoying that so little unifying theory of innovative processes exists.
Not for the lack of trying. There was Marxists historical determinism based on extrapolation of
trends, they were projections of human will that overcomes all obstacles. All this culminated
in the much touted futurology of 1970s, whose predictions are now clearly an embarrassment.
After the great pretences collapsed we are left with some quasi-magical procedures like the
Delphi process and relatively low profile prostheses of political imagination in a form of foresight. In the background there are serious Popper’s and Kuhn’s theories of scientific discovery.
Alas, they do rather with the logic of the breakthrough (paradigmatic) discovery and sociology
of supposed discoverers (once a new paradigm was established) than with the mechanism of
paradigm shifts. They shed little light on the possible innovative policies, especially as they are
contrasted rather than integrated (Fuller, 2003).
In the absence of integrating theory, it might be interesting to consider possibilities offered by
evolutionary models of development (Galar, 2000). Many find them difficult to accept, yet they
seem to be able to explain both successes and failures of the present innovative policies and
clarify both possibilities and limits of predictions.

The precondition of the Future Studies is that something different should be going to happen.
This precondition is not so absurd as it might seem to the “myth of progress” people. Historically, not much was happening in most places and people were rather of the “golden age” kind.
It is usual for our generation to expect that the future will bring changes for the better, progress in many domains and solve all our problems. Unfortunately, in the second half of 20th cen24
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tury such expectations were not properly rewarded. Among much touted and generally failed
promises1 of recent decades one might point on:
•
artificial intelligence (computer translation)
•
cure for cancer and AIDS
•
electronic battlefield
•
expansion into outer space
•
genetic therapy
•
management of nuclear waste
•
new generation of pharmaceuticals
•
nitrogen absorbing plants
•
significant extension of human life
•
systems of social bliss
•
thermonuclear energy
This is annoying when compared e.g. with some results of the splendid finale of the 19th
century:
1852 Darwin’s theory of the origin of species
1856 Bessemer’s process for making steel
1858 structure of organic compounds investigated — colorful world
1859 first oil well in Texas, Carre’s absorption type refrigerator
1860 synthesizing of aspirin, spectroscopy
1861 development of the first plastic — celluloid
1865 Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetic fields, Mendel’s laws of heredity
1867 Nobel’s dynamite, Lister’s antiseptics in surgery
1869 Mendeleyev’s periodic law of elements
1872 Solway’s process (cheap glass and soap)
1876 Bell’s telephone, Otto’s internal combustion engine
1879 Edison’s incandescent lamp
1882 electric power station
1884 electric DC motor
1885 Pasteur’s vaccine against rabies, Benz’s automobile
1887 Edison’s phonograph
1888 Tesla’s AC motor
1890 punched cards used in connection with computing
1892 Diesel’s Engine
1895 Roentgen’s X rays, Lumiere’s motion picture; radio–telegraph
1996 Becquerel discovers radioactivity
As Robert Gordon, Northwestern University, USA maintains, each of the five 19th century
innovative clusters — (1) Electricity, (2) Transport, (3) Materials, (4) Media, (5) Health — was
more important than information technologies (Gordon, 2000).
While innovative improvements are turned out each day in unprecedented numbers, the deficit of breakthrough innovations seems to be also without precedent in the last two centuries. The
results of extensive efforts to stimulate innovativeness are well reflected in the following: The

1

Failed in the sense that much more time passed and much more money was spent than expected, while the result
are still promising at most.
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R&D investment in Japan as a whole achieved the target level indicated in (...) 1984. On the
other hand, basic research is not making as much progress as has been expected and various
kinds of troubles are surfacing (S&T Agency of Japanese Government, 1996). To add irony to
the situation, when some real inventions do happen, they come unexpectedly and still surprise
establishment (e.g. personal computers and Viagra).
The deficit of the breakthrough innovations might rise worries that the present era of progress is in eclipse. This might be corroborated by the events on the cultural plane, where it might
be observed as fantasy supersedes science-fiction and rationalism gives way to the New Age
model of reflection.
It is obvious that such development should not be calmly accepted. If not the old good progress then the future will bring troubles. The coming crises in the domains of environment (with
the grand entry of India and China predictions of the Club of Rome First Report are becoming
actual), demography (know-how cultures are dying out), welfare (collapse of social security
nets), security (terrorism) are already easier to predict then possible innovations that might be
helpful in neutralizing them.
The part of the problem is that the western civilization in its present form got struck in the
short term benefits trap. Nobody seems to care what will happen in the middle term, when we
might be “already dead” but our children still alive and cursing us. Another part of the problem
is how to restart progress. But what it is progress?

Conventional „wisdom” concerning progress might be put down as follows:
• Progress is inevitable and irreversible, desirable and goal oriented.
• Progress is gradual, and achieved effects are in proportion to the means engaged.
• Progress should be directed, coordinated and accelerated by appropriate institutions.
• Goals are recognizable and correspond to human desires.
• From needs and past changes the main trends of development might be divined.
• Observed trends give a sound basis for predictions and plans.
This kind of wisdom has certainly worked in the first decades of 20th century. It fails now.
I am going to argue that such perceptions, internalized in practices and procedures of powerful
coorporations and institutions, are directly responsible for the present deficit of innovations.
The determination to get out of this innovative predicament is most visible in the insistence
of EU on development of Knowledge Economy. What happens produces mixed impressions.
From one side there are usual attempts to do better by focusing still more intensely on selection
of research targets and organization of cooperation chains. From the other side an interesting
body of evidence emerges, which challenges the measures undertaken, showing that the issues
are more complex than were imagined. It turns out that correlations between traditional indicators of research effort (patents, publications etc) and innovative effects are dissipating (Third
European Report 2003).
Beyond conventional wisdom goes OECD in its attempts to asses what really works in practice of innovative firms and societies (OECD, 2000). The topics discussed relate to production,
mediation and the use of knowledge within organization; management of its intellectual capital,
role of workplace as learning organization and possibilities of learning how to learn. The Key
words encountered are: communication, complex, context, creation, embracing, explicit, flexibility, identification, information, inherent, interaction, linking, mediation, networking, nonlin26
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ear, skill, stickiness (of information), tacit, tinkering (to get tacit knowledge), transfer, transition, co-production, system and capital; which might be cultural, intellectual, human, social.
Old factors that were supposed to stimulated innovativeness, such as: organization, hierarchy,
control, plan, professionalism, codified knowledge, human capital are downplayed. At the same
time the decisive roles of factors such as: society, interaction, adaptation, trial and error, tinkering, tacit knowledge, social capital are emphasized. Serendipity is still the winner as the instigator (idea factor) of profitable innovations (The Economist, 2003). Successful innovative firms
are still, like in 19th century, based on culture (social capital) rather than procedure.
All this analysis is deeply convincing. Unfortunately, it offers very little operational advice
on what should be done to implement such ideas in practice. It is also quite obscure what is the
source of efficiency of such setups.
In absence of reliable theories of progress, it deserves consideration why Darwin’s theory is
not used as a source of inspirations in decisions concerning civilizational development? After
all its explanatory powers, concerning development of species, are practically unchallenged,
and the complexity of evolved solutions is yet to be matched by technology...
There is a number of plausible reasons. Some feel repulsed by the “cruelty” of Darwinian forces,
yet the cliché of “the survival of the fittest” is plain absurd in confrontation with intrinsic diversity of wild populations. Some think evolution is only about genetics, yet Darwin himself knew
nothing about genes. Conrad Lorenz’s guess was that the main factor is pride — refusal to admit
that blind random forces might shape the world, resolve to control our destiny and everyday
experience with getting what one strives for. The Darwinian ideas of modification and selection
are prevalent in thinking about innovative policy but these are modifications channeled in the
clearly defined directions and selection of the best results only. What else might be done?
I will try to show that a number of obvious regularities as well as paradoxical aspect of the real
life development are emergent properties of an extremely simple model of Darwinian evolution
that might be easily embodied in a computer program.

But how does such evolutionary progress work? The most popular idea is that of a sequence
of small incremental improvements slowly accumulating into qualitative changes. In this respect evolution is often contrasted with revolution, which is supposed to be a sudden change
that breaks the long lasting equilibrium and releases a series of rapid changes that lead to a new
type of stability. As this is much more similar to historical experiences, revolutions rank highly
in reflections concerning development; i.e. we prefer to talk about industrial revolution rather
than evolution. The idea of evolution is usually invoked in more mediocre situations, when there
is a recognized need for a change but we prefer to avoid troubles.
This evolution-revolution dichotomy might be handy, but it is false. To explain this fallacy,
we need a model how reality rates our efforts and this might be provided by the concept of
adaptive landscapes. Let us imagine an abstract space, which points represent all possible solutions (products that satisfy some need, organisms that fit a specific niche, etc). Let’s assume
that quality of each solution (demand for product or fitness of organism) is estimated by some
number (like elevation is linked to every point on the coordinate grid — only this is a multidimensional map). Now we might ponder the surface of quality extended over the space of solutions. We need one more assumption that small changes of solutions produce small changes in
their quality, and our adaptive landscape is ready. Let us consider the dynamics of evolution in
such a landscape.
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I will try to show that a number of obvious regularities as well as paradoxical aspect of the real
life development are emergent properties of an extremely simple model of Darwinian evolution
that might be easily embodied in a computer program.
The Evolutionary concept of progress assumes:
• Mechanisms: random mutation-selection processes in intermixing populations
• Directions: preferences embedded in adaptive landscapes (ranges of adaptive
hills)
• Modes of Operation: dynamics of evolutionary hill climbing and saddle crossing
The mathematical model (Galar, 1991) has a form:
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Model properties are reminiscent of the real processes of spontaneous adaptation. This includes the following properties.:
• continuity of inheritance
• successors resemble ancestors
• changes are gradual
• selection acts on expressed types
• adaptive surfaces are regular
• selection is soft
• types that enter selection are viable

Let the actually existing populations (be it products or individuals) be represented as a cluster of points2 situated somewhere in the adaptive landscape described. In successive generations
these points are replaced by their descendants. In effect of mutations, the traits of descendants
differ slightly from parental traits. In effect of selection, points situated higher (better products
more fit individuals) tend to be reproduced more frequently. In the result of both, the cluster of
points will have a tendency to explore its neighborhood in the adaptive landscape and to move
toward more elevated areas.
Let us consider a typical instance of the computer generated evolution presented in Figure 1.
2
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It tends to be a cluster! Evolution almost always operates on groups of pretty similar solutions, which Manfred
Eigen named quasi-species. It is easy to notice when walking in woods or supermarkets that we encounter groups
of very similar beings or products. Also Chorążyczewski, Galar (2001).
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Dictionaries define evolution as “a gradual developments”. The simulated evolution presented exhibits definitely revolutionary dynamics. In just few tens of generations evolution reaches
optimum (in a pretty orderly and predictable way). Then for hundreds of hundreds of generations nothing happens. Then, quite unexpectedly, another burst of evolutionary improvements
occurs, bringing the process to some much higher optimum in just few tens of generations.
While evolutionary mechanism work all the time, with the same pace, the emerging evolution
is clearly a two phase process:
Active phase: Evolution progresses in a burst of successive improvements correlated with
directional and practically irreversible shift of traits. In this phase trends can be identified and
their intensity and directions calculated. These data in turn might be used for predictions.
Latent phase: Evolution stagnates in a stochastic quasi-equilibrium — each generation produces diverse solutions but no trend emerges and no permanent improvement occurs. In such
situation there is nothing to be base for predictions.

Gen 22

The evolution starts at the left from a population of clones.
Generation 22. Evolution is already well advanced. It was a period of
rapid evolutionary progress resulting from exploration of the space of
search — random mutations and from random but biased (in favor of
better individuals) selection. Both direction and speed of resulting
development might be easily identified.

Gen 83

Generation 83. It is already evident that some adaptive optimum was
attained. Since then population’s evolution loses its directional drive and
starts to wander at the top of the identified adaptive hill.
Generation 170 No much change. The neighborhood of the optimum is
constantly explored but without any visible progress.

Gen 170

Gen 918

Gen 20171

Gen 28002

Generation 918. No change no trends. Generations shift from one place to
another their average fitness being usually 70 – 90 % of the maximal. A
selection mutation-equilibrium has emerged. The same forces that have
brought population to the top prevent it from moving any further.
Population is arrested in an evolutionary trap.
Generation 20171. Still nothing. Yet there are signs of relative
improvements on the right — they are symptoms that some adaptive
saddle exists there, which might lead to some higher adaptive peak.
Unfortunately they are very inconspicuous. More than 300 000 individuals were generated and only few shows this effect. An average
observer would have never noticed them in the multidimensional space in
which the process is occurring. We see them only because the mapping
was chosen with prescience of what is going to happen.
Generation 28002. It had happened — a breakthrough, an escape from the
evolutionary trap. A very wide adaptive saddle was crossed. 48
generations earlier an individual better then the hitherto optimal had
appeared. It was a product of a long line of mutants mutating. This
advantageous mutant was not lost (as could easily happen) but it was
successfully replicated. This released the second wave of evolutionary
improvements, and the process has become “purposeful” again. Now the
population is already close to the top of second adaptive hilltop, which is
twice as high as the first one.
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Gen 30085

Generation 30085. The period of change is over. The old optimum was
evacuated, now the vicinity of the new one is explored. Could this be
interpreted as a paradigm change? Could we say that the hypothesis: “the
first hilltop represents the optimal solution” was falsified? Quite
unexpectedly really — after almost half a million of “positive” trials...

Figure 1 - A trace of simulated evolution in an adaptive landscape of two hills separated by a saddle.

Population of 16 „individuals” with four traits. Chances of reproduction proportional to fitness, descendant
inherits slightly modified traits of its parent, fitness depends on the values of these traits. The saddle is wide
(more than 20 standard deviations of trait modification).
The successive frames show traces of computer generated evolution of the population in selected generations.
Dots represent individuals that existed so far. Brighter points represent individuals from the current generation.
The point’s vertical coordinate represents individual’s fitness, the horizontal one – mapping of its traits on the
axis passing through the adaptive optima.

The dynamics exhibited by evolutionary processes is much more complex than “gradual
improvements”. The actual dynamics of evolution depends on the local layout of the adaptive
landscape. In particular:
• On an adaptive slope, where mutations are usually as often detrimental as beneficial, evolution will behave according to the generally expected cliché; i.e. it will
tend to move uphill, propelled by a series of incremental improvements favored
by selection. There will be detectable trends of progress and irreversible improvements. It is quite easy to predict what will happen next. This is an active phase of
evolution.
• If evolution could start from some adaptive peak (with some set of optimal clones),
it would start from the position where all mutations are harmful. In such a situation
evolution would have a tendency to slide down, degenerating rather than improving.
• It is obvious that close to adaptive peaks these two tendencies must compensate,
producing a kind of mutation-selection equilibrium. The cluster of points will fluctuate around the peak, and there will be no trend and no perpetual improvement.
This is a latent phase of evolution. Population is arrested in a kind of evolutionary
trap: if it moves further from the peak, selection intensifies and brings it up; if it
moves closer, degenerative mutations brings it down.
• If there is a saddle which divides the presently occupied peak from some higher
peak it might be eventually crossed as a result of a series of helpful fluctuations.3
Once a saddle is crossed, the population is again on a slope; evolution enters an active phase again, and starts climbing the slope leading to the higher peak. Yet, the
waiting time for saddle crossing might be extremely long, very much longer than
the time needed to climb the slope.

3
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How and if such crossing might happen was a subject of serious controversy resolved in 1980s (with some input
from this author). It might happen by a series of mutations of mutated mutants (Schober, et.al. 1993).
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•

Let us note that in the landscape consisting of chains of adaptive hills, evolution
runs as a sequence of relatively rapid changes followed by long periods of stasis. In
the matter of fact, such evolution looks like a series of revolutions. Let us note that,
irrespectively of possible changes in mutation-selection intensities, dynamics and
punctuated character of evolutionary progress result from the local layout of adaptive topography.
The above description refers to spontaneous evolution that is not influenced by any intentions. Yet, such intentions are certainly present in all instances of human development. Let us
ask — to what effect?

The changes in the mode of evolution are not dictated by its mechanisms, but by the problem
specificity, which is represented by the shape of the adaptive landscape. The active phase of
evolution is pretty obvious. It corresponds to the population of solutions climbing some adaptive slope. As population of solutions climbs toward the peak, a sequence of improvements
might be observed, and its direction and even speed assessed.4 The latent phase emerges when
the population attains vicinity of an adaptive peak (an optimal solution). Then population fluctuates around the peak “trying” to find a still better solution, but in this area there are no better
solutions. As there is nothing left to climb, the same proven mechanisms of success are unable
to produce better results. This is pretty obvious with the mental picture of possible adaptive
landscapes — not so obvious without such picture.
The chance of further progress opens only when some series of mutations of inferior mutants finds a way through the saddle separating the peak attained from the still higher one. As
the simulation presented in Figure 1 demonstrated, the waiting time for such an event can be
enormous and there are practically no symptoms when and where such a breakthrough might
take place.
What was just described is a purely random, spontaneous process with no intelligence involved.
Certainly humans could do better than this?
What can be done assuming that individuals correspond to alternative solutions of some problem and fitness corresponds to quality? We are interested in getting the best solutions fast and
cheap. To this end people might do — and try to do — two things:
o In active phase it is possible to analyze the course of improvements, detect trends
and concentrate search on the forefront of these trends. This certainly speeds up the
active, uphill phase but it is of no use in the latent phase, as there are no trends to follow.
o In both phases it is possible to improve the quality of results by intensifying selection.
In spontaneous evolution functions soft selection — even poorly adapted happen to
have some offspring (though the odds favor the better adapted). Humans might try
to introduce hard selection, i.e. to base the successive trials only on the best trial so
far.
Introduction of hard selection is a literal application of the rule that “only the best survives”.
Such selection drastically limits the deviance expressed in populations and significantly improves its average quality. The comparative advantages of soft selection and hard selection are
presented in Figure 2. Assuming that quality defines competitiveness, it is clear that in confrontation of two systems at the same stage of development (at the same adaptive peak) the one
with the hard selection is bound to win. It is also evident that the limited deviance makes saddle
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crossing next to impossible and only the system with soft selection can make a transition — if
the two systems collide after such transition the system with hard selection has no chances.
Systems with suppressed deviance
(only best trials reproduce — hard selection)

C la s h of s ys te ms i n th e sam e s t ag e
of adaptation

Systems with expressed deviance
(all trials might reproduce albeit with chances
proportional to their quality — soft selection)

Clash of systems in the different
stages of adaptation

Of the two systems in the same stage of adaptation the system that was able to suppress its deviance
provides better quality, is more competitive and is bound to win

Once the system with expressed deviance crosses an adaptive saddle it reaches a higher stage of adaptation and
becomes more competitive than the system with suppressed deviance that is not able to cross saddles

Figure 2 - The schematic presentation of relative advantages of hard selection and soft selection

Figure 2 presents consequences of simplistic identification of progress with squeezing still
more from the existing opportunities. After evolutionary improvements end, there are always
some reserves left. Evolution feeds on and produces diversity. This diversity makes the average
quality of solutions significantly less then the quality of the perfect solution. If this diversity
is eliminated (total quality control e.g.) then the average quality will grow. Such human made
implementation of the famous “only the best survives” rule might give another bout of quality
increase. It ends when all solutions are perfect — and identical, what makes further progress
next to impossible.
The real innovative achievement is in adaptive saddle crossing — in moving from one “paradigmatic” solution to the other. This is a very different situation from hill climbing. First, there
is no information available if there is any saddle and if there is any higher peak behind it. Next,
there is no information were such saddle might be. Finally, there is no information how wide
it might be. It is the Christopher Columbus discovering way to India situation. There was will,
drive and determination to discover the way to India that resulted in discovering America. The
same factors made alchemist to produce a number of practical inventions and more recently Viagra was synthesized in such a way. In such cases intentionality of development is questionable
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— in other words: purposeful behavior leading to instances of unexpected success.
While there is a lot of procedural knowledge how to improve the search for perfection (i.e.
hill climbing), there is no such knowledge on how to move from one type perfection to the
domain of other type of perfection (saddle crossing). Practically, if there is a problem involving multiple equilibriums, which is straightforward enough to be put on a computer, simulated
evolution is a preferred tool to solve it.
The typical circumstances of the successful saddle crossings context are the following: The
process is initiated in result of a kind of random drift, which happens to outsiders, later known
as outstanding persons or geniuses. To this end the background of significant and persistent
diversity is necessary. This diversity should not be confused with chaos and absence of criteria. It allows for the “limited experimentation within the established order”. The key to such
diversity is soft selection. With soft selection the more perfect solutions are preferred, while the
not-so-perfect are tolerated. This tolerance gives the prospective, but far from perfect solutions
a chance to improve in a long run. The success of the long term missions of the kind discussed
can not be reduced to the success of everybody involved (as military success does not translate
into individual success of fallen soldiers). To make things happen, more profound motivations
than immediate gratification are needed. It is impossible to control such processes, as they have
an irremovable component of chance. The only thing intelligent organizations might do is to
give this chance a chance.
This strong duality of predictable and unpredictable or deterministic and chaotic aspects of
evolution deserves consideration. Hard selection, tantamount to strive for perfection, is a recipe
for winning all the battles but loosing the final one. Soft selection, tantamount to the freedom
of choice (but not chaotic choice!), is very fragile when confronted with organized drive to
squeeze profits from standardization. Might this explain the innovative achievements of highly
segmented ancient Greece, medieval Italy and others “free countries of free” people? Might this
be a reason behind the evangelically puzzling observations from the Silicon Valley that “the one
who has never failed is a failure”?

I tried to argue that evolution offers a proper reference for diverse kinds of development. It is
obvious that some aspects of development may be managed better than selective random forces
might do. Yet, when it comes to the principal drivers of development, to breakthrough inventions, innovations and discoveries, no better way is known. This is why evolutionary algorithms
are making a career in computer optimisation, and markets and democracies tend to win with
systems based on specialists who know what is best. The reason is that attempt to base development on the sequence of the best choices at every stage, leads to a trap; i.e. circumstances that
cannot be improved by any small changes. This produces developmental stagnation, which can
not be broken without compromising on the quality of that already attained, for example, the
looming reform of pension plans. This trap effect is well known in computer optimisation as
a principal obstacle in the search for global optima. Escape from such traps demands soft selection and parallel trials. The algorithmic trick is not the absence of competition, but a softened
competition. Also diffused competition between local competing centers turns out to be much
more efficient than the universal competition.
The basic dilemma concerning progress is freedom versus perfection, here: soft versus hard
selection. Aristotle’s VII Book of Politics contains a strange comment about playing on musical
instruments — it is not commendable to try to reach perfection, as it is proper for slaves rather
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than free people. The dominant notion is that the outreach of competition has to be global and
that precision of winner’s selection must be extreme (Galar, 2003). The winner is the winner, if
only by milliseconds and millimeters.
With regard to the future studies I tried to argue that evolution offers a proper reference for
diverse kinds of development. In particular, evolutionary models might help us understand what
are possibilities and limits of predictions:
• processes of substitution of old solutions by new ones (saturation levels, brackets of
deviance, sensitivity to disruptive innovations) — relatively easy;
• course of the active phase of evolution (incremental improvements) — to a degree;
• breakthrough innovations — fundamentally unpredictable (attempts to do this misfire; e.g. alchemy, AI). (But it is possible to define conditions supportive for emergence of breakthrough innovations!)
Generally, the possibilities of evolutionary predictions are restricted to local adaptive landscapes; i.e. to consequences of the already existing crucial innovations. Naturally the scope
of analysis might be extended beyond the evolution of an isolated „species” in stable environment that was discussed here. The possibilities of extensions include: archipelago models, spread of recombinative of innovations, mosaic environments, degenerative environmental
feedbacks etc.
What seems most important, however, is that evolutionary models point to the conditions
supportive for emergence of breakthrough innovations. Ensuring such condition is necessary, if
the future associated with progress is going to happen.
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A systematic futures research is most prevalent in many developed countries of the world,
particularly in the United States and Western Europe. It is encouraged by various international
organizations including the United Nations, OECD, UNESCO, the World Bank and others.
The Commission of the European Union emphasizes the importance of these organizations’
activities in its programmatic documents and recommendations for the member states. It is
necessary to realize that in the previous decade, the Czech Republic fell signiﬁcantly behind in
developing this ﬁeld compared to Western Europe, but also to several countries of Central and
Eastern Europe.
The Center for Social and Economic Strategies, Charles University Prague (CESES)
was established in October 2000 to bridge this gap. It develops theories, methodologies and
practices of futures research. Its goal is to identify and analyze key issues, developmental
barriers and development opportunities of the Czech Republic, while respecting diverse values
and methodological approaches. It publishes volumes and comprehensive analyses, visions
and scenarios of social, economic and political development of the Czech Republic in wider
global, international, security and ecological contexts. In this way it contributes to identifying
priorities and preparing strategically responsible political and legal decisions. This presupposes
a permanent public dialogue on these issues between experts, politicians, civil servants,
representatives of the civic sector, and individual citizens themselves.
Visions of the Development of the Czech Republic until 2015 (2001), was the ﬁrst project
of the Center and relied mostly on SWOT analysis and scenario writing. Guide to the Priorities
for the Czech Republic (2002), was the second major publication of the Center. The research
work started from clarifying theoretical points of departure and considering optimum research
methodologies. It offered a conceptual (qualitative) model of development of the Czech society
and its modernization in the global context, the identiﬁcation of developmental potentials,
formative regulators, a set of priority issues and their solutions and the formulation of synthetic
strategic concepts (see scheme at the end of this paper). The study relied mostly on an extensive
collaboration with a broad net of experts and applied the expert survey methodology. Traveling
in the Future (2003) represented the third outcome of the team effort, and suggested the set
of strategic moves by applying the focus group methodology, in-depth interviews with experts,
1
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and (once again) scenario writing. This will be completed by Strategické tahy pro Českou
republiku (Strategic moves for the Czech Republic, in print), an upcoming publication that
will further develop the concept of strategic moves in terms of both methodology and merit.
The aim of this paper is to offer a comprehensive overview of this stream of research activities,
and to submit it to critical evaluation from the methodological point of view.

Initial debates within the research team resulted in the decision to base our effort on
theoretical concepts of modernization and globalization. Societal modernization with its global
implications represents a veritable maze of processes and relationships involving numerous
elements, and its relevant interpretation is not possible without the application of a cognitive
instrument which would make it possible to separate their individual parts and at the same time
arrange them in a well-organized structure.
Being pressed by time and other limitations we decided to tackle this extremely challenging
task in a way that would enable us to respect virtually all the key developmental associations
known to us while at the same time introducing more organization into the problem and better
clarity into the explanation of our intentions. Our priority was to anchor our empirical ﬁndings
in disposable theoretical frameworks. We applied chieﬂy the classical modernization theories,
the theories of the 2nd modernization transformation, radical critique of classical theories and
theoretical approaches of reﬂexive modernization, theories of global development (including
the world system theory and the theory of the center and periphery), concepts of industrial and
post-industrial society, information society and “knowledge society”, and conceptualizations of
sustainable life, and open society.
However, we also paid heed to the ripening critical problems – proven by investigations
done by experts in the forecasting ﬁeld – which the Czech society is tackling and will continue
to grapple with in the coming years and decades, its developmental contradictions, challenges
and development opportunities (Guide 2002).

The framing of the concept of a nationally conceived forecasting effort requires above all
opting for either a system-oriented or problem-oriented research strategy. Our team preferred
problem identiﬁcation. We are convinced that problem identiﬁcation should become crucial for
the orientation of forecasting activities. Our choice found its palpable reﬂection in adopting
a problem-oriented participatory approach. (Gál-Frič, 1987). This option determined the
substantial weight we attached to collaboration with experts for the purposes of our approach.
The choice of methods was derived from the general purpose of forecasting activities. Therefore
we selected primarily expert methods.
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The outcomes of numerous team discussions resulted in constructing a model of basic links
between the development of Czech society and its modernization in the global context (see
scheme at the end of this paper).
This model attempts to cogently represent basic relationships that shape the development
of the country. The model has the following structural elements: the criteria block, a set of
developmental potentials (seven were identiﬁed), and a set of formative regulators (four were
identiﬁed). The model envisages two general relationships, i.e. one between the formative
regulators and developmental potentials (the former shaping the latter), and the other between
the developmental potentials and the criteria block (the former shaping the quality and
sustainability of life).
The model explicitly builds upon the criteria-based anchorage of considerations about
possible and desirable futures (block A – Quality and Sustainability of Life). We have based our
efforts on the works of many authors that point out the limits of spontaneous development
of human civilization, the impossibility of going on to endlessly deplete nonrenewable rawmaterial and energy reserves, pollute the biosphere, promote unsustainable surge in unchecked
differences in fair access to the sources of wealth and prosperity within individual societies as
well as on a planetary scale. Further inspiration was drawn from where systematic thought is
given to the quality of life and potentials of its indication. We look for the answer to how best
to represent the conﬂict between, on the one hand, the quality and sustainability of life of the
present generations that can defend and promote their interests and, on the other, the quality and
sustainability of life of the generations yet to be born and whose interests consequently cannot
be represented and defended (Cf.: Element A of our model).
We also assume that the quality and sustainability of life is signiﬁcantly impacted by seven
developmental potentials of the country (blocks B1-B7 – Developmental potentials). We take
the developmental potentials for the key areas generating (renewing, administrating,
cultivating) the development resources of the country. We found theoretical support for
our selection of the seven developmental potentials in numerous studies on the problems and
modernization paths of the contemporary societies and civilization in general. The contemporary
societies are threatened by the erosion of social cohesion – that hardly deﬁnable bonding
glue thanks to which individuals can work together, ﬁnd their place in society, and satisfy
their need for social intercourse and inclusion. We deem it undeniable that the social state will
play an important role in maintaining and promoting social cohesion. (Cf.: Element B1 of our
model) Developmental trends in the modern global society cause knowledge to stand out as
the main productive factor. Education, research and development, and informatics (summarily
described as “the knowledge society”) thus come to the fore as one of the crucial developmental
potentials of the country. (Cf.: Element B2 of our model) As evidenced by numerous studies,
work continues to be the critical source of existential security, self-expression and source of
social standing in the contemporary societies. Societies can only prosper if they can cultivate
the labour market and generate sufﬁcient offer on the labour market so that anyone willing to
work can get a job (Cf.: Element B3 of our model) The reproduction of human population is
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a natural base from which other potentials evolve. Living conditions, in particular the various
proportions between population groups, their health situation, their ability to bear and rear
children and to enjoy decent housing, all this enters into the game as a set of important parameters
that indicate the attained quality of life. (Cf.: Element B4 of our model) The provision of
security – either inside the state or perceived as prevention of outside threat – could be
characterized as a condition necessary for survival whereby provisions of internal and external
security are becoming ever closer bedfellows. (Cf.: Element B5 of our model) The situation
and development of the environment are important factors that have a critical impact on the
quality and sustainability of life in the long-term perspective. (Cf.: Element B6 of our model)
We class economic development as one of the crucial developmental potentials inasmuch it
– similarly to blood circulation in the human body – generates and distributes resources needed
for the renewal and transformation of society and its individual component parts. (Cf.: Element
B7 of our model) However, economic development might also be conceived as the goal and
at the same time another key criterion of society’s development – beside the quality and
sustainability of life.
Furthermore we singled out four regulators that are formative for the developmental
potentials through blocks C1-C4. These formative regulators represent the areas of societal
life that inﬂuence developmental potentials by setting or mediating speciﬁc conditions
of individual as well as the institutional actors´ behaviour within all seven development
potentials. As we approached the classiﬁcation of formative regulators we were perfectly
aware of the unprecedented historic situation of our country at the start of the 21st century – its
ﬁrst moves as an independent state entity since 1993 as well as its cultural, civilization and
geographic closeness to the Europe that was integrating to the west, north and south of the
Czech borders. In the ﬁrst instance, this situation inevitably poses the critical questions of why
we are, what we are, what we want and do not want to be, what makes us hold together – brieﬂy
put, questions about the importance, character and role of national identity within the
context of human values. (Cf.: Element C1 of our model) In the second instance, we are called
upon to intensively preoccupy ourselves with the preparations for entry and fully-ﬂedged
involvement in the European Union. The issue here is to develop capacities and institutions
that would seize the maximum of opportunity (and avoid potential losses) that could ensue
from our EU membership as well as to make use of the EU’s institutional culture to bridge the
civilization gap between our country and the more advanced nations of Europe – notably in
public administration, building the institutional framework of market relations etc., and coping
more effectively with the adverse impacts of economic globalization. (Cf.: Element C4 of our
model) This has to do with yet another assumption, namely that one of the most critical tasks in
the ﬁeld of regulating conditions of activity in various walks of society’s life takes the form of
promoting the regulatory impacts of the market, the state, and the civic sector – including
harmonization of the interactions of these regulators that could enhance the resultant synergic
effect (Potůček, 1999). (Cf.: Element C3 of our model) One of the bottlenecks of our past
development that inhibited the needed social and economic transformations took the form of
numerous deﬁcits of the country’s constitutional, legal and political system and the nature
of communication in the public space. Cultivation of this system may yet give mighty impetus
to a more efﬁcient governance of the country at all levels, the central level notwithstanding.
(Cf.: Element C2 of our model)
Let us then sum up our assumptions: the proposed model that represents two structured
general relationships (relation C → B, or formative regulators → developmental potentials,
and relation B → A, i.e. developmental potentials → quality and sustainability of life) offer an
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explanation of topical problems as well as capturing the crucial developmental interdependence
of the Czech Republic within the next few decades that require focused elaboration in the
further analytical and forecasting efforts.

The priority issues are deﬁned as discrepancies between the present and desirable
states of certain conditions of life in a society, the solutions of which make way for settling
other problems.
The priority issues were identiﬁed, evaluated and elaborated in the two rounds of expert
survey by hundreds of experts. The collection of the priority issues has a primarily heuristic
function, i.e. it serves to demarcate space for the elaboration of strategic concepts, which was
the subject of the third synthesizing round of the prognostic expert survey. The priority issues
were dynamically changing. For instance, in the category of the external security the issues had
to be completely redeﬁned after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.
The model of the development and modernization of the Czech society in the global context
enabled us to ﬁnd a speciﬁc place for all the identiﬁed priority issues. It has created a topological
environment that enabled arranging them according to their crucial characteristic features and
relating them to individual development potentials or formative regulators. Interestingly, this
process provided feedbacks to our perception of the model as it exists.
Inasmuch the explication of seventy seven priority issues takes up 100 pages in our ﬁnal
report; I can only give a couple of examples here.
Examples of Priority Issues:
19. Digital divide
28. Insufficient prevention of unhealthy lifestyles
41. Environmental illiteracy of the overwhelming majority of the population
51. High deficit in public finances
60. Low level of public participation in political decision-making

The priority issues of the development of the Czech Republic, as described in the previous
paragraph, represent a dynamic potential that can be updated in various ways and directions.
Each priority issue has its own solution and each of these solutions can have a number of variants.
As I have pointed out, individual solutions of various priority issues are not independent of one
another. As the processes proposed in these solutions are mutually intertwined by many-sided
links, individual solutions continuously interact and inﬂuence – either backup or impair – one
another. These dynamic links therefore largely precondition the success of strategic solutions of
individual priority issues. In order to at least partially respect the ﬁelds of interaction among the
processes of solving priority issues, we decided to elaborate such strategic concepts that would
incorporate collective solutions of more issues or entire clusters of priority issues. In a way,
we attempted to synthesize the ﬁeld of priority issues. Strategic concepts thus represent
relatively complex action priorities, e.g. the priorities of what needs to be done in order
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to ﬁnd joint solutions for several issues or entire clusters of priority issues. By deﬁnition,
strategic concepts must include proposals of strategies: their aims, approaches, timetables and
a description of tools and actors involved in their realization. Thirty strategic concepts were
identiﬁed by our expert survey.
Strategic concepts were identiﬁed by speciﬁc sets of priority issues that were supposed to be
treated by them. Once again, the conceptual model of the development of the Czech society and
its modernization in the global context was the tool that proved to be efﬁcient in identifying the
speciﬁc position of particular strategic concepts in a broader problem area formed by priority
issues on one hand and individual developmental potentials and formative regulators on the
other. Mutual dependences of strategic concepts (which, however, exceed the limits of this
conceptual model) were an issue of our particular interest as they represented the cognitive
bridge allowing the creation of strategic moves.
Examples of Strategic Concepts:
7th strategic concept:
DEVELOPMENT OF VOLUNTEERISM AND CIVIC LABOR
This strategic concept is based on the cognition that the vision of full employment is untenable. It
proposes to empower the institutional background of volunteerism, perseveringly disseminate the
ethos of volunteerism and hereby prepare the ground for the introduction of the remuneration of civic
activities. However, its objective is not to fully compensate for failures on labor market but to
contribute to the strengthening of civic confidence and social cohesion, which appears to be a vital
condition of the survival of the post-industrial society.
13th strategic concept:
STARTING EFFECTIVE FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION
This strategic concept is based on the assumption that the starting of an effective fight against
corruption is not primarily possible without an authentic participation of politicians. To involve
politicians in this fight will be feasible only if civic organizations manage to expand the scope of
public control over decision-making processes in public affairs and to curb corruption pressures on
political parties. In so doing, they can use the strategy incorporating both elements of cooperation and
elements of conflict with institutions of state administration and local governments.
17th strategic concept:
OPTIMUM TIMIMING FOR THE EURO INTRODUCTION
This strategic concept analyzes various alternatives of monetary policy before the accession of the
Czech Republic to European Monetary Union (EMU) and alternatives of maintaining the price
stability after the EURO introduction. It points out the danger of a potential conflict between the
necessity to sustain a low rate of inflation during our membership in EMU and the pressure to unify
the price level in domestic economy with price levels in the EMU countries. This strategic concept
considers advantages and disadvantages of both basic variants of the EMU entrance timing, i.e. either
to enter the EMU as soon as possible or not to enter immediately after the required two-year waiting
period following the accession to EU.
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20th strategic concept:
SUPPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIC AND NATIONAL SELF-CONFIDENCE
The more national self-confidence is rooted in civic self-confidence, the more consistent it is. The
fundamentals of the cultivation of civic self-confidence consist in the broadest possible application of
the principles of the open society. Only on this footing is it possible to cultivate national identity. It is
crucial that the state, regions and municipalities become much more involved in the cultivation of
cultural, artistic and other specific activities primarily by promoting activities spontaneously initiated
by citizens. Goal-directed presentation of the Czech culture abroad, especially in relation to our
accession to EU, can play an equally significant role. It is also necessary to cooperate with media and
thus contribute to the strengthening of the civic and national self-confidence.
27th strategic concept
REFORM OF THE CENTRAL STATE ADMINISTRATION
The objective of this strategic concept is the transformation of the central state administration from its
predominantly superordinate role into a role determined by the service to citizens. A particular
emphasis must be placed on the introduction and observation of the order in its organized structure.
This is an extremely exigent strategic concept consisting of several mutually interconnected moves,
namely: transforming the process structures, transforming the organizational structures, transforming
the working methods, upgrading the qualification of employees and transforming the approach to
work. As the subject of this reform is the centralized state administration itself, it is required that the
implementation process of this strategic concept is guaranteed by other actors – in this case by the
Parliament and regional and local governments.

Strategic moves refer to such societal innovations that signiﬁcantly outreach the
common functioning of the state and society. They should include a non-trivial idea with
the potential to increase the quality and sustainability of life in the long run; they should
incorporate several strategic concepts and thus contribute to the solution of many priority
issues; their implementation presupposes concentration and coordinated use of considerable
effort and resources.
Strategic moves could not adhere to one element of our conceptual model only. They
outreach them; their speciﬁc quality is that they cross-cut several developmental potentials
and/or formative regulators. Nevertheless, the model offers the cognitive net that enables to
structure them and to study their interconnectedness further.
Overview of Strategic Moves:
1. Cultivation of knowledge into a key factor of production
2. System of complex security management in the Czech Republic
3. Activation of territorial communities
4. Ways of development of social cohesion and national and civic identity
5. Enhancing good governance
6. Challenges to the Czech Republic when entering the European Union political communication and
decision-making space
7. Innovation, adaptability and competitiveness of the Czech economy in the European and global
context

5
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In conclusion of this paper it would do little harm to go back to, and critically review our
approach to the holistic forecasting of a national community, or the Czech Republic in this case.
Individual phases of our process and their contents are graphically represented in the following
table.
Table - Forecasting Procedure
Phase

Content (what was used/applied)

Understanding

Theories

Conceptualization

Conceptual Model

Problem identification

Priority Issues

Problem solution

Strategic Concepts

Key societal innovation

Strategic Moves

How the approach we picked up would mesh with the demand for
• capturing the essential relationships vis-à-vis the possible futures of the country
(the question of complexity),
• adequate and responsible choice of priorities (the question of prioritizing options),
and
• diminishing the entropy of the cognitive process (the question of appropriate
knowledge processing)?
We are in a position to state that our approach has created preconditions for the comprehensive
identiﬁcation of crucial associations within the possible futures of our country. At the same time, however, the instrument that made it possible, the conceptual model of the development of
the Czech society and its modernization in the global context, simultaneously posed a challenge
that proved to be beyond our cognitive means and resources. We were supposed to specify
the impact of individual formative regulators on developmental potentials and the impact of
developmental potentials on the quality and sustainability of life as the criteria of development.
Even though we were able to produce the general characteristics of the said relationships,
we proved incapable of systematically using them in the phase of transition from problem
identiﬁcation to problem solution and further to the formulation of key societal innovation.
We therefore cannot claim that priority issues, strategic concepts and strategic moves form
a coherent whole – without holes, discrepancies, and redundancies.
Within our approach to forecasting, an informed choice of priorities suitable for the social
practice does exceed the potentials of one single team of forecasters. Therefore we perceive
our role as that of the cognitive specialist in the process of division of labour whereby relevant
tasks ought to be performed by the politicians who represent the interests of their fellowcitizens; by other experts and the citizens in their own right. We consider our effort to identify
the priorities as an open-ended assignment. Therefore we have refrained from proposing the
pecking order of the strategic concepts and strategic moves of our own devise, and our outputs
have always been formulated as offers open to further considerations and decisions. We expect
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that the application of our outputs in the life of the Czech society will tend to take the form of
diffusion of innovations when sufﬁcient public consensus has been met and the will to apply
them was asserted rather than the introduction of sudden structural changes conditional on the
institutionalization of forecasting activities in the system of the country’s strategic management.
(Potůček, in print)
The tough nut to crack in our effort is how to gradually collect, process, store and further
use our ﬁndings and data and to use our methods for the sake of completing our information
thesaurus, and the thesaurus of ﬁndings (including theoretical approaches), and to constantly
replenish our register of disposable methods. But it is safe to say that in principle, our approach
taken to date, the backbone of which was the proposal and assertion of the conceptual model of
the development of the Czech society and its modernization in the global context, basically has
proved extremely viable in view of the capacities of our forecasting team. Obviously, however,
the next phase of our endeavour will sooner or later require key methodological innovations.
Our gratitude goes to all those who will provide themes and inspirations that would help us opt
for the best solution of our assignment.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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The World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) deﬁned sustainable
development as „development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs“.
The main aim of sustainable development is to increase quality of life in long-time horizon with
respect to other living beings. But to make sustainable development generally understandable,
measurable and manageable, we need to have set of indicators.
According to recommendation of UN Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED), the UN Commission on Sustainable Development had prepared in 1995 – 96 set
of indicators (Indicators of Sustainable Development) which contains 134 indicators divided
into four main areas: social (41), economic (23), environmental (55) and institutional (15). In
1997 – 99 these indicators were tested in 22 countries. In 2000 modiﬁed set of 57 indicators
was proposed (UN 2000b), which should serve as instrument to measure progress of individual
countries towards sustainable development.
More world organizations worked out some kind of development indicators, especially
the World Bank (World Development Indicators), United Nations Development Programme
(Human Development Report), the World Resource Institute (World Resources), World Health
Organization (database Health for All) and OECD (Core Set of Environmental Indicators).
But integrated sustainable development indicators are rare until now. This area is too broad
and complex and there is also lack of data available and uncertainties in underlying methods
of data acquisition and processing. In spite of this, some new approaches appeared to measure
world progress towards sustainability – e.g. Environmental Sustainability Index, Sustainability
dashboard, Ecological Footprint, Living planet index, Well-being index.
The aim of this article is to introduce principal ﬁndings achieved by authors in the ﬁeld of
quality and sustainability of life indicators research, which was realized in period 2000-2003
within the Central European Node of the “Millennium Project” (www.millennium-project.org)
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and at the Center for Social and Economic Strategies (Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles
University in Prague). Results were published in several books and periodicals (Glenn, Gordon
et al., 2001, Potucek et al. 2002, Potucek et al. 2003, Novacek, Mederly 2002, Mederly, Novacek
& Topercer 2002, Mederly, Novacek & Topercer 2003).

Sustainable Development Index (SD Index) was developed and published in 2000 – 2001 by
Central European Node of the Millennium Project1 (Gordon, Glenn et al. 2001) in the framework
of the “Global Partnership for Development” study (Novacek, Mederly 2002). It was updated in
autumn 2003 on the basis of the World Development Indicators 2003 database.
The aim of SD Index is aggregated expression of state (and development progress) of
individual countries towards sustainable development. It is calculated for 179 countries,
expressed in relative scale 0 – 1. The higher value of index means better progress towards
sustainable development.
64 variables had been selected and divided into 7 major problem areas. Number of variables
for one problem area varied from six to thirteen (average is nine for one problem area).
Way of construction of partial indexes and overall index represents important methodological
problem. We considered advantages and disadvantages of individual variables (respectively
indicators) weighing. But at this stage of study we decided to consider weigh of all variables
as equal. It means that weigh of indicators or problem areas in overall SD Index was done by
number of variables. The reason is that we do not know yet mutual relations among variables
and their signiﬁcance. Final index is therefore arithmetical average of all variables used for
relevant country.

S u s t a in a b l e D e v e lo p m e n t I n d e x
(SDI)

Table 1 – Basic structure of Sustainable Development Index (SDI)
1 - Human rights, freedom and equality
2 - Demographic development and life
expectancy
3 - Health state and health care
4 - Education, technologies and information
5 - Economic development and foreign
indebtedness
6 - Resource consumption, ecoefficiency
7 - Environmental quality, environmental
problems

A - Politics and human rights
B – Equality
C - Demographic development
D - Life expectancy, mortality
E - Health care
F - Diseases and nutrition
G – Education
H - Technologies and information sharing
I – Economy
K – Indebtedness
L - Economy – genuine savings
M - Economy - resource consumption
N - Environment - natural resources, land use
O - Environment - urban and rural problems

Data were processed statistically with usage of NCSS statistical package (Hintze 19972001). Because majority of variables represents from statistical point of view not normal sets of
data with high occurrence of outlying values, there was necessary trimming and transforming
data before calculation of the index.
1

Central European Node is based at the Center for Social and Economic Strategies, Faculty of Social Sciences,
Charles University in Prague.
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Table 2 – Basic statistical characteristics of variables
Variable

A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
G1
G2
G3
G4
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
I10
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Units
Source
1 - Human rights, freedom and equality
Index of political rights
Index
FH
Refugees - country of origin
per thous. Peo
HDR
Military expenditure
% of GDP
WDI
Military personnel
% of labour force
WDI
Gender development index
Index
HDR
Children labour force
% of 10-14 year
WDI
2 - Demographic development and life expectancy
Annual population growth
%
WDI
Share of population 0-14 to 65+
%
WDI
Infant mortality rate
per 1000 birth
WDI
Under 5 mortality rate
per 1000 birth
WDI
Life expectancy at birth
years
WDI
Death rate, crude
per 1,000 people
WDI
3 - Health state and health care
Health expenditure, public
% of GDP
WDI
Health expenditure, per capita
USD/cap.
WDI
Child immunization – DPT
% of children < 12 months
WDI
Child immunization – measles
% of children < 12 months
WDI
Physicians
per 1000 peo.
WDI
Birth attended by skilled health start
% of total
WDI
Hospital beds
per 1000 peo.
WDI
Tuberculosis
per 100,000 peo.
WDI
Prevalence of HIV
% of adult
WDI
Prevalence of child malnutrition, by weight
% of children < 5
WDI
Undernourishment
% of people
HDR
Access to improved water sources
% of popul. with access
WDI
4 - Education, technologies and information
Adult illiteracy rate
% of 15+
WDI
School enrollment, secondary
% net
WDI
School enrollment, primary
% net
WDI
Public spending on education, total
% of GDP
WDI
Telephone mainlines
per 1000 peo.
WDI
Personal computers
per 1000 peo.
WDI
Internet users
per 10000 peo.
WDI
Daily newspapers
per 1000 peo.
WDI
Television sets
per 1000 peo.
WDI
Mobile phones
per 1000 peo.
WDI
5 - Economic development and foreign indebtedness
GDP per capita
USD, const. 1995
WDI
PPP GDP per capita
curr. int. $
WDI
Annual GDP growth
%
HDR
Adjusted savings: net national saving
% of GNI
WDI
Gross domestic savings
% of GDP
WDI
Aid per capita
current US$
WDI
Current account balance
% of GDP
WDI
Foreign direct investment, net inflows
% of GDP
WDI
High-technology exports
% of manufactured exports
WDI
Overall budget balance, including grants
% of GDP
WDI

Year

Count

2000
2000
2000
1999
2000
2000

179
107
139
159
145
167

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

179
179
179
179
179
179

2000
2000
1999
2000
1998
2000
1998
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

177
175
178
176
167
159
109
149
149
126
129
146

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1998
2000
2000

154
134
154
157
179
150
177
152
179
170

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

170
162
163
166
154
156
161
159
129
117
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I11
K1
K2

Variable
Unemployment, total
External debt, total
Total debt services

L1
L2
L3
M1
M2
M3
M4

Adjusted savings: energy depletion
Adjusted savings: mineral depletion
Adjusted savings: net forest depletion
GDP per unit of energy use
Commercial energy use
Electric power consumption
Passenger cars

N1
N2
N3
N4
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5

Nationally protected areas
Freshwater resources
Forest area
Arable land
Population in agglomeration > 1 mil.
Rural population density
Urban population growth
CO2 emissions
Urban population

Units
% of total labor force
DOD, current US$
% of GNI
6 - Resource consumption
% of GNI
% of GNI
% of GNI
PPP $ per kg of oil equivalent
per cap. Kg of oil eqv.
per capita kWh
per 1 000 people
7 - Environmental duality
% of land area
m 3 per capita
% of land area
% of land area
% of total
peo/km 2
annual %
metric tons per capita
% of total

Source
WDI
WDI
WDI

Year
1999
2000
2000

Count
102
138
136

WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1999

176
171
171
121
128
123
166

WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI
WDI

2001
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1999
2000

144
148
174
176
175
174
178
178
178

Units – measuring units, Source – source of data (WDI – World Development Indicators 2003, FH – Freedom
House, HDR – Human Development Report 2003), Year – year of data collection for most countries, Count –
number of countries with data available.

First major area covers human rights, freedom and equality (abb. politics). Sustainable
development is not achievable if people have to live in totalitarian state, without privilege of
freedom or also in society which is polarized by huge income gap. Therefore we consider this
area as one of the most important aspects of sustainable development, despite that until now it
was rather omitted. Central thematic topics of this area are:
Politics and human rights. In this group we rated four variables: Index of political rights and
civil liberties, Refugees according to country of origin, Military expenditure, Number of people
serving in military forces.
Equality. We rated two variables: Income distribution – Gender development index and
Children labor force.
Partial index was evaluated for 155 countries. Among the best ten countries there are
developed democratic countries: Canada, Iceland, Japan, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Australia,
Ireland, Spain, Netherlands and Switzerland. The worst situation was determined in Eritrea,
Bhutan, Burundi, Ethiopia, Angola, Rwanda, Zaire, Haiti, Sudan and Congo.
Second major problem area covers demographic development and life expectancy (abb.
demography). Despite that globally population growth rate decreases, total number of people
living on the Earth increases (60 million each year), especially in developing countries. For
developed countries stagnation is typical, population is getting older and even „dies“ in some
regions (number of born babies is lower than number of deaths in one year). Central thematic
topics of this area are:
Demographic development. In this group we rated two variables: Annual population growth
and Population aging (share of young and old people).
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Life expectancy, mortality. We rated four variables: Infant mortality rate, Under 5 mortality
rate, Life expectancy at birth, Crude death rate.
Partial index was evaluated for all 179 countries. Among the best states there are Iceland,
New Zealand, Cyprus, Cuba, Finland, Norway, South Korea, France, Japan and Australia. The
worst score reached Niger, Afghanistan, Mali, Angola, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Ethiopia, Burkina
Faso, Zaire and Zambia.
Third major problem area covers health state and health care (abb. health), which considerably depends on the strength of economy. Therefore they remain one of priorities in developing
countries and this area is also one of the most important on the way towards sustainable
development. Central thematic topics of this area are:
Health care. In this group we rated seven variables: Health expenditure as % of GDP, Total
health expenditure (USD/person), Child immunization - DPT, Child immunization - measles,
Number of physicians per 1000 people, Hospital beds, Birth attended by skilled health staff.
Diseases and nutrition. We rated ﬁve variables: Number of tuberculosis cases per 100 000
people, Prevalence of HIV, Prevalence of child malnutrition, Undernourishment, Access to
improved water sources.
Partial index in this area was evaluated for 177 countries. The best situation is in Iceland,
Norway, Netherlands, Germany, Israel, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Denmark, Finland and
Belgium. The worst situation is in Ethiopia, Angola, Afghanistan, Chad, Niger, Congo, Central
African Republic, Somalia, Equatorial Guinea and Burkina Faso.
Fourth major problem area monitors education, technologies and information (abb.
education). In developed countries with modern economy education, information and their
accessibility have become the most important factor of economic development and creation
of wealth. This is also area which can help developing countries to overcome vicious circle of
poverty and underdevelopment, rapid population growth and damaging of the environment.
Information is not lost or diminished by sharing but on the contrary, it can be used and shared
without limit („not zero sum economy“). Central thematic topics of this area are:
Education - in this group we rated four variables: Adult illiteracy rate, Primary school
enrollment ratio, Secondary school enrollment ratio, Public spending on education.
Technologies and information sharing - we rated six indicators: Number of telephone
mainlines, Personal computers, Internet users, Number of daily newspapers, Television sets,
Mobile phones per person.
Partial index in this area was evaluated for 177 countries. The highest score reached Sweden,
Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Finland, Switzerland, Netherlands, United Kingdom, Austria and
New Zealand. The worst situation was determined in Burkina Faso, Zaire, Central African
Republic, Chad, Mali, Mozambique, Niger, Ethiopia, Sierra Leone and Haiti.
Fifth major problem area covers economic development and foreign indebtedness (abb.
economy). It is obvious that ability of speciﬁc country to make progress towards sustainable
development is conditioned by advanced economy. Rich countries „can afford“ sustainable
development and population is also more sensitive towards the environment and sustainability
issues. On the contrary, foreign indebtedness (above all in developing countries), destroys
optimistic expectation for better future. Central thematic topics of this area are:
Economy. In this group we rated eleven variables: GDP per capita, GDP per capita according
to purchasing power parity, Annual GDP growth, Net national savings, Gross domestic savings,
Aid per capita, Current account balance, Foreign direct investments, High-technology exports,
Overall budget balance, Unemployment.
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Foreign indebtedness. We rated two variables: Total per capita external debt, Total debt
services.
Partial index in this area was evaluated for 169 countries. Among the best countries there
are Luxembourg, Singapore, Ireland, Netherlands, Switzerland, Denmark, Canada, Finland,
Sweden and United Kingdom. The worst situation is in Lebanon, Sierra Leone, Sao Tome,
Comoros, Guyana, Nicaragua, Surinam, Salomon Islands, Eritrea and Malawi.
Sixth major problem area monitors resource consumption (abb. resource). There are
economically successful countries which do not have sufﬁcient value of this index. On the
contrary, there are developing countries with very low value of natural resource consumption
(this is tightly connected with industrial underdevelopment). Central thematic topics of this
area are:
Economy – genuine savings. In this group we rated three variables: Energy depletion, Mineral
depletion, Net forest depletion (genuine savings means relative expression of consumption, or
deterioration of domestic resources with regard to the process of GDP growth.)
Economy – resource consumption. We rated four variables: GDP per unit of energy use,
Commercial energy use, Electric power consumption, Passenger cars.
Partial index in this area was evaluated for 171 countries. Best situation was determined in
Sao Tome, Iraq, Swaziland, Mauritius, Vanuatu, St. Kitts and Nevis, Fiji, Comoros, Macedonia
and Belize.
Among the last countries there are Liberia, Guinea, Ghana, Kuwait, Sierra Leone, Ethiopia,
Australia, Bahrain, Pakistan and Canada.
Seventh major problem area monitors environmental quality and environmental problems
(abb. environment). Environmental aspects of development are crucial, without good quality of
the environment sustainable development is not possible. Central thematic topics of this area
are:
Environment – natural resources, land use. In this group we rated four variables: Nationally
protected areas, Freshwater resources, Forest area, and Arable land area.
Environment – urban and rural problems. We rated ﬁve variables: Population living in
agglomeration higher than 1 million, Rural population density, Urban population growth, CO2
emissions and Share of urban population.
Partial index in this area was evaluated for 178 countries. The best results reached Guyana,
Central African Republic, Samoa, Zambia, Guinea-Bissau, Namibia, Zaire, Cambodia, Laos
and Panama. The worst situation is in Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Libya, Lebanon, Jordan,
Bahrain, Singapore, Oman, Egypt, and El Salvador.
Resulting value of sustainable development index was calculated as arithmetic mean of all
partial indexes of individual variables. 179 countries were evaluated but number of accessible
data for individual countries varied from 34 (Afghanistan) to all 64 variables (8 countries).
Overall coverage of data was very good – from maximum number of data sample 11,456 we
were able to get 10,346 samples (90.3%).
According to overall SD Index, countries are lined up similarly as in ﬁrst ﬁve major problem
areas (for top and bottom countries see table 3). This conﬁrms that today the world is sharply
divided and polarized: rich and “western-way” developed countries of the North (partially with
exception of natural resources consumption, ecoefﬁciency and quality of the environment)
and poor, from western point of view underdeveloped countries of the South. First group is
composed of Western European countries, USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, Japan
and also some countries of former communist bloc – Central European and Baltic states. The
“most poor and underdeveloped” are most of African countries, some countries of South and
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South-Eastern Asia and Haiti. There is unbelievable difference between these two groups. In the
space between these two extremes there are rest of countries – for example countries of South
and Central America, most countries of former Soviet Union and most of Asian countries (see
picture 1).
Table 3 - SD Index: Order of selected countries
Country
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

SD Index

Sweden
Finland
Switzerland
Luxemburg
New Zealand
Norway
Denmark
Ireland
Netherlands
Austria
Iceland
Germany
Japan
Canada
France
Belgium
Slovenia
Spain
United Kingdom
United States

0.885
0.882
0.874
0.873
0.871
0.870
0.858
0.855
0.848
0.847
0.844
0.843
0.837
0.836
0.832
0.826
0.824
0.821
0.817
0.816

Nigeria
Congo, Rep.
Liberia
Rwanda
Mozambique
Angola
Guinea
Chad
Haiti
Mauritania
Congo, Dem. Rep.
Eritrea
Burkina Faso
Ethiopia
Sierra Leone
Niger
Burundi
Somalia
Afghanistan

0.380
0.368
0.368
0.366
0.366
0.354
0.354
0.350
0.348
0.339
0.338
0.337
0.336
0.325
0.313
0.312
0.306
0.295
0.233

1

2
3
Top 20 countries
21
12
12
15
5
9
10
15
6
4
16
7
5
2
19
22
6
2
12
11
8
7
23
22
9
19
3
14
14
15
2
1
1
17
20
4
3
9
18
1
18
14
33
8
11
11
17
10
23
21
21
8
32
28
19
24
24
27
29
26
Low 20 countries
95
159
165
146
147
172
169
155
150
167
152
125
164
148
151
176
176
92
158
160
141
165
174
148
137
167
134
157
145
149
171
166
155
146
147
128
172
168
152
173
177
131
175
164
123
179
173
153
168
153
174
170
178
175

4

5

6

7

Av.order

1
5
6
20
10
4
2
22
7
9
3
15
16
14
12
11
18
25
8
19

9
8
5
1
17
14
6
3
4
15
19
12
20
7
16
13
41
22
10
11

113
120
58
105
134
138
69
92
84
71
142
76
59
162
89
94
81
57
96
111

24
33
52
11
20
159
103
129
75
140
149
152
81
116
153
50
114
135
119

27.4
27.9
21.7
25.5
28.3
29.4
38.1
38.9
36.4
30.4
44.0
41.9
39.6
42.4
40.7
44.1
36.4
40.9
45.1
48.9

157
149
148
146
170
163
165
172
166
154
174
162
175
168
167
169
161

87
84
118
113
152
79
133
132
88
147
138
161
142
102
168
140
153

155
141
171
140
153
121
170
43
122
145
128
63
36
166
167
160
154

136
121
37
134
44
48
106
21
168
146
7
94
67
83
55
109
156
117
125

136.3
137.1
133.0
143.1
136.6
130.6
140.6
121.1
142.3
146.9
133.3
132.6
126.9
145.9
146.7
150.4
156.9
153.7
159.3

1 - 7 – Order of countries in problem areas - 1 Politics, 2 Demography, 3 Health, 4 Education, 5 Economy,
6 Resource, 7 Environment
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Picture 1 – Sustainable Development Index for world’s countries

Development balance of individual countries was evaluated according to values of partial
indexes in major problem areas 1 – 7. Ratio between the highest value of partial index and the
lowest value was called Index of Development Balance (IDB). The best values of this index
usually do not have the most developed countries. It means that high level of development in
some countries could be obtained with related excessive consumption of natural resources and
worsening the quality of environment. This is serious challenge for the future. Unfavorable
value of this index has e.g. Canada, Australia, Denmark, Japan, Belgium, and Germany.
Among countries with the best Index of Development Balance are Costa Rica (IDB
1.18), Romania 1.20, Brazil 1.23, Chile 1.25, Peru, Colombia, Mexico 1.30, Malaysia 1.33,
Slovenia 1.34, Ecuador and Cyprus 1.35.
The most unfavorable IDB have the poorest and least developed countries with index value
higher than 10. Extreme cases are especially Burkina Faso, Congo, Eritrea, Niger, Central
African Republic, Chad, Mali, Angola, Sierra Leone and Zambia.
Development balance of individual countries can be expressed also graphically as a diagram
– see picture 2 for an example of two countries with signiﬁcant difference in IDB (Costa Rica
and Eritrea).
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Picture 2 – Examples of country’s development balance
Costar ica
SD Index 0,74 1 I DB 1,18

Er itrea
SD Inde x 0 ,337 IDB 34,2 6

Politics

Environment

Politics

Demography

Resource

Health

Environment

Resource

Health

Economy

Economy

Demography

Education

Education

In addition to calculations of SD Index for 179 world countries we expressed overall SD index
and partial indexes for regions of the World (17 world regions based on geographical location
and political relationships) and for main income groups of individual countries (6 groups based
on GDP level according to the World Bank). Results are expressed in tables and pictures 3-4.
The highest value of SD index reached regions of North and West Europe and North America,
opposite are all African regions (especially West Africa) and South Asia.
Simple rule is valid in comparison of GDP and SD Index – with increasing income of regions
the value of SD Index is increasing too. Therefore the highest value of index reached the highest
income countries and the lowest one had a lowest income countries. But this principle is not
absolutely true in case of regional development balance – the highest income countries have
a shortage because of imperfection in resource consumption and quality of environment.
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Table and picture 3 – SD Index for main world’s regions
Region
South and East Africa
West Africa
North Africa
Southwest Asia
South Asia
Eas t Asia
Central Asia
Southeast Asia
Australia and Pacific
Former-Soviet Europe
Central and East Europe
North Europe
West Europe
South Europe
North America
Central America
South America
World

SD Index
0,456
0,410
0,459
0,582
0,468
0,665
0,616
0,577
0,645
0,650
0,721
0,868
0,846
0,762
0,826
0,636
0,640
0,595

1
0,487
0,493
0,421
0,478
0,474
0,736
0,700
0,533
0,815
0,659
0,783
0,946
0,946
0,801
0,946
0,689
0,745
0,642

2
0,192
0,151
0,347
0,540
0,355
0,687
0,467
0,526
0,617
0,613
0,713
0,877
0,847
0,798
0,824
0,618
0,591
0,504

3
0,365
0,272
0,442
0,686
0,416
0,647
0,691
0,497
0,670
0,739
0,814
0,959
0,938
0,856
0,909
0,653
0,643
0,598

4
0,322
0,207
0,342
0,629
0,329
0,726
0,489
0,511
0,587
0,641
0,772
0,988
0,941
0,820
0,931
0,614
0,670
0,555

5
0,526
0,502
0,520
0,627
0,608
0,742
0,604
0,694
0,581
0,607
0,589
0,885
0,906
0,731
0,896
0,590
0,541
0,610

6
0,673
0,613
0,689
0,640
0,611
0,650
0,637
0,640
0,683
0,667
0,720
0,605
0,685
0,767
0,525
0,763
0,717
0,675

7
0,649
0,664
0,525
0,388
0,586
0,564
0,691
0,635
0,726
0,602
0,653
0,635
0,571
0,537
0,602
0,617
0,688
0,613

IDB
5,083
5,613
2,641
2,237
2,330
1,815
1,701
1,941
1,966
1,562
1,555
1,810
1,659
1,692
1,926
1,685
1,604
2,093

1 - 7 – Order of countries in problem areas - 1 Politics, 2 Demography, 3 Health, 4 Education, 5 Economy,
6 Resource, 7 Environment, IDB – Index of development balance
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Table and picture 4 – SD Index for main income groups of countries
Income group
Lowest income countries
Low income countries
Lower-average income
countries
Higher-average income
countries
High income countries
Highest income countries
World

SD
Index
0,397
0,524

1
0,414
0,571

2
0,150
0,416

3
0,288
0,495

4
0,179
0,413

5
0 511
,
0,530

6
0,610
0,649

7
0 657
,
0,632

IDB
5,887
2,177

0,622

0,660

0,551

0,650

0,608

0,588

0,746

0,628

1,739

0,656
0,741
0,809
0,595

0,733
0,761
0,876
0,642

0,621
0,759
0,824
0,504

0,695
0,828
0,900
0,598

0,689
0,816
0,915
0,555

0,593
0,734
0,877
0,610

0,739
0,685
0,622
0,675

0,612
0,537
0,539
0,613

1,704
1,699
1,833
2,093

1 - 7 – Order of countries in problem areas - 1 Politics, 2 Demography, 3 Health, 4 Education, 5 Economy,
6 Resource, 7 Environment, IDB – Index of development balance
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The present and the future meaning of the entry into the European Union for the Czech
Republic have been discussed for a long time now. However, most speakers focus on the issues
such as, e.g., competences or powers, salaries of Euro-MPs, subsidies or better treatment we
managed or will manage getting for our farmers or haulage contractors. The key strategic
question why we actually want to have more competences and better negotiating positions
remains unanswered. The absolute majority of speakers believe that the effort to exercise more
competences is so natural and obvious that it is not worth considering it at all. Everything seems
clear. But is it really so? Do we know why we want to have greater powers in the EU? The
answer is at hand: well, naturally to be able to have a say in their decision-making! But, why?
Because if so, we could – perhaps – gain more? But, do we know what we want to gain? And,
now, suddenly, it is not obvious any more.
Until now, there has, unfortunately, not been any systematic discussion of the strategic
character about what the Czech Republic wants to gain through its entry into the European
Union. The surveys regarding life strategies (e.g., Frič and team, 2003) reveal that the Czech
public is disorientated. The perspective mind of the Czech residents is in crisis, as it does
not come out of understanding what actually it is about in the present stage of Czech society
evolution. Our political elites are constantly unable to offer attractive visions to the public,
which would help the ordinary citizen orientate him/herself in the quickly changing reality
of the global era and thus give the wider sense to our joining the EU. That is why CESES (in
2003) came up with an idea and implemented the project of writing strategic scenarios of CR
behaviour, the main purpose of which was to inspire a cultivated discussion about the structure
of our longer-term intentions and plans in the European Union, about the possible room opened
to us by our entry to the EU, about the factors which will have the decisive impact on our
strategic behaviour and about the possible strategies of putting through our intentions.
By no means would we like to have this discussion conﬁned to several professionals only
and so we decided to go for the method of writing scenarios, which enables to explain in an
appealing way also for the layman the important aspects of probable future actions related to

1

The paper describes the relevant context, theoretical premises and method of writing strategic scenarios of the the
Czech Republic behaviour in the European Union contained in the publication: Pavol Frič a kol. „The Czech soda
in the European Union: Strategic scenarios CR behaviour of in EU“, CESES, Prague, 2004.
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the strategic behaviour of the Czech Republic in the European Union, the complexity of which
would otherwise demand a long and tiring description.
Contrary to the former CESES projects we did not focus on working out some, very few
global scenarios only. The reason for this decision, which contradicts one of the elemental
principles of the writing scenarios methodology,2 was the speciﬁc situation in the area of the
CR strategic behaviour. In particular, it was the fact that the ﬁndings about the possible options
of the CR strategic behaviour in the EU were very poor and too general (primarily, no speciﬁc
targets set that would give necessary orientations in the potential strategies were not known).
On the other hand, it was apparent that to be able to responsibly choose some deﬁnite vision, or,
global strategy, it is necessary to ﬁrstly thoroughly investigate the room for possible strategic
variants of the middle-range reach, which, as was conﬁrmed, were alone worth attention.
The selected method of working out a bigger quantity of middle-range reach scenarios was
encouraged by the argument that working out the global scenarios we could not reckon with the
participation of the relevant players, i.e., mainly the top representatives of the most powerful
political parties who could thus cultivate their perspective thinking. Therefore, we did not want
to offer politicians and some other, important players (businessmen, representatives of the
public administration, journalists…) the already ﬁnished, ready to use products in the form of
global scenarios. It is well known that the delivery of the global scenarios - „turnkey projects“
– reliably eliminates the cultivation effect to the minimum. On the other hand, the middle-range
reach scenarios give all the players involved room for their creativity and construction of their
own variants of these more global scenarios.
We did not want the reader of the ﬁnal text to get „bogged down“ in the quantity of atomised
mini-scenarios, and so on the one hand it was prior decided to structure the total text and make
coherent chapters and sub-chapters, and, on the other hand, to pay attention to have the chapters
logically followed up and with a coherent text in each chapter. Doing so we were inspired by
the publication written by H. Kahn „Thinking about Unthinkable“. Our target was to make out
the network of a quantity of smaller, middle-range reach scenarios interlinked in a coherent,
but structured text. For this purpose we used a special form of writing scenarios, when the
scenario as such is preceded with a straightforward description of the impulse/driver, which
could very probably „make it alive“, and the scenario should have the commentary, assessment
of its chance to come true, or, to fulﬁl alternative possibilities and (or) to describe possible
effects of fulﬁlling the scenario. Because of that it also represents a good starting point and
impulses/drivers for writing another scenario. Thanks to that the content of the ﬁnal text is
paced off by up to the three, independent elements – impulse/driver, scenario and commentary
– when each of them should, in principle, have its own style of writing.

2
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Too many scenarios are to the detriment of the cause! The reason why is that the reader can get „bogged down“
in them and be unable to take the useful information from the text written. Essentially, it is recommended to
have only three to ﬁve standard variants, which can be followed up by some few „external scenarios“, or, „wild
cards“.
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The purpose of working out the conceptual context of writing scenarios of the Czech
Republic strategic behaviour in the EU was not only to clarify and deﬁne the subject (issues) of
writing scenarios, but also to sufﬁciently structure it so that its total subject range were mentally
manageable and its particular issues easy to grasp. It means we did not want to stick just to the
ad hoc formulated areas, which are, without any doubt important for the development of the
Czech Republic, but we wanted to have these areas making a sensible whole, and be in principle
derivable from a certain, coherent frame of mind which can be subjected to a critical discussion.
The quality of the brief for the experts asked to write strategic behaviour scenarios depended on
how elaborated was the conceptual background.
As the central, conceptual background of writing scenarios we selected the theory of
modernizing and the hypothesis that the Czech Republic would not like to resign from the
international modernizing contest, but just the opposite, would aspire to succeed in this
competition (this hypothesis is based not only on the repeatedly declared attitudes of the social
elites but also on the results of public opinion polling). And so the answer to the fundamental
question of our entry into the EU is: „We enter the European Union to success in the
international modernizing competition and at the same time we expect that just this way is
the best guarantee to achieve the general welfare of the Czech population.“ This key strategic
goal of the Czech Republic in the EU has both fundamentally civilization and instrumentally
utilitarian dimensions.
- The fundamentally civilization dimension is expressed by the effort to be more
intensely present in the cultural and spiritual evolution of Europe, to win the prestige
of a country, which is not only the integral part of the European value room, but also
able to be at the top of its socio-cultural evolution.
- The instrumentally utilitarian dimension is related to the effort to catch up with the
West, or, at least, to be on the go, that is, to stay in contact with the technologicaleconomic modernizing trends in the most advanced countries, or, at least reach the
bottom edge of the European modernizing centre; considering the global character
of the international modernizing contest it would mean that we are able to limit the
negative effects of globalization, and maximally use its positives.
The term „strategy“ is always tied to a certain form of contest (game, war, competition),
where the dominant motivational role is played by the interests of the players involved. The
manner in which these players want to long-term defend their interests is telling us about their
strategic behaviour within the contest concerned. We come out of the fact that the behaviour
of CR in the European Union (or, its effort to enter it) is framed by a certain type of contest
and that the Czech Republic tries, or, at least, should try to deliberately act strategically in
this contest. Presumably, this type of contest is the „international modernizing contest“, under
which we understand the effort of the individual national states to achieve the best position in
the produce and practical dissemination of innovations, which will enable to more effectively
manage the problems formulated by important social players and by the public.
Under the strategic behaviour of CR in the EU we thus understand the behaviour of the
government and other public administration institutions, major corporations, important interest
groups and civil organizations in the institutionalised room of the EU, which has important
consequences for the process of CR success in the international modernizing contest. It means
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in getting the favourable position near the European modernizing centre and reﬂecting this
position in the improved quality of life of the population. To act strategically presumes the
ability to deﬁne long-term goals and to choose the method relevant to the practical possibilities
and capacities of the country. We presume that the greater the ability, the more effective and
successful the strategic behaviour.

It seems that the strategic goal of the Czech Republic in the EU will be „catching up with
modernizing“ and the art to manage the globalization chances as well as the globalization
threats. We believe that the scenarios of the Czech Republic strategic behaviour should come
out of identifying our major, modernizing drawbacks, which will come out from assessing the
current modernizing trends in western countries. Such comparison will show in which areas we
should be most active. These areas make the basic frame and structure of writing scenarios.
The experience with modernizing in western countries sends the clear message:
1. the purpose and goal of modernizing has gradually been changed – stress is placed
not so much on the material welfare but rather on the quality of life,
2. the subject of modernizing has been changing as well – it is not about advances in
production technologies, equipment and management only, but to the front comes the
modernizing of social institutions, role models and rules of social life,
3. the modernizing changes are not only the outcome of the decisions taken by captains
of industry and public policy of governments, but rather of the nation-wide reﬂexive
process, in other words, of everyday criticism, discussion and negotiations of a variety
of social players including the representatives of civic society,
4. the international modernizing contest has become global, the ongoing modernizing
changes have unequally positive and negative effects on the individual countries and
so they compete to see who will be able to best use the positives and least suffer from
the negatives.
The results of general analyses of the modernizing in Central and Eastern Europe (DiPalma,
1991; Schöpﬂin, 1991; Sztompka, 1991) unambiguously conﬁrm that these countries have
undergone at the time of socialism through the process of „relative demodernizing“ in the social
and political area. It means they have become lagging behind the Western world most in the
area where the current modernizing trends started taking place most noticeably. Referring to
the analyses of the Czech (Czechoslovak) modernizing process in the last sixty years (mainly,
Machonin, 2000) we can say that the above four trends in the modernizing of Western countries
represent the weakest point of the current Czech modernizing. Communist ideology inhibited,
above all, the mental development of society. Socialist system did have a negative impact on
advances and innovations in technology, nevertheless, managed giving them a certain room;
but it eliminated social innovations as a matter of principle. As a consequence, we could see an
asymmetric variant of modernizing taking place in our country for long decades, when the fairly
slow and heavy development of science and technology was accompanied by social stagnation,
or, in comparison with the development in the West, by social and political demodernizing.
November 1989 had been a major breakthrough in this respect, but the modernizing efforts
shortly after the limited period of quick social changes again concentrated largely on the
economic-technology areas only. It has become more and more apparent today that the core of
our lagging behind lies again in the socio-cultural area. Comparing the picture of the second
modernizing wave with the results of analysing the modernizing in CR reveals the following
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four basic areas of writing scenarios of the strategic behaviour of the Czech Republic in the
European Union:
- politics – as the most important context of the reﬂexive nature of modernizing
- cohesion – as the most important factor of eliminating the modernizing, or, integration
anomie and an essential aspect of the quality of life
- institutions – as the main players as well as the most important subjects of social
modernizing
- globalization – as the most important context of international modernizing contest.

For writing scenarios we used the model of so-called reactive scenario, which could be
described as follows:
- the reactive scenario is the in time speciﬁed description of a hypothetic reaction of the
players involved to a certain impulse/driver. It contains the description of probable
effects of the reaction caused to solving the problem
- the impulse/driver to the reaction tested can be an important event the selected context
(the way of behaviour or decisions taken by other players or institutions) or a certain
sequence of events (development trend)
- it is important for the reaction to the impulse/driver to be reasonably logical, it must
aspire to something, or, must represent a certain strategy how to cope with the new
situation
- exceptionally, it could be an irrational reaction, but it should be interpretable one way
or another, i.e., possible to be explained by the circumstances.
- The reactive scenario is the scenario of the type „what happens when…“, and so
a certain level of probability is inherent in it as such – in other words, it could happen
under certain circumstances the occurrence of which cannot be ruled out with complete
certainty.
The impulse/driver to write reactive scenarios had the form of a possible, or, expected event
or trend related to the membership of the Czech Republic in the European Union, which can
positively or negatively inﬂuence (or is able to inﬂuence) the success of the Czech Republic
in the modernizing contest. „The event“ in this concept is a signiﬁcant, short-term action
interrupting the everyday routine or pattern of life of an individual, group of people or entire
society. The occurrence of events is of probable character. Under the wording „expected event“
we should understand an event we believe is almost bound to happen. The impulse/driver can
be a cluster of various events, the synthesis of which the players acting in the situation can use
as an impulse/driver to reaction. „The trend“ then means the evolution of a certain phenomenon
in time.
The tracked reaction to the impulse/driver is the conscious decision to use the positive
consequences of the impulse/driver, or, to prevent the negative consequences of the impulse/
driver for the development in the Czech Republic. The reaction to the impulse/driver is also the
conscious decision not to take any measures (to ignore the impulse/driver). The differentiated
perception of the impulse/driver can be the subject of writing scenarios. Czech ofﬁcials can
react to the impulse/driver either outwardly or inwardly, within the Czech Republic. The
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outwardly reaction is understood as an effort to inﬂuence the decisions taken by the bodies of the
European Union or other important Europeans (governments of member countries, international
organizations). The reaction within the republic means tackling the impulse/driver and using the
opportunities resulting from the membership in the European Union on the home front.
Under the commentary on the reactive scenario we understand the description of further
connections and consequences of a possible implementation of the scenario. The commentaries
are, contrary from impulses/drivers of synthetic rather than analytical form. They centre more
on uncovering casual links than on information about the speciﬁc action or events. They assess
the circumstances conditioning the probability of implementing the scenario and possible
consequences of this implementation.

The creation of scenarios was based on co-operation of roughly ﬁfty experts in the area
of politology, economy, sociology, demography, law, geography, public policy, international
studies, European studies and history. The value or ideological outcome of scenarios was not
limited or harmonized in any way and left solely to the mind of the authors. On the other
hand, the accepted rules of writing scenarios prior prescribed that scenarios should not be of
normative character.
The time horizon of scenarios in effect was determined as:
- The interval „from – to“ (from the present time to the year 2015), or, as
- The series of signiﬁcant events (e.g., the European Parliament elections, change over
to Euro, achieving the full membership, or, the end of temporary periods, the Czech
chairmanship, the end of subsidies from structural funds).
Creating scenarios we followed the induction way, which means that at ﬁrst there was written
a bigger quantity of proto-scenarios; this quantity then offered the room for basic generalization
and working out the ﬁrst, thematic structure according to which we later classiﬁed the scenarios
in the particular areas. The more general thoughts and considerations were reﬂected in the
commentary on the scenarios and in the ﬁnal layout of the chapters.
The chosen methodology was of generic character, i.e., every further step was derived from
and depended on the ﬁndings possible to have been generated in the preceding step. Generally,
the method of creating the strategic behaviour scenarios can be divided into four steps:
First step – collecting information and getting contacts
- searching for and studying literature and documents
- choice and analysis of relevant websites
- choice of relevant institutions and experts
- contact and consultation with selected experts
Second step – conceptual preparation
- classiﬁcation and analysis of facts and information
- accepting the principles of a more precise deﬁnition of the issues
- logical structuring the themes for writing reactive scenarios
- choice of impulses/drivers, i.e., working out the preliminary map of impulses/drivers
for writing scenarios
- working out the principles of writing scenarios and their demo-version
- working out the ﬁrst version of the logical follow up of the themes and synopsis of the
ﬁnal publication
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Third step – writing the network of proto-scenarios
- getting the feedback in the wide circle of experts
- completing the content and form of proto-scenarios
- confronting proto-scenarios with each other and marking the dynamic links among them
Fourth step – writing the network of commented scenarios
- working out commentaries with stress placed on the causal connections and general
features of the possible direction of evolution
- choice and naming the more general, strategic routes and practical reactions to the
situations described in the scenarios written
- working out further variants of the scenarios, the impulses/drivers of which come out
of implementing other scenarios
- getting the feedback in the circle of selected experts.
The above resulted in the set of 149 scenarios describing the strategic behaviour of the
players involved structured, which, on the one hand, represents the outcome as such published
in the book: „The Czech soda in the European Union“, and on the other hand, is the material to
be used for the systematic analysis and participation of the players involved in the selecting the
logic of global scenarios of the strategic behaviour.

In the past the Czech society has ever been able to originally respond to European impulses/
drivers – we can ﬁnd documentary evidence in the Czech gothic, renaissance, baroque. In the
19th century, without the participation in the state power, only thanks to the experience of its
civic structures it had developed economically and culturally to the extent that when getting
the state sovereignty in 1918 it was one of the most advanced social formations in Europe at
that time, and, actually, of the whole world. But much has changed since the time of the ﬁrst,
Czechoslovak Republic. The ability of Czechs to creatively take on new modernizing trends
was weakened by the totalitarian regime going on for dozens of years. Czechs became very
much lagging behind other advanced nations in the international modernizing context, and did
so not only in the economic area. They have their own state today, but the civic virtues and civic
care of public welfare only very slowly gaining ground in their social life. The Czech public is
disorientated and people in their strategic ideas of the future largely miss the experience from
modernizing trends in the more advanced part of Europe. Their ideas of a further modernizing
the country more agree with the visions of the industrial society rather than of the post-industrial
and information society having been evolved in the West for a longer time now.
We want to catch up with the advance Europe, enter into the union of countries where we
can succeed only when able to reﬂect the essence of what happens in Europe just now. Today
we face the choice whether we are going to become the problem of the European Union, or,
whether we are going to join the others in solving the problems of Europe. If we want the latter
choice, we will have to ask ourselves some questions: How to win enough support of the public
for the European project? With which EU countries we should to have closer relations? How to
make ourselves more competitive and at the same time maintain the necessary level of social
cohesion? What kind of the institutional architecture of the European Union will be best for
us? What will be our reactions to the urgent globalization issues? What real possibilities do we
have available?
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These questions can be asked only on condition of a cultured, perspective thinking not only
of our social elites, but also of the general public. And the publication of strategic behaviour
scenarios of the Czech Republic in the European Union wants to encourage this way of thinking.
At the same time we are fully aware of the fact that the scenarios, albeit smartly and tellingly
written, cannot be identiﬁed with what will really happen in a couple of years. We can do nothing
else but quote the old Czech saying: „The theory is grey, but the tree of life is green!“ The
brilliant illustration of the validity of this saying was the confused selection of the Czech Euro
Commissioner. Humbly we admit that none of the scenarios regarding the personnel problems
of the Czech Republic when assigning important functions in the EU institutions foresaw it
would be such „Soda!“. It is really not necessary for the scenarios to describe the future in
every last detail. The cultivation effect of them does not lie in their foresighted accuracy, but
rather in the inspiration it can offer. The scenarios of the Czech Republic strategic behaviour
in the European Union were not aiming to ﬁnd answers. They only come up with the material
which must be further analysed and worked on through the confrontation of the agreeing with
the conﬂicting opinions of all those involved. However, it is utterly important for this process
to become the public matter, and we would like to hope that the above text at least minimally
contributed to it.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
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Based on the results of some remarkable sociologists – that can be strengthened by the
FSC’s education experience – the value selections of the to date youth reﬂect a value crisis
where materialist and postmaterialist values appear hand-in-hand, in a very unique format. One
remarkable outcome of this situation is the techno-house music. Techno-house culture serves as
collective label for that instrumental music that uniﬁes the core competencies of machines and
the creativity of human nature. The result is music that can hardly be deﬁned in the traditional
way: it is complex in terms of sound and vocals; many genres exist and live together in a parallel way, and new ones emerge from different parts of the world.
We can say that it is an outcome party of consumerism, partly of globalization and partly of
the hype of the use of machines in everyday activities. These characteristics melt and create not
only a music style but also a lifestyle. Some people, especially who belong to older generations
have negative attitude towards this music and way of life; they associate it with dehumanization
and drug abuse. On the other hand such a critical mass has appeared among the youth who
prefer the opportunities that are provided by the techno-house culture – including music and life
style – that some experts even talk about a subculture (Mészáros, 2003:4); and we cannot take
the questions and problems regarding this phenomenon apart any more.
The techno-house music originates back to the USA of the 1960’s-70’s (Kömlődi, 1999).
The techno itself was born in Detroit in the 1980’s, but Germany was already creating such
music at this time. Strict musical structures and to the minimum reduced vocals were typical
for this style. The house on the other hand uniﬁes intense rhythm and melodies: it was created
for dance in Chicago in the mid 80’s. The techno-house culture embraces many other styles, but
these are the two major directions: in my opinion it is appropriate to identify the whole diverse
culture with the mainstream branches for social-sciences purposes.
The main characteristics for techno-house music are as follows:
- The base of the music, if not the entire one, is created by computers.
- There is the DJ who mixes the music: s/he is responsible for the music and the atmosphere of the party. The DJ is not an idol: s/he has a nickname and is hidden somewhere
in the background of the party. The dancing members of the party are in focus.
- The party is a place where the unity of techno-house music, usually light shows, main
dancers, and the dancing community melts together. The outcome is the so called “party
experience”. The venue of the party is not a traditional disco: it is usually a strange
place, like a railway station, an empty factory or – in case of a goa party – the natural
environment.
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- The rhythm of the music – except the ambient – is usually very fast, 120 bpm (‘beat
per minute’) but can go up to 500-600 bpm (thunder and terrordrome). This is said to
awaken psychedelic effects, while the “great one”, the musical base of techno-culture
is said to be similar with the heartbeat of the babies during pregnancy.
- The party is usually accompanied by vivid laser shows, where fractals are projected to
the walls (there are other connections between techno-house and the chaos, as well).
- There is a certain body style for the members of the party, which creates an independent and distinguishing design for clothes and accessories, including hair style.
- The use of psychedelic drugs is widespread in many parties.
Based on the characteristics, listed above, the following allegoric conclusions can be made:
- The techno-house represents the cooperation between men (DJ, party members) and
machines (computers, laser, etc.).
- In pop-rock music the “star” was a outstanding person; one being admired, known,
applauded – someone who has a high position in hierarchy. The DJ on the other hand
disguises him/herself by a nickname, hides him/herself in the background of the party
and usually does not create a cult around him/her.
- The party refuses the shiny, superﬁcial and artiﬁcial reality of the disco: it selects
old, not appealing places as a venue and magniﬁes it by the unity of sound, light and
dancing people. The special fashion that is used by the subculture brings together and
distinguishes people in the same time and is a strange mixture of old-style clothes and
techno inﬂuences.
- The rapid music liberates physical energies, while the “big one” concentrates them and
leads towards psychedelic heights. This can be reached without drug abuse, but many
people choose the faster and easier way to contrive this feeling (also called ecstasy).
(This attitude is one of the heritages of the consumer society.)
The allegoric conclusions can be observed from the aspect of difference between value
selections and attitudes of mass consumer society and postmodernism. Techno-house, on the
other hand, also refuses casual, accustomed behavior patterns and prefers creativity that means
the implementation of new qualities, opportunities and solutions. The contrasts between casual
and liminality1 are described by Turner (Turner, 1969/2002). In my opinion this structure
expresses the quality difference between old-school music and the techno-culture, as well.
Moreover, it points out the main psychological outcomes of the phenomena in a structured way.

1
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The expression was introduced by Turner. It refers to a borderline situation where old habits have already been
broken but the new period has not begun yet and the new quality has not been reached yet. In my opinion this is
very typical for the techno-house culture which dates back to consumerism but calls for more developed, harmony-oriented values.
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Chart 1 - Opposite characteristics between casual lifestyle and living in liminality
Casual lifestyle
stage
heterogeneity
structure
disparity
nam es
status
distinguishing clothing
obedience exclusively in case of high authorities
profane
com plexity
(based on Turner, 1969/2002)

Living in liminality
transition
homogeneity
“communitas”
equivalence
anonymity
lack of status, “being naked”
uniform
total obedience
sacred
simplicity

According to Young (2001:95-102) the so called subterranean values are typical for the
techno-house culture: autonomy, hedonism, spontaneity, self-expression, searching for the
new, detest of work, etc. These values confront formal labor values (effective work, postponed
satisfaction, computability, etc.) and are present in society in a hidden way, in parallel with the
ofﬁcially confessed values.
The question that emerges at this point is worth reconsidering: if these values are incorporated
in the society, is it really that obvious that the techno-house culture is said to be deviant? We
deﬁnitely can judge parts of the subculture as deviant. On the other hand, in my opinion it is
worth going a step forward, a layer deeper and investigate what kind of values this subculture
is based on? In case the values are “positive”, but the material abstraction (the components
of the culture) is deviant, there is a discrepancy which should be addressed – and the youth
needs to get orientation so that they can realize their preferred value selection in a more secure
way. In my opinion people working on the education ﬁeld have an increased responsibility in
researching the described phenomenon and in supporting a shift to a more balanced expression
of the values.

In order to see it clearly, what value selections young people make, we as members of the
academic society can usually rely on the results of sociological surveys. This is however a brand
new area, which can hardly be researched by the use of traditional methods. The characteristics
and the objective circumstances of the subculture do not create an ideal research ﬁeld. The party
members cannot be interview at parties; the participants can hardly be identiﬁed; and the existing
biases have made them aloof, etc. On the other hand I am not even sociologist. Still, I am very
young; I live with young people, work with young people and go out with young people. I have
been given good education; I am economist and futurist and work in on the academic ﬁeld as
researcher. I have tried to ﬁnd my core competence (academic knowledge and able to ﬁnd my
way in the subculture of the youth) in this scope in order to see what young people want to
express about themselves, what desirable future they want to create by this value selection.
I have chosen to use a simple but creative method: I have listened to many songs that belong to
techno-house music and tried to identify the used allegories and make conclusion regarding the
feelings they express and the value selections they reﬂect. It is obviously impossible to make a
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representative sample of the inﬁnite lot of songs (“tracks”) that are produced by DJ’s, but the
ones broadcasted by Internet radios and by popular Hungarian radio stations aiming at youth let
us ﬁnd some remarkable conclusions.

Because of the generic character of techno-house culture we should consider these tracks as
allegories and use an inverse method to ﬁnd the feelings that hide behind actual expressions used
in the songs. Based on this I have created three categories. Hereby I have indicated the allegory,
the possible value selection that has been channeled in the allegory, and possible explanation
why/how social circumstances motivated the appearance of that certain value among the youth.
I also refer to the connection between techno-house styles and value selections at each point.
(1) allegory in music: “dream; ﬂy” → “need for freedom”
Possible explanation
- The societal structure was created by generations who followed traditional value
selections. → Youth cannot ﬁnd its way in this environment; they cannot identify
themselves with old-school rules (hierarchy, consumerism, environment pollution
etc.).
- Young people spend the major part of their days at schools. The education system
reﬂects the controversial patterns of the society: they are constructed based on traditional
materialist values, work for the recreation of the socio-economic basis and have not
addressed the challenges of the information society yet. → Information overload; lack
of letting inborn abilities develop and ﬂourish; hierarchy and rules overﬂow → most
young ones dislike school.
- Status symbols that were created in the previous age do not serve as goal/meaning of
life for the youth.
- The quality jump of the world needs to happen in the consciousness. The use of
psychedelic drugs refers to this need, but also to the fact that society is not ready to
address the problems that occurred because of the breakthrough in value systems.
One style in techno-house music is called “trance music”, it refers to the need for an altered
consciousness, where the breakthrough can happen.
Examples from the observed music
- DJ Sonique: Traveling somewhere
- Rank 1: Awakening
- Corderoy: Sweetest Dreams
- Miss Shiva: Dreams
- Future Breeze: Temple of Dreams
(2) allegory in music: “love” → “need for more love”
Possible explanation
- One of the most disturbing and dangerous effect of consumerism is that people tend
to judge its other based on the way they consume (status symbols, existential success,
etc.). (Kovács, 2003) → Human relations are creat ed based on material terms rather
on mental terms.
- Accordingly families have become mere households, where they devote more time
and energy on material recreation than on “being there” for the relatives.
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Examples from the observed music
- Madelyne: Beautiful child
- Atlantic Ocean: Waterfall 2002
- Paul Van Dyk: Time of our lives
One style in techno-house music is called “ambient”; it contains slow, chill-out songs. It
refers to the need for cozy, relaxed places.
(3) allegory in music: “universe, temple, truth, harmony” → “need for sacral values, unity”
Possible explanation
- Thousand-year old values have been destroyed or contaminated because of short-term
proﬁt orientation. → Young people cannot believe and trust older generations any
more, but they lack orientation, advice, wisdom.
- Individualism, egocentrism and selﬁshness have destroyed the feeling of belonging
together. Humankind is fragmented into individuals. Many families face emotional
problems or collapse. → Young people look for belonging to somewhere, but families,
schools, or even the church is not able to act as a “shelter”.
- Humankind has lost its relation to its natural environment; members of the society
cannot cooperate with each other; even the individuals have problems with their
physical and mental health. Extremities, exaggerations, irrationalism are characteristic
in many levels. Life is out of balance. → Young people look for harmony, but they are
not provided the tools to reach that.
Examples from the observed music
- Child of the universe
- Paul Oakenfoald: Greece 2000
- Spacetribe: Out there in the universe
One style in techno-house music is called “goa”; it refers to the need for a community, because
goa music has tribal origin.

The emerge and popularity of the techno-house culture is a very controversial phenomenon:
part of the negative associations are valid, still, the opportunity for a breakthrough is also
incorporated. How can we support its implementation?
It is remarkable, that negative approaches like blaming, dissatisfaction, any forms of aggression, sadness, or despondency is not characteristic for techno music. It means these people
understand the core content of harmony: ﬁrstly, they do not wish to positive life qualities by
using tools that have negative side-effect; secondly these people are not frustration-driven.
They do not even want to make revolutions or save the world (this is a signiﬁcant difference
between the “Great Generation” and the current tendencies). Instead they focus on and want to
contrive such feelings that are linked to happiness, joy, love, peace, harmony, and liberty.
By futurist terms this means that these songs contain positive future images. The problem
is that techno-house music is an abstract category of real life. Parties are not part of reality but
symbolic-perceptional and virtual places (Fejér, 2000:61-74) which will not create a change in
consciousness and in the attitude towards the outside world; that means they do not have a real,
direct future shaping power.
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On the other hand the fact that this brand modern style which is much more than mere music,
but is a lifestyle, roots in positive desires, tolerance and in belonging together while detests
aggression, discrimination and hierarchy, can be seen as a positive future-seed.
Moreover, this lifestyle is very energy-consuming and is a typical behavior for those who
seek for something. As educators we must put our tenets aside and admit that the to-date youth
is not dirigible and patient any more; they will not respect hierarchy because it origins from
a world that is built on materialist, many times self-destroying values; they will not feel like
consuming lexical knowledge in information societies any more, etc.
On the other hand they are full of energy, they look for something, they have questions
that must be answered and problems that must be addressed. The fact that one of their most
popular music styles is called “techno-house” refers to that they are creative and they want
to use this ability to create beauty (the word “house” refers to that making such music is so
simple that it can even be managed at “home”, in the “house”). They have created this beauty
for themselves.
Thus, they have their own power, their own energy and currently – in many cases – it is
channeled entirely into a one-sided activity (like sport, parties, Internet browsing, playing
computer games, etc.). It is not the problem, that they take part in these activities: the problem is
that they very often do it because they are not introduced to other possibilities, which also could
be attractive to them. This way a hobby can turn to a substitute to freedom, love, or harmony.
They feel reality so alien and weird, they look for beauty in such a desperate way that they use
psychedelics in order to create a place where freedom, love and harmony are the main driving
forces of the “small copy” of society: the party, where they can live up to their dreams.
Hereby I do not want to go into drug abuse and into such obvious topics whose interest it is
to sell drugs to young, seeking people. Me as representative of the education ﬁeld would like
to focus on schools and how we as teachers can change ourselves in order to be able to address
discrepancy between value confusion of reality and the value selection of the today’s youth.

Here I would like to point out that nowadays outside world reﬂects and supports consumerism:
if schools subordinate themselves to these values, they will reproduce the system. On the other
hand, if they vote for teaching for a better future, they need to get rid of the old tenets that are
attached to teaching. So, ﬁrst of all, instead of teaching (that actually means “changing”) our
students, we ourselves must change. This was the ﬁrst shocking recognition. The second one
will be that in case of teaching for a better future we as teachers should not provide information,
but help students to forget. It means we should not talk more, but listen more. Why? If we want
a better future, we must create it. For creation, we need creativity. No one will be creative in an
information-overload. In order to awaken creativity we must let students forget the redundant
believes and express themselves, because this is the only way they can remember and follow
those values that are hidden in each human being and that seek unity, peace and harmony.
We should see that exactly these values hide in the subculture of the techno-house; they just
cannot come up to the surface so they stay in the vibrating darkness of the parties. This was
one key idea of my presentation. We all know, that if these values could be awakened and
motivated us, it would not be necessary to devote great amount of money on for example the
recreation of the natural surroundings (including natural resources), because we simply would
not abuse and overuse them; thus till that we still have a long way to go. What we can do now
is to support self-expression at school so that students can ﬁnd their way back to their in-born,
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natural beauty. Thus far this must sound extremely philosophical. How can we implement this
concept in practice: in reality, at schools, on the ﬁeld? How can we channel the in-born talent of
the students in a constructive way on that a more balanced style of living can be created?
Again, our tasks is fostering students free their mind and remember; re-discover those norms
and attitudes that sometimes are already almost forgotten and that could serve as guarantee for
a responsible behavior. For this aim we should put hierarchy aside and use a language that is
commonly understandable both for teachers and students: this serves namely as the basis of
a balanced communication. We have decided to take the challenge and incorporate advanced
techniques in our courses at Futures Studies Centre (FSC) of the Budapest Corvinus University
where I have the honor to work for. According to the experience of Professor Emeritus Géza
Kovács and Prof. Nováky Erzsébet DSc, current leader of the Centre, both inner needs and
attitudes of students have changed signiﬁcantly in the past decades: they have become willing
and able to create new ideas, use different approaches in order to be able to observe the ongoing
phenomena of the outside world while their inner urge to self-expression and also to be active
participants of these processes have grown. This has created a solid demand for applying creative
techniques in our courses, where futures drama, futures-wheel, or small group workshops are
part of the common practice. As the critical mass of such remarkable students has appeared, we
have made a step forward and have introduced brand new initiations like the one I am going to
present in the following text.

In order to help our students awakening their creativity, we decided to involve visualization,
and to be more explicit movies in our education practice. Films are interesting, introduce value
selections and reﬂect to the problems of mankind. Watching movies is mostly a common
experience that motivates discussions among participants afterwards, and in this process
different views can meet each other. This peculiarity ﬁrst of all fosters thinking over individual
convictions, and also awakens the ability to experience inner individual values which will
contribute to endeavor self-expression.
At the Futures Movie Course – which has already been operating in the FSC for two years
– at the beginning of the semester we always choose a future-related guideline for the course;
for example “ﬁlms addressing the relation between society and media”. We open each session
by introductory words about the creation circumstances of the ﬁlm – but we do not orient the
focus of the students. After watching the ﬁlm together, the facilitator – that is usually an expert
in the ﬁeld that is tackled in the story – supports conversation by asking some broad questions
and then pilots the discussion in a way so that the session can be ﬁnished by forthcoming,
future-oriented recognitions.
Brieﬂy I would like to introduce you an example. The ﬁlm entitled Equilibrium presents
a utopia about mankind that is totally controlled in terms of emotions. The ﬁlm takes place after
the third world war and each member of the society must take a pharmaceutical product called
Prozium in order to loose their ability to feel. The imaginary country is called Libria and the
main organizing principle of the society is to ﬁnd and destroy all works of art and other entities
in the world that would help people to feel. The reason behind is that emotions were told to
be responsible for wars and humankind would not be able to survive a fourth world war. The
questions: what arts mean to us; are emotions advantageous or disadvantageous for surviving;
is it preferable to take on our feelings or it is better to disguise or eliminate them; what is the
relation between thoughts and emotions; are there any future seeds in the to-date society that
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would support disregarding our feelings; how can we control and channel emotions in a natural way by self-discipline, are only some points that were addressed during the discussion.
(To preserve these valuable and inspiring sessions the facilitator of the event is responsible to
prepare a paper about the whole session.)
It is also interesting to see that in the world of electronic communication, education can
be understood in much broader sense and this way – for example via the media – it is given
additional opportunities to complete its mission. A year ago we were invited by a local radio
station and were requested to adapt the concept of our Future Movie Course for broadcasting.
That was a real challenge, because ﬁlms use visualization, futures studies is predominantly an
academic approach, while that radio is a commercial channel. Our current practice is to use the
“scanning hits” technique ﬁrst – that basically means we must get access to information sources
and walk our life by open ears and eyes – in order to pick up topics that awaken interest in
the public. Then we select ﬁlms addressing similar issues and also respond to these problems.
On the air we usually discuss connections and coherences between ﬁlms and reality; look for
future-seeds that drive us in those directions that are visualized in the movies and in search for
a better future seek possible solutions on how we should react in real life in order to implement
or avoid the possible futures that are outlined in the ﬁlms.
After describing these practical applications of creative methods I would like to emphasize
that using alternative methods in education does not mean that we should stop teaching
lexical and analytical knowledge at schools; this would cause another extreme situation on
the education ﬁeld. They are deﬁnitely necessary to our well-being in our environment. Thus
if we think we should incorporate creative techniques in teaching practice – like visual arts or
“open space technologies” (Candy, 2004), we must let the redundant traditions go. This requires
brave attitude and consciousness both from teachers and students: the futures ﬁeld knows many
solutions on how to involve new methods in education. The use of arts and visualization is one
of these techniques, but futures dramas or future-wheels serve this aim, as well: they all awaken
creativity, independent thinking and foster endeavor for cooperation.
Still, an important message of this lecture is that a technique is just a tool. It is always the
person that applies it and who decides what purposes it will serve. Even the most advanced
teaching methods can support old, time-out traditions. It is not the technique that makes the
real difference, but the man behind it. It does not matter what kind of skills or abilities we feel
like developing among our students, what always necessary is to practice our ability to listen:
instead of talking, we also should be listening to our students sometimes.

“One of the main conclusions (…of the Budapest Futures Course, 2001) was that future
orientation and activity for the future(s) are not independent of values (Nováky, Gáspár,
Tyukodi, 2002:5). That means we need to get acquainted with the values if we want to awaken
positive and active future-orientation that contains taking actions for the future. That is why it
was important that instead of making – usually superﬁcial so thus pejorative – statements, to
explore the values of the youth that inspire the popularity of techno-house culture. We have
also presented practical and feasible ways for members of the education ﬁeld by that values
currently disguised for example in the deviances attached to techno-house culture can come
up to the surface in an obviously constructive way. It is still unquestionable that taking drugs
destroys body and mind; thus, we have been talking about freedom, love, and harmony – and
when debating the evaluation of the ominous culture, we must remember that young ones
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want to express their feeling that are motivated and underpinned by these noble values. As
I said, based on our teaching experience these young people are willing and able to express
themselves: the last thing they need is upbraid and condemnation – and the only help they can
use is orientation.
Moreover, the values that are transmitted by techno-house can be regarded as universal
values, but the content of the concepts may vary – in terms of age, culture, genre, etc. If we
succeed in listening to each other while putting our well built bias and convictions aside, we
can break the walls and enhance real communication: at the end a balanced future society can
be built only on balanced relations.
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In order to understand what might happen in future we should have an idea on what have
happened earlier and in near past. One way to do it is to use different methods of environmental
scanning. Environmental scanning can be seen as a collection of approaches and special methods.
It depends on the phenomena we are exploring what type of methods are the most suitable
for the futures work we are doing. In this paper I deal with the questions of environmental
scanning in futures research and one special application of environmental scanning developed
by the work of Committee for the Future of Finnish Parliament. This model of the evaluation
of region’s competitiveness is applied in a research and development project called SPIDER,
which is funded by EU Commission’s Regions of Pilot Ac-tion Program.

Environmental scanning is an essential part of methods applied in futures research and research and development projects. It can be deﬁned as follows: Environmental scanning is the
acquisition and use of information about events, trends and relationships in an organization’s
external environment, the knowledge of which would assist management in planning the organization’s future course of action (Choo, 2003). Furthermore, environmental scanning includes searching, identiﬁcation and analyses of trends, megatrends, weak signals, wild cards and
driving forces. External environment refers to the actor’s socio-cultural, political, economical,
ecological scene or ﬁeld in which the action takes place. (Rubin, 2002.)
Environmental scanning is an integral part of various futures research and foresight projects.
It can be used for example in scenario building, strategic planning of organizations, in visionary
management, technology foresight and regional foresight. Especially in scenario building process environmental scanning is important.
Three basic questions can be asked when a scenario building process with environmental
scanning approach is carried out:
1) What are the trends on the basis of environmental scanning?
2) What kind of scenarios you can outline on the basis of environmental scanning?
3) What kind of weak signals / wild cards you can observe on the basis of environmental
scanning?
The process of scenario building can be outlined following way (Picture 1).
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Picture 1 - The process of scenario building with wild card approach

Environmental scanning can be based on quantitative or qualitative data or on both. Again,
needed data depends on the phenomena one is investigating.

The model of evaluation of region’s competitiveness has developed by Markku Sotarauta
and Pirjo Ståhle (2002, 2003, 2004). The initiative to create new regional development model
came from the Committee for the Future of Finnish Parliament back in 2001. The model combines quantitative and qualitative data and information with regional discussion group work
aiming for regional vision and action plan on regional innovation system. The model aims for
new innovations, new forms of cooperation, networks and management.
Regional development should be according Stähle and Sotarauta (ibid.) based on the understanding of the character of innovation system. Innovative environment also in meaning of
self-renewing development has four basic requirements
1. Players: identity, sense of belonging and charisma
2. Networks: links, trust and mutual dependencies
3. Knowledge management: information ﬂows and communication
4. Mastering timing: situation awareness and the courage to act
All these overlapping requirements are needed. For example, in networks trust and open
information ﬂows are essential as well as mutual positive dependencies. The hard aspect is
timing: windows of opportunity are open only limited time, they had to be recognised and take
action towards right direction.
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EVALUATION OF THE REGION’S COMPETITIVENESS
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Picture 2 - The model of evaluation of regional competitiveness

Regional analysis starts with data gathering according to the model applied by the Finnish
Parliament’s Committee on the Future (Sotarauta & Ståhle, 2002). It has 10 main elements:
1. Human capital
a. Labour force
b. Labour force rate
c. Number of students
d. Number of technical students
e. Number of tertiary education examinations
2. Innovativeness
a. Research and development costs
b. Patents
c. Innovative agencies
d. Share of top and high technology in gross value added
3. Concentration
a. Concentration of population
b. Employment share of concentrating industries
c. Employment share of business services
d. Employment share of biggest industry
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4. Infrastructure
a. Connections to foreign countries by industries
b. Connections trafﬁc and transport by modes of transport
c. Communication connections
d. Decisions of local and regional plans, building sites and buildings
e. Energy supply
f. Supply of natural resources and raw materials
g. Price of electricity and water
5. Firms and companies
a. Structure and size of line of business
b. Export orientation
c. Know-how intensiveness
d. Proximity of subcontractors and other cooperative companies
e. Competition situation of lines of businesses, structure of markets
f. New, rising lines of business
6. Institutions
a. Universities
b. Polytechnics
c. Research units and centres
d. Technology centres
e. Governmental development centres
7. The quality of the environment (nature, social and cultural environments)
a. Nature and build environment
b. Organisational environment and services (health care, day care, all around education,
entertainment and cultural services, sport possibilities)
c. Economic environment (living costs, service fares, local taxes etc.)
d. Social environment (relationships between people and daily social networks)
8. Networks of developers
a. Regional development networks
b. Can one build functional networks in which competency, strategies and tasks of dif-ferent organisations are aiming to same direction?
9. Creative tension
In addition to self-renewal, creative tension can be considered a key factor in innovation-based regional development. The ability of self-renewal cannot be generated or maintained by
external control but is rather born spontaneously of the creative tension generated by interaction
and leadership.
Tension refers to
• a state that is characterised by excitement and fascination along with anticipation of
the future bringing along something new and different, and/or
• a state of anticipation characterised by insecurity as to the consequences of future
events and action.
Tension is born
• of opposite or sufﬁciently diverse forces existing simultaneously and calling into
question the prevalent modes of thinking and/or operation and the status quo between
two or more phenomena.
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• In the development of regions, the said phenomena may include, for example, relations between organisations or the difference between present and future development
with regard to a tangible matter.
Creativeness entails
• producing unprecedented and original products, processes, ideas and modes of operation.
• utilising information in a manner that creates new and diverse ways of observing and
interpreting familiar issues and phenomena.
The development of regions and, above all, regional development is by nature an intricate
and diffuse process. Seen from this point of view, the developmental model based on coordination is justiﬁed. However, there is a danger of the model being a “lethal embrace” to the natural
dynamics of development – to creative tension. A kind of “programme fatigue” is clearly visible
in the development of regions; programmes as such are considered ﬁne tools that have exerted
a positive inﬂuence on developmental practices but at the same time, many players would be
prepared to reduce the number of programmes and thus give the remaining ones additional
weight. Another cause for fatigue is the fact that programmes often disintegrate into a stream of
minor projects. In other words, programme-oriented development has resulted in some positive
outcomes but has also put a damper on creative tension.
Furthermore, creative tension is not generated in the programme-oriented development of
regions because the means do not challenge vision and visions do not challenge means. Instead
of creative tension, a black hole of strategic work is born between the present and the future.
Visions, strategies and means have to a too great extent been considered issues involving planning techniques, leaving their inherent tension underutilised.
10. Image
Image consists of the whole, which is formed of regional physical environment, companies
and ﬁrms, educational and research units, social and cultural environment, history of the region,
and/or other aspects, which have effected on the regional public image. Image can deliberately
be affected via media or actions.

The aim of the SPIDER project (Increasing regional competitiveness through futures research meth-ods) is to increase potential of intrinsic regional strengths. The duration of the
project is 1. 2. 2004 - 31. 1. 2006. The output of the networked co-operation (during 2004 2005) is a selection of regional visions that focus on exploring future possibilities in promoting
European economic progress. The core lies on exploring future potentials of emerging ﬁelds of
economic activity in the regions, the competitive advantages. Futures studies/ foresight exercises are conducted to overview and discuss policy options and opportunities. Without preferable
policy action there is a risk for the potentials remaining unutilised and/ or unproductive.
Learning via the sharing and benchmarking of comparative performance and good practice
needs to be greatly improved. Regions with economic growth potential of some speciﬁc economic ﬁelds are selected as target regions of the research. The evaluation model of regional
competition and innovation systems presented by the Ståhle & Sotarauta (2003) “Regional
Innovation Activities in Finland – Current Status, Signiﬁcance and Developmental Challenges”
(published by the Finnish Parliament, Committee for the Future), is applied.
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The regions to be evaluated and compared have been selected among three EU countries:
1) Etelä-Suomi, Finland (FI12)
2) Wallonia, Belgium (BE3) 3)
3) Regierungsbezirk Düsseldorf, Germany (DEA1)
The four basic requirements for an innovative environment, i.e. self-renewing development are
1. Players: identity, sense of belonging and charisma
2. Networks: links, trust and mutual dependences
3. Knowledge management: information ﬂows and communication
4. Mastering timing: situation awareness and the courage to act.
In addition to self-renewal, creative tension can be considered a key factor in innovation-based regional development. The ability of self-renewal is born spontaneously of the creative
tension generated by interaction and leadership.
The local and regional actors are seen as networked innovators and “players”, and nodes for
knowledge creation. Making inter-regional (and international) comparisons gives information
on creative ideas of policy implications and actions that emerge in reinforcing the economic
progress of the regions. The higher research/education units (universities) have a central role
in knowledge creation and formulation of European futures. The ﬁnal aim of the project is to
demonstrate how the assimilated higher research and education institutions can play a signiﬁcant role in promoting European regional development and consolidating the cohesion of
the regions. This is done by experimental co-operation, with collaboration between the higher
research/education units and by recognising other relevant local actors and good practices and
carrying out the project. Stimulating integration between university units, companies, regional
and local authorities and other regional actors is of importance.
The background idea of carrying out the SPIDER is to facilitate co-operation between higher
research and education units by establishing the European Futures Academy (EFA), a European
university network (academic institutes or units) operating under the Steering Group (SG),
which is composed the European Nodes of the Millennium-Project, UN University, American
Council. In line with the objec-tive of supporting the Millennium-Project mission, the EFA
aims at scientiﬁc breakthroughs, economic and social progress and cross-border (public-private) interaction in those ﬁelds, which promotes sustainable (EU) futures. The EFA core-competence therefore resides in trans-national and -regional futures visions analysis and advice
(policy implications) on scientiﬁc and economic progress of EU society. Piloting the network
means creating visions for the knowledge-based European society and economy. These visions
are based on regional actors as driving forces of European Union social cohesion and economic
progress.
In SPIDER-project various types of both quantitative and qualitative data and information
is gathered. The regional competitiveness evaluation model is applied for this purpose. The
project consists of phases in which environmental scanning data and information is collected
and analysed.
The main phases of the project are:
1) Designing the detailed networking strategy and the inter-regional/ regional work plans
2) Composing local actor groups with recommendations given by the SG and in accordance to the local work plans
3) Carrying out the pilot project and applying the regional competitiveness model in the
selected regions (regional analyses & comparison)
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4) Designing regional visions by using Delphi method (with the electric tool of Professional Delphi Scan, questionnaire & interviews)
5) Modifying region - and European – based policy implications
6) Reinforcing connections / cohesions between European regions and actors
The phases of the project can also be structured as in the following two pictures.
Picture 3 - The phases and actions of SPIDER-project in 2004
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Picture 4 - The phases and actions of SPIDER-project in 2005
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From environmental scanning point of view SPIDER-project applies both qualitative and
quantitative data. The regional analyses consist of indicator data according to the regional analyse model mentioned above. The regional indicators measure the state of the region. Also
foresight information on the region is applied as well as the experiences and the results of other
regional strategic planning processes.
The indicators used in SPIDER-project differs form the model in some degree. The main
reason for that is that data is unavailable on regional level, it could be available only on national
or in some cases on municipal level. Another problem is that time series of data is lacking or
statistics are changed so the data is not comparable. These are major obstacles to trend extrapolation, if one is applying it in the regional environmental scanning.
In the regional analysis of the Finnish region (Southwest Finland) following regional indicator data is in use:
• Population, Population density
• GDP, Gross value added by region
• Labour force and persons not in labour force, Labour force by educational level,
Employment rate by age group and industry
• Population by level of education, Number of students and institutions
• R&D expenditure, Patents, Enterprises’ participation in innovation activities by industry
• Structure of industries
• Transport network, Volume and passengers by transport mode, Telephone connections, Internet connections and use, Number of electronic equipments
• Land use, Number of new buildings
• Use of electricity, Price of electricity, Self-sufﬁciency in electricity
• Number of waterworks and sewerage systems, use of water, price of water
• Number and share of enterprises by industry, Employed persons by industry, Import
and export by industry
• Education and R&D institutions
• Rate of income tax in municipalities, Housing prices, Price index for housing
State of the natural and build environment in Southwest Finland is simply quoted from the
state of the art report by Regional Environmental Centre. There are forecast reports in which
useful information for the strategic planning and vision building process is offered. Statistics of
Finland makes demographic forecast up to thirty years also for regions, The Research Institute
of Finnish Economy has made short term economic forecasts for Southwest Finland and so on.
Actually, there is quite of lot of data and information around, the main question is to pick the
most suitable and modify it according of the needs of particular project.
The description of development networks, the quality of creative tension and the image of
region requires other type of information than statistical. This information comes from the local
action group members in the group discussions. Also the combination of local action group
shows the idea of creative tension to bring together people of various sectors of society. In the
local action groups members come from various organisations, e.g. in the Finnish case they
represent private companies, regional development organisations, municipalities, universities,
polytechnics and regional public organisations for different sectors of administration. From
sector point of view they deal with development and in-novation questions concerning:
• Bio- /nanotechnology and ICT
• Tourism
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• Environment (nature and social environment )
• Culture (production)
• Welfare services (public and private)
• Agriculture and food industry
• Local and regional administration
• Regional special features
In this paper I shall not go into more details of the project and its planned continuum in year
2005. Environmental scanning in SPIDER-project means a way to collect input data and information into regional vision building process on the regional innovation system. What is perhaps
a new feature is the combination of both quantitative and qualitative data and information and
also the collection of explicit and tacit knowledge from the local action group members.

It can be stated that environmental scanning is needed in future studies and foresight projects
in order to know what have happened before, what is happening now and what might happen
in the future. Environmental scanning is established part of many of those projects. In planning
both in private and public sector environmental scanning forms in many cases an integral part
of the planning process.
In methodological sense I argue that the data, information and knowledge basis of environmental scanning is broadening towards integrated use of different types of data, information
and knowledge. By this I mean the use of qualitative and quantitative data and the use of explicit and tacit knowledge in future studies and foresight projects. This type of approach is chosen
to guide e.g. SPIDER-project. Environmental scanning itself should also be integrated in the
organisational development process as part of e.g. strategic planning and scenario process. It
also can help the learning process and open the minds to cope with the turbulent changes occurring in our environment.
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Futures Studies as a Tool for
Strategic Decision - Making

Looking back, the history of forecasting represents a nice example of an unsettled value of
a discrete human art for his life. It seems evident, that ritual, religious and power motivations
play signiﬁcant roles in the process of cultivation of that wonderfull art, which involves creation of ideas about yet not existing world. Each of these motivations joins to speciﬁc problem
situations generated in the cultural practice of human being and inﬂuences the methodology of
forecasting distinctively. One can ﬁnd a variety of forecasting tasks and methods of their solution, used by forecasters serving for various purposes in recent decisionmaking practice.
Unfortunately, general historical experience dealing with motivations for forecasting is not
sufﬁcient for answering questions which put those, who care for forecasting methodology. How
the idealization of the content of various decision situations inﬂuences the forecasting methodology and how the explanation of future states of that content ought to be cultivated? For
answering such questions, getting knowledge about more universal characteristics of mutual
relations between forecasting and decisionmaking practice and their methodologies is evidently
inescapable.
Few decades of years ago, forecasters were considered mostly as persons who offer information but do not intervene in the human actions. Such concept of relation between forecasting
and decision-making has resulted from the experience of natural scientists and seems untenable
today, when politicians and those who defend particular interests in the society, use forecasts
for policy-making. Technicians, managers and politicians prefer forecasts in order to handle
various subjects. Their demand for knowledge and reasoning the changes of the content of that
subjects is subordinated to their will to overcome states of uncertainty and to their need to handle subjects with minimum risks joined to their managerial practice and its strategy. They analyse
and evaluate risks also by means of extrarational criterions and their forecasting practice gets
more or less magic character. Forecasters must count, that scientiﬁc methodology of getting
knowledge will be used for decisions by which changes of human behaviour will be managed,
more or less independently on empirically veriﬁed knowledge involved in their forecasts.
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Looking more thoroughly at the development of forecasting practice during the second half
of past century, one can see, that historically new users of forecasts have appeared in industrially civilizing countries. After the period of Cold War, when the competitiveness by new technologies between two greatest superpowers oriented attention of forecasters to the „technological
forecasting“ and to the assessment of military, social, economic and environmental impacts of
new technologies, new users of forecasts appeared in the industrial societies among politicians
starting seventies. Their ideas about the future involve not only the content of subjects typical
for technological forecasting but also human behaviour and future interests and preferencies of
actors participating on local or global political scenes.
Those, who cultivate methods of forecasting, can observe shifts in the demand for particular
forecasting methods, which accompanies information practice of new users of forecasts and
inﬂuences the methodology of explaining the future. Now, forecasters must often explain not
only future values of mass and energy characteristics of human art of handling things, but also
future changes of human behaviour including its mental connotations.
Such forecasting practice becomes methodologicaly less discursive then the practice of technological forecasting and has got a character of an estimation or of an assessment of the future.
Simultaneously, it becomes more dependent on information exchanges by which people their
handling things practicize by means of organization cultural activities in communities.
Relevant methodology has become logically less transparent than in the time of domination
of technologically motivated demand for forecasts. Its main logical features can be detected
and causaly explained not only by formal analyses of „exact“ thinking appearing in technological forecasting, by also by observation the changes of methodology of strategical thinking
of particular users of forecasts. Are there some signals which can help to delimit some more
perspective ways of cultivation of forecasting practice for today´s wide spectrum of particular
users of forecasts?

If we accept, that the metodology of forecasting is a special case of the methodology of
explanation by which yet non existing states of universe are logically and causally elucitaded,
then the difference between magic and scientiﬁc methodology seems to be clear. However, such
conception of forecasting methodology is convenient just for scientists and for their cognitive
activities and relevant goals, while represents less useful concept for the magic practice, which
is cultivated in order to change human behaviour and to iniciate or to block discrete human
activities.
The scientiﬁc methodology of cognition is cultivated in communities in order to get very
universally valid knowledge of the future states of discrete subjects and represents culturally
very universal and soﬁsticated artefact, which has long range and multichannel information effect on behaviour of these communities. On the other side, those who need information for decisions concommitant to handling actual subjects for getting a discrete beneﬁts, prefere forecasts
carrying information dealing with their relations to those subjects. In their practice, scientists
produce and consume forecast in order to reach better explanation and better understanding the
universe, while magicians do that in order to handle human beings or inanimate things, in believe, that a discrete gain will result from their magic practices. That is the reason, why magic
explanation of the future states of universe represents an information support for their handling
things, without regard to more or less scientiﬁc methodology of cognition and forecasting. An
explanation of future events, magicians accept as a support for their goalforming activity during
intervening in various human activities by norms and power instruments.
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The concept of the future state of discrete content of given decision situation, evidently
represents for magicians such information, which exceeds, from the viewpoint of information
sources, the scientiﬁc concept, in which the „knowledge“ as a particular information state of
human brain is taken into the account, only. Magicians look at the future like at states of human
behaviour with discrete signs of human art of generating knowledge, communicating it and
evaluating and transforming discrete subjects of human handling (Kagan, 1977), (Cavendish,
1987). Such wider perception of „human world“ allows magicians to intervene in human behaviour not only by consequent reasoning and causal explanation of future events, but namely by
norming and power adaptation of human behaviour by means of magic practices.
How recent users and their demands for forecasts are motivated in industrial communities?
A discrete structure of demand is possible to observe. Looking at research teams and at technological staff, one can easy ﬁnd a great demand for scientiﬁc thinking about the future. On
the other side, strategic management of governmental or non governmental institutions and
politicans defending public interests, prefere forecasts, which qualify them for reaching certain
behaviour of inhabitants and support their normative policies in that respect. Their forecasting
practice gets signs of a magic practice.
One methodologically interesting conclusion can be deduced from that observation. The
cultivation and taking care of forecasting methodology cannot rely on methodology of scientiﬁc
cognition, only. The process of creation and implementation of norms by instruments of political power, should enter the range of vision of those, who explore methodology of forecasting.
Particulary, a tighter relation of forecasting and decision-making methodology seem to be
inescapable, if growing political demand for forecasts has to be satisﬁed. A more systematic
approach to the classiﬁcation of forecasting tasks and to the methods of their solution, based on
different ability of the forecaster to get knowledge of the content of the decision situation, and
on different goalforming activities of the user of forecast, has been developed and successfuly
veriﬁed in the practice of strategical decisionmaking appearing in various professional practices, by the author (Petrášek, 1988 or 1997).

The problem of such appropriatness can be formulated if some „standards“ are delimited.
The well known founder of modern forecasting science, Erich Jantsch, has opened the problem
of appropriatness of discrete forecasting methods for practical use by their division into explorative and normative ones (Jantsch, 1966). Such division separates methods serving for getting
knowledge about discrete content from those which serve for getting ability to handle that
content. Erich Jantsch used that separation for more transparent elucidation of combinations,
by which forecasters reach explanations of the future content of various decision situations and
used a term „feedback forecasting“ for that purpose.
An idea of joining explorative and normative approaches to the exploitation of forecasting
methods in the process of preparation of decision, was lately strengthened by the assumption,
that there exist different systems , in which the offer and demand for forecasts is generated
(Jantsch, 1975). Unfortunately, no continuation of those promissing and generaly oriented speculations dealing with the forecasting practice, is known to the author.
If the system approach to the interpretation of methodological problems which accompany
the forecasting practice is used, changes of forecasting methodology can be studied like changes of systems in which demand and offer of forecasts generate. The problem of an adequacy of
the discrete forecasting practice, can be then decomposed into two partial ones.
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First, there is a problem of adequate idealization of the content during its interpretation.
A forecaster can interpret the content of decision problems „listening“ more or less to values,
which contains the demand respectively the offer of forecast. There are plenty of examples,
in which already elaborated models are used for forecasting just because of their readiness,
without respect to values, which have stimulated the demand for the forecast. In the same time
one can ﬁnd examples of interpretation, which does not allow to forecast by rational thinking,
because the demand involves extrarational values. What the adequate idealization of the content of decision situation means for the forecaster, that is the ﬁrst question oriented to recent
futurological research.
Second, there is a problem of an adequacy of explanation procedure used by the forecaster
in order to get information about future states of somehow idealized content. That problem
deals with logic of thinking used by the forecaster. If the tasks dealing with the future states of
the content are somehow interpreted on a discrete content, then their solutions can continue in
a more or less discursive manner. Original tasks can be more or less frequently reinterpreted
in the dependency on the learning activity of the forecaster and on the content of the decision
situation.
An adequacy of explanation the future is evidently dependent both on cognitive and evaluative capacity of forecaster offering discrete way of idealization and explanation of the content
of discrete decision situation, and on decision making capacity of the user of forecast, who
demands it like an information for his selection of appropriate ways of handling things.
By tracing recent offer and demand of forecast, one can conclude, that their mutual interactions lead to the three different ways of an idealization of the content of those decision situations,
which appear among users as members of industrial communities.
The ﬁrst one belongs to the situations in which the identiﬁcation of the content develops
according to the technological experience. Understanding the content in that case means understanding the functions of „determinated automaton“, like a system, which must have discrete
structure in order to offer discrete beneﬁts. Such idealization leads the process of recognizing
the content and its temporal changes by means of simple deterministic way of explanation.
Technological experience allows to use such explanation mainly since the time, when scientiﬁc
cognition and evaluation have entered the culture of technological practice. Taken from the
formal view, understanding the content is anchored in recognition of values of those properties
of the content, which decide about discrete beneﬁts for the user of the content. User of forecasts
gets in this case certainty about the future in dependence on knowledge of representative properties and their mutual interrelations and on knowledge of their values. In the practice, laws
as causal interdependencies among values of particular properties and measuring technique for
establishing these values, he must have at his disposal. However, his certainty about the future
depends on the historical stability of beneﬁts to which the technological activities serve.
The second way of an idealization develops under the inﬂuence of managerial experience.
Understanding the future content is based on the idea of a system, which is able to change its
structure and its behaviour, so that various beneﬁts can be reached in the future by handling it. As
far as the interdepencence among the structure and behaviour of that system can be explained,
its future can be identiﬁed, if knowledge about values of representative properties of structure
and behaviour are at disposal. That way of idealization the content was seriously strengthened
and widened in the managerial practice namely by exploitation of experience stemming from
the organization of social units for discrete beneﬁts. Wanted behaviour of a social unit can be reached by intervention in the structure of activities of its members and/or different behaviour can
appear in the future, which correspond to the more or less expected changes of its structure.
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Such experience leads to the probabilistic determination of future states of the content of
managerial decision situations, which is widely applied in all scenario techniques of forecasting
used in the managerial practice, where speaking about possible futures or simply futures is customary. An explanation of the future states of the content gains a function of a hypothesis and
a form of a conditioned statements, which can be veriﬁed, if the assumptions about the changes
of the structure and behaviour of such systems will fulﬁl. The assumptions cover usually such
changes of the system, which forecasters accept like most relevant for decisionmaking of users
of their forecasts.
There develops also the third way of idealization, based on the idea of „autoprogramming
systems“. Its empirical support stemms mainly from those, who actively change human behaviour by their political practice, building discrete strategies of actions in the community.
Future states of autoprogramming systems cannot be causally deduced from already existing
knowledge only because such systems are able to generate changes of their behaviour by acting
in discrete environment. They have a capability of learning and exploiting knowledge for changing their behaviour and structure and also their environment. Future structure and behaviour
of such systems develops in a real time by information exchanges between their functionally
speciﬁed subsystems and their environment. Their future states can be identiﬁed, if not only
past states of structure and behaviour, but also states of information exchanges are known. Namely, if networks serving for the communication of information are recognized. Understanding
and practicizing the communication of information and care of its methodology, represent a key
instrument for a cultivation of forecasting practice in this case.
Each above mentioned kind of idealization of the content of decision situations generated in
the cultural practice of industrial communities, has brought special methodological instruments
to forecasters and qualiﬁed them in a discrete manner for sharing decision problems with those
who decide in their professional practice.

Turning the attention back to the introductory consideration dealing with discrete structuring of motivation for forecasting in the cultural practice, it seems purposeful to conclude, that
futurological research can accept the problem of mutual interactions between forecasting and
decision-making as a problem of information efﬁciency of discrete cultural systems.
Historical review of the content of decision tasks allow us to establish strong methodological
borders namely between engineering culture, which connects human decision with handling
things by mass and energy transformations, organizational culture, which it connects with handling things by organization of human transformation activities in the community and autoprogramming culture, connecting human decisions with handling things by transforming human
knowledge like an information state of human mind by which the management of organization
is realised.
Particularly, the way of idealization induced by growing uncertainties of managers and namely politicians, has brought problems to those, who want to cultivate the methodology of
forecasting in favour of decision-making. If the content ought to be idealised for political purposes as an autoprogramming system, then its future states cannot be determined without the
communication with it. In other words, the methodology of forecasting cannnot be efﬁciently
cultivated for political purposes independently on interventions in the behaviour of „autoprogramming systems“, what means that interventions involve handling knowledge belonging to
those who decide. Therefore building appropriate methodology for such type of idealization the
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future represents solving the problem of integration the methodology of forecasting in the methodology of programming the social behaviour of human being in a real time. Such cultivation
cannot be done only by those who explore and cultivate formal atributes of thinking separately
from existing methodology of decison-making and handling things. Future forms of forecasting
methodology will be, from that reason, probably more similar to the methodology of magic
practices, which are widely disseminated in daily political practice of industrially practicizing
communities.
„Modern magic forecasting“ as an idea for cultivation, is involved in all recently practicized schools of forecasting. Mainly so called „prospective forecasting“ (Godet, 1993) or today
very popular school of „foresighting“ and other schools developed mainly starting eighties of
the last century, has devoted their attention to the interactions between information outputs of
those who create ideas about the future and those who accept them for strategical decision-making. It seems evident, that if hard political problems will be treated in such networks, which
enable to mix recent knowledge of the content of political problems with information involved
in minds and actions of those who participate in their generation and/or their elimination, then
the progress in the forecasting methodology must appear sooner or later. The number of trials
and errors can be diminished by using artiﬁcial intelligence, which supports the capability of
decision-makers to change their value attitudes and thus makes reaching the political consensus
more probable in a real time, delimited for decision.
Interesting projects and discussions dealing with cultivation of so called futurosophy were
realised by members of the Civic futurological society up to now (Skalický, 1997). Their practical and experimental veriﬁcation on the regional, state and also at the world level of decision-making, is traced almost in all European countries (Collections, 1997, 1999, 2001, 2003).
Future forms of forecasting will act more inside forms of learning and monitoring human activities and this way will help decision-makers to adapt their strategies of handling things and
people. Will it brings putting into the effect dreams of old „good magicians“? That seems to be
the question for further research.
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This contribution is based on experience acquired during three foresight exercises conducted
in parallel in Wallonia between 2001 and 2004, and introducing the following steps into a process of governance:
– Wallonia 2020 which, starting out from civil society, was a foresight exercise,
normative, deliberative, citizen-based, and designed to energise the players;
– the Wallonia 21 Foresight Mission which, beginning with the State domain, conducted
exploratory forecasting studies designed to secure a strategic vision involving the
players;
– the foresight of company policies in Wallonia (ProspEnWal), a normative exercise
which, on the basis of private concerns, brought together company directors, experts
and public deciders.
Foresight can be described as an independent initiative, dialectic and rigorous, conducted in
a cross-disciplinary and collective manner. It is designed to clarify current and future issues by
examining them in their complex, systemic framework and inserting them in temporality1.
The territorial foresight rests on solid documentary research, strong collective intelligence
and considerable conceptual and creative work. The trifunctional approach recently described by
Thierry Gaudin is a resource to make these efforts visible and an instrument which adequately
rounds off the three elements of the Greek triangle (anticipation, ownership, action), dear to
Michel Godet3.
The participants in the ﬁrst exercise considered that governance was the foremost strong
vector for the reconﬁguration of Wallonia on the horizon of the year 2020. They hoped and
prayed for governance devoted to the welfare of all, to making the citizens aware of their
responsibilities, to re-energising the political culture. By adopting a deﬁnition of governance
close to those of Steven Rosell and James Rosenau, they advocated a new democratic exercise,
a constructive relationship between the authorities and civil society and, as one of their four
major challenges, the adjustment of the public domain:
2

1

Philippe DESTATTE and Pascale VAN DOREN, Territorial Foresight as a Tool of Governance, Charleroi, Institut
Jules-Destrée, 2003.
2
Thierry GAUDIN, Discours de la méthode créatrice, Entretiens avec François L‘Yvonnet, Gordes, Ose savoir
- Le Relié, 2003.
3
Michel GODET, Manuel de prospective stratégique, t.1, Une indiscipline stratégique, p. 7, Paris, Dunod, 1997.
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How can the institutions and the public operators be adjusted so that, in a society in transition
where the individual is in accelerated mode, the State may constitute a recognised, bold and collective
authority4.

The working tool of the Foresight Mission Wallonia 21 and especially the analysis of the
trend New governance and new social contract, carried out for the report Foresight tuned in to
Wallonia: Where is change heading? highlighted the links between global change, change in
Wallonia and the various actors.
Then again, the foresight of the policies of ﬁrms in Wallonia on the 2020 horizon conﬁrmed
that company CEO were interested in the setting up of a strategic dialogue with the State and
other players in order to switch on the engines of societal change: priority to intangible values,
player accompaniment, priority to education, networking of research and enterprises, etc.
The question of the meaning to be given to study and action runs through these three
exercises. Everywhere we ﬁnd the pole of sustainable development. In fact, foresight is closely
linked to the concept of sustainable development. Some years ago, In a publication written
in collaboration with Jacques Lesourne, Christophe Stoffaës had already pointed out that the
ultimate goal of foresight is sustainable development in a changing world, adding Thus the
ultimate ﬁnality of strategic foresight is clearly manifest, it is sustainability5.
The report Wallonia listening to Foresight, prepared for Foresight Mission Wallonia 21,
showed how, like many other territories, society in Wallonia is plunged into a period of long
transition, a shift in societal paradigm : it is a complex mutation, far-reaching, systemic,
structural and structuring in all ﬁelds of society6. This analysis reminds us, like those of other
authors, for example William Halal7 John Naisbitt 8, Peter Drucker 9, Thierry Gaudin 10, James
Rosenau 11, Manuel Castells 12, Jacques Lesourne 13 and many researchers in futures studies,
that the industrial era is giving way to the so-called cognitive era by means of a new revolution.
This is affecting all the domains of civilisation, production as much as culture, by relying on
the many changes brought about by computing and genetics as an inﬁnite resource 14. Some
4
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people use the expression noetic age (noos in Greek, meaning mind, intelligence, knowledge)
because its basic material is grey matter and its products are informational, and therefore largely
intangible, for instance information, knowledge, models, creation and so on 15.
The major element highlighted by the actors — and by the observers too — is the convergence
between, on the one hand, the technologies of information and communication (ICT) and, on the
other hand, the life sciences. In the long term, this movement will be broader and more important
that is commonly imagined16. Actually, the general predominant trend lies in the phenomenal
development of our capacity to manage information. As a consequence, the accelerated growth
of the technologies, by allowing us to study molecular biology, is intimately linked to the
evolution of the information and communication technologies. Genetics is a ﬂagrant case, but
not the only one, of computer tools that have been created and make it possible to analyze and
understand the interactions between genes. Here we have the convergence between the sciences
of the living world and the information sciences which has really boosted molecular biology17.
And so what surprises most, in parallel with the speed factor in the acceleration of change18,
is the time-span of the mutation. While Alvin Tofﬂer believed, in 1980, that the irruption of the
Third Wave would be over in a few decades19, it is thought today that the change might still
embrace one or two centuries. These mutations are long movements that cross time and conquer
space. The Industrial Revolution which began about 1700 is still spreading to new territories
whereas its effects are fading away in other places20. Likewise, in his analysis of the labour
force in the United States, William H. Halal, professor at Washington University traces the
long life of the knowledge society back to the end of the 18th century21. Besides, Prof. Halal is
convinced that the major changes are still to come22. Pierre Calame, the General Director of the
Charles Leopold Mayer Foundation for Human Progress is of the same opinion when he says:
Gigantic mutations await us, of a magnitude comparable to that of the passage from the Middle Ages
to Modern Times. The capacity of our societies to conceive and handle them will be decisive for the
future. Are we ready for the task ? 23
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Marc VAN KEYMEULEN, L‘âge noétique, Conference done in the Destree Institute Wallonia 2020, May
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A cross-disciplinary foresight group studying the idea of paradigm shift invited experts to
meet at the Jules-Destrée Institute end 2002 and in 2003, on the basis of the report Wallonia
listening to Foresight 24. The experts, optimising their diverse knowledge and experiences,
stressed the need and the importance of again scrutinising the idea of paradigm shift, while at
the same time linking the shift to the concept, which is highly rated everywhere today, of the
knowledge society. Does the most paradoxical element of this change not lie in the massive
mobilisation around concepts whose stability has not yet been secured? The members of the
cross-disciplinary foresight group on paradigm shift conﬁrmed, like Max H. Boisot, that many
people are aware of the shift and their lucid approach does not prevent them from exercising
foresight and strategic consideration of the question 25.

Re-examining the concept of paradigm shift is a dangerous exercise because the paradigm
appears to be a quasi-ideological model when it is assumed by individuals and/or institutions.
The process conveys the idea of a different organisation of society. This society will not produce
fewer farm or industrial products but will espouse other concerns and other values. The mutation
will be expressed in terms of the productive system. It contributes to the evolution of capitalism
— some thinkers speak of post-capitalism, just as the sociologist Daniel Bell refers to the postindustrial era26 — and of modernity leading to post-modernity or transmodernity27 Raymond
Rifﬂet, chairman of the Fifth Congress of French-speaking Belgian Economists in November
1982, described, with his European outlook, an evolutionary picture which was neither simple
nor linear:
The transition from the industrial and para-industrial society (the tertiary relies on the secondary)
must therefore be organised with a view to the post-industrial society whose developmental laws
will be very different28.

By raising the question of structural change we enter a process of passage between two eras
— a place and a moment of transition, and it is difﬁcult to know where we stand vis-à-vis the
content, the product of this transition.
As early as 1983, the foresighter John Naisbitt expressed this idea of an in-between period:
We are living in the time of the parenthesis, the time between eras. […]
We’re not quite leaving the America of the past, the centralized, industrialized, economically
self contained old world where we relied on institutions, built hierarchies, and looked for the
short-term solutions; and we are not quite embracing the future either. What we are doing is the
human thing: we are clinging to the known past in the fear of the unknown future.29
24
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Twenty years after John Naisbitt to whom they refer, several contributors in the Paradigm
Group including Paul Ray and Sherry Anderson point out that we are still living in the Between,
in the Interval, and that the passage between two eras may be quite long 30. And so this transition
(The Between) is uncharted territory, the uncharted territory31. It is the interval between what
was founded and what, in a more or less distant future, will be charted once again32.
In Edgar Morin’s writings, so fertile for the foresighter, this is how he speaks of the link
between paradigm shift, the constraints imposed by models and the transition between them:
I believe we are in a time of paradigm shift: paradigms are the principles of principles, the
few key concepts that control our minds, that command the theories, without our realising it.
I believe we are in a time when we have an old paradigm, an old principle which forces us to
disconnect, to simplify, to reduce, to formalise without being able to communicate, without
being able to communicate what is disconnected, without being able to conceive ensembles and
without being able to imagine the complexities of the real world. We are in a period “between
two worlds”, one that is dying but is not dead yet, and the other that wants to be born, but is not
born yet33.

Already, the ﬁrst Congress Wallonie to the Future in 1987 went looking for a new principle
for Wallonia. The invitation card said that the Congress would try to deﬁne the new paradigms
of tomorrow’s society and detect the signs of their emergence in Wallonia’s economic, cultural,
social and political life34. This dynamic is based on the belief that it is now inconceivable to
build the societal foundations of a region such as Wallonia, to model its social and collective
behaviour as a function of the paradigms of the old industrial society35. In the exact words of
the ﬁrst working document distributed some months before the Congress, the purpose of the
meeting was to envisage Wallonia in the future and prepare the way for a new paradigm36. The
idea of paradigm shift was therefore central to the permanent congress and was the subject of
various contributions which have to be deciphered to grasp their full value.
The Destree Institute immediately suggested that Wallonia was being challenged by a new
industrial revolution, a conviction based on the theories of the American foresighters Alvin
Tofﬂer 37 and John Naisbitt 38:
The new revolution has begun. Like the first one, or the first ones — let us not waste time
discussing the point — it will not consist of the straight-forward replacement of one technological
generation by another, rather all the domains of civilisation will be affected at the same time:
production principles, social organisation and culture. It will be a radical change, a break with
the society in which we live, this mutation secretes its passage towards another era. In a gradual
break, therefore, with the old, destructuring structure, the current crisis reveals data that are
unassimilable by the economic and social theories of the industrial era: collective world debt,
the staggering growth of unemployment, the quasi-impossibility of preserving voluntary work.
At the same time, the markets, just as much as people’s mentalities, are being transformed under
30
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the pressure of what some have called the third wave of industrial societies. Following the turn
of raw materials and energy, it is now the turn of information, as a resource, to polarise the
economic sectors and to build a new structure for our society.
The age of shared intelligence, the world of communication, a programmed society, era of
biomatics, we cannot foresee what tomorrow will be made of. However, it is essential for us,
Walloons, that we try to understand and master the historic passages39.

Our paper could have relied on the more cohesive analyses in the imposing collection of the
two hundreds texts sent in before the Congress. Thus, the document submitted by Professor
Raymond Collard, then Director of the Department of Studies, Informatics and Statistics of
the Ministry of the Region of Wallonia, was based on the analysis of the technical system by
Bertrand Gille 40 and on the survey, using that historian’s work, conducted by Thierry Gaudin
and Pierre-Yves Portnoff 41. These authors suggested that, during the three major destabilising
upheavals of the technical world that impacted the West, the four poles – materials, energy, time
structure and the relationship with the living world – were activated at the same time. Raymond
Collard went along with the two French foresighter in their description of contemporary
transformations:
- the hyperchoice of materials and their horizontal ‘percolation’, comprising utilisation in the
peak sectors down to the most habitual usages;
- the tension between the power of nuclear electrical energy and the economy of energetic
resources in a recycling context;
- the relationship between the living world and the vast field of the biotechnologies, including
genetics;
– the new structure of time counted in nano-seconds measured by microprocessors.
Professor Collard, Faculties of Economic and Social Sciences, Namur, also commented:
It has been said that micro-electronics has turned industry into an intellectual exercise.
We are living in an industrial revolution that can be called the ‘revolution of intelligence’.
The development of the possibilities opened up by the dazzling progress of microelectronics has opened up vast ﬁelds in the computing sciences. Tomorrow, we shall be
using artiﬁcial intelligence more widely, something that will be seen everywhere with
the introduction of the ﬁfth generation of computers42.
Professor Michel Quévit put forward the second important idea about the paradigm shift by
pointing out that, while Wallonia was the seat of the ﬁrst industrial revolution, it was not, in
1987, the place where the new industrial revolution emerged spontaneously. And this was his
question:
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Can Wallonia now, can Wallonia in the future, break away from the paradigms of the old
society not only to adjust to the social, cultural, technological and economic mutations
of the new society […] but to precede, control and reorient them?43
This is a real foresight question that has to do in part with the cultural capacity of the Region
Wallonia to get involved in the mutation as described above.
The paradigm concept still lacked a base and Professor Georges Thill, Director of the Sciences
and Society Unit, University Faculties Notre-Dame de la Paix, Namur, was considered one of
the participants best qualiﬁed to deal with the subject. Prof. Thill was struck by the fact that the
Congress Wallonia to the future placed enormous stress on rupture in relation to Wallonia’s past
history, and discerned therein the want of a new paradigm:
The word paradigm is very appropriate for a series of choices, of ideas in terms of new
ways of normalistion, because you normalise by using paradigms [...].44
The general rapporteur would obviously return to the term before deﬁning its content. He
spoke of a crystallising paradigm, a way of apprehending the future which penetrates the
dimensions of social life.
This crystallising paradigm is the emergence of the qualitative over the quantitative. We
are entering a new era which some call an era of dematerialisation, that is the utilisation
and the incorporation into the finished product, of all the human activities consisting of
intangible elements: knowledge, information and organisation are the key-words45.
The idea of paradigm shift in the framework of the Permanant Congress Wallonia to the
Future has assumed a lasting dichotomy since 1987. On the one hand, the initiative conveys
a discourse of a learning kind on societal transition, by adhering to the model of the passage
of industrial societies to societies dominated by intangible values. This discourse is largely
nurtured by the great world forecasters, some of whom have satisfactorily integrated the idea
of complexity which, in itself, left plenty of room for the concept of paradigm.
A paradigm is the foundation of a way of perceiving things, of thinking, of judging, of
acting that is associated with a specific vision of reality46. It is a kind of subjective point
of view that informs the individual about the world surrounding him and that, in its
turn, informs him retroactively. It is therefore, at one and the same time, container and
contents, a result and a creative process47.
Paradigms are the principles of principles, the few key concepts that control our minds,
that command the theories, without our realising it48.
Wallonia to the Future expresses the desire for rupture, as much with the region’s decline
as with the picture adhering to it, of a society of old industrial tradition, constantly in search
of mutation. The desire to break away from this picture has probably accentuated all the more
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the will and the attempt to adhere to the new principle full of expectation, a society of players
and/or project bearers who are identiﬁed or whom one ardently desires to ﬁnd in Wallonia, like
the picture of the group of foresighters/conspirators, dear to Michel Godet.
However, in the words of Paraskevas Caracostas during the Charleroi seminar (2 September
2003) the questions concerning the identity and image of Wallonia are still pending, as regards
their enunciation, past, present and future49. This too was the opinion of those attending the
ﬁrst stage of Wallonia 2020 in 2002, they maintained that Wallonia was, on the one hand, at
a junction, shakily balanced between the realization of its potential and the acquisition of an
extra dose of pride for its people, and on the other hand, disenchantment50.

Two political decisions which could speed up change were taken in the year 2000.
First, on 20 January 2000, the Government of Wallonia added a priority to the Contract for
the future on the subject of Society and Knowledge.
Our society is going through a stage of profound mutation. Technical progress, information and communication are rapidly invading all aspects of our professional and
private lives. By taking their diversity and many fields of application into consideration,
the Government will see to it that the many integrating factors of the knowledge society
act as an important lever contributing to the emancipation of all Walloons, rather than
a factor of duality in Walloon society.
The Government is aiming at a knowledge society that will promote the human emancipation of each and every person, what the Anglo-Saxons call ‘the integrating knowledge
society’51.
The second important decision was taken by the European Council hold in Lisbon on 23 and
24 March, 2000. The Council’s task was to deﬁne a new strategic objective for the Union in
light of the 2010 horizon: face a new challenge of which two major axes had been identiﬁed:
– a tremendous upheaval brought about by globalisation and by the stakes inherent in
a new economy based on knowledge in which the changes involved affect all aspects
of everyone’s life;
– the rapidity and acceleration of change implied by immediate actions on the basis of
a specific programme.
Consequently, the Union adopted a new strategic objective for the decade 2000-2010: to
become the most competitive and dynamic in the world, capable of sustainable economic
growth, accompanied by quantitative knowledge-based economy and qualitative improvement
in employment and greater social cohesion52.
These two decisions taken at both European and Walloon levels, each reinforcing the other,
regulate the action frameworks for a whole series of measures oriented towards our citizens,
companies and administrations in the very broad ﬁelds of education, infrastructure, research
and health.
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Thus, the voluntarist Walloon and European policies are built on the assumption of transition
between economies and even societies of two kinds, on the basis of the mutations under way.
Likewise, the very important Third Report on the science and technology indicators,
published in 2003 by the Directorate-General for Research (Towards a knowledge-based
economy) backs the idea that, since the early 1970s, the most advanced economies in the world
have undergone a structural change which has made them move from economies based on
work, capital and material resources towards economies that rely more and more on creation,
dissemination and the use of new knowledge. Based on studies dealing with technological
change53, the European report stresses the fundamental change in the nature of the production,
accumulation and dissemination processes of knowledge, all of which highlights a mutation
which goes far beyond the economic and technical domains. In fact, the authors in Unit K3
of the department ‘Knowledge-based Economy and Society’, speak of three transitional poles
towards a knowledge-based economy:
– the impact of the key-technologies on the production, accumulation and dissemination
processes of knowledge, and in consequence on economic growth;
– the intensification of the production, dissemination and introduction of institutional,
organisational and technological innovations;
– the extensive impact of the transition on almost all the aspects of the society54.
This last aspect is particularly important because it is the idea that sends us back to the
concept of revolution, seen as the fundamental mutation of all ﬁelds of society, such as that
which marked the turning point between the 18th and 19th centuries, at least where Wallonia was
concerned. By emphasising the very complex process constituted by the transition towards the
knowledge-based society, the European report highlights the importance of the human capital
and therefore the role of education in the dynamic of innovation55. Thus, the clash between
the worker and ongoing change and the constant occurrence of new situations and problems,
obliges us to learn how to learn. This idea of the ‘learning society’ the apprenticeship society
throughout our lives, is a precondition of the passage to a knowledge-based economy56.

Coming after many others, the studies of the EC Directorate-General for Enterprises and
more speciﬁcally those of the High-Level Expert Group on Intangible Economy highlighted the
inadequacy of traditional economic concepts to tackle the subject of intangible values, in the
ﬁeld of ﬁnance and management57.
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Obviously, as Pierre Lévy remarks, human intelligence and know-how have always been at
the heart of social functioning: is our species not called homo sapiens? Yet, what strikes the
Quebec philosopher today is the three-pronged novelty represented by the speed of knowledge
development, then the multitude of people required to learn and produce new knowledge and,
lastly, the need for information-processing tools.
It is here that the Knowledge Space ceases to be a statement of fact and becomes
a project. The constitution of Knowledge Space would mean equipping oneself with the
conceptual, technical and institutional instruments to make information ‘navigable’ so
that each user could locate himself and recognise other people in terms of the interests,
skills, projects, means and mutual identities on the new Space tracks58.
While we may not see any fundamental difference between the French terms savoir and
connaissance, both rendered in English by knowledge59, it is important to distinguish them
from information. But the effort to do so is often neglected, an oversight that badly weakens the
understanding and conceptualisation of mutations, all the more because the political and technical
discourse is gradually moving from the information society to the knowledge society.
[…] information is an instrument of knowledge. By mistaking one for the other, we
take the tool for the hand, the word for the meaning. Today we too often forget that
information is not knowledge 60.
Besides, André-Yves Portnoff and Véronique Lamblin observe that what is valuable is sorted
information, organised in the order of importance, linked up with other information to form
(a piece of) knowledge61.
Today, we can believe that for a territory as well as for an enterprise, the competitive edge is
not in the information one possesses — given its abundance — but in one’s capacity to use that
information by processing, interpretation and assimilation62.
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In contrast to information, knowledge is not directly observable. Its existence can only be
deducted from the players’ actions. This means that knowledge values — they are intangible
values — cannot be observed either and must therefore be apprehended indirectly 63. Information
consists of a ﬂow of unprocessed data which can be said to relate to objects64 . Knowledge feeds
and constructs itself on the organization of these ﬂows, but it belongs to the subjects, to the
agents and predisposes them to act in speciﬁc circumstances. The agents ﬁlter the information
in terms of their sensitivity and their conceptual frame. Thus information establishes a rapport
between objects and subjects.
And so the knowledge-based economy may be deﬁned as an alteration in the balance of power
existing between various agents in the economic domain, dependent on a more or less dominant
control of the know-how connected with knowledge, of its access, its production, its utilisation
and its dissemination65. The use of information and knowledge in economic processes requires
permanent learning at an institutional, organisational and individual level. This learning process
will imply the calling into question the routine methods of knowledge acquisition, the updating
and practical application of knowledge66.
On reading these models and analyses, we can therefore gauge the breadth of the ongoing
mutation, the complexity of grasping the system and above all of understanding and
communicating its pathways.

The discussions within the group on paradigm shift focused on the meaning of transition.
Several experts emphasised the fact that in the debate on the new paradigm the ﬁnality of the
new society was not perceptible, and they were not the only ones to raise the point.
If managing knowledge is the solution, what’s the question?
Verna Allee, analyst of complex systems, raised this quite impertinent question, during
the lecture she gave at the Brussels-Europe Rome Club on 27 November 2002. She was not
addressing European or Walloon policies in particular since the question already appeared in
the preface to her book The Knowledge Evolution, in 1997 67. In fact, this is a question which
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sends us back to the organisation of our personal lives, but also to our lives in common. This
is why we can agree with Marc Luyckx Ghisi that paradigms determine our thoughts and our
perception of life.
When a civilisation abandons one paradigm for another, the upheaval goes to the very heart
of our lives68.
***
The true value of the term, etymologically speaking, is that which gives men their life force,
says Patrick Viveret in his report on Les nouveaux facteurs de richesse (The new factors of
wealth).69
In the coming years in Wallonia as elsewhere we shall need a life force to pursue the
paradigm shift and the transition, on all levels – global, regional and local. The stakes concern
the region’s future : our rapport with life, as a support for creativity, collective intelligence as
autonomisation, and sustainable development as a social bond.
We can easily believe William Halal who considers that the creative destruction caused by
today’s transition towards a global knowledge-based economy will continue to create social
disorder until the new conceptions of an ideological nature have been deﬁned and adapted to the
economic systems of the 21st century . In the same way, it will probably take time to redesign
the economy in order to take advantage of the information technologies71.
Therefore, we are all going to be sorely tried in the coming years. We shall probably be
transformed by successive crises, both ourselves and our institutions72.
The concept of paradigm shift is primarily worthwhile because it forces us to question our
goals, our models, our ways of functioning and our practices collectively and individually.
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Each forecasting problem has many unique features that make it difﬁcult to provide guidelines
that are universally appropriate. However, there is enough commonality in forecasting that
guideliness can be helpful in several ways. We can divide the forecasting process into the
following steps.
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Figure 1 - Basic steps of forecasting process
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Step 1:
The ﬁrst step is problem deﬁnition. There is a need to solve a problem or explain some
phenomen. If a decision-maker has several alternatives open, he will try to choose the one that
seem to be the mo st satisfactory. Thus all decisions are based on forecast. One does not have
a choice of forecasting.
Figure 2 - Decision-making and forecast

The possible form of the future

Possibility A

TAi
Contemporary
state

TBi

Possibility B

TNi
Possibility N

SYSTEM BOUNDARIES
TA ...TN ..anticipate (possible) trends of the contemporary state
Ti.....anticipate lenght (time) of the trends

To forecast is to anticipate or predict some event or condition usually as the result of rational
study and analysis. To make decision rationally, manager needs to consider, what its impacts
will be. The rationality has two different form: carthesian or non-carthesian methodology.
Carthesian methodology is based on strict determination and on the one way of the solution.
This way is based on simple linear trend and on the unambiguous testimony. We can reliable
reconstruct the past and credible construct the future.
But the social reality is very complicated (see ﬁgure 2, trends TA...TN). We should study
it from point of view non-carthesian methodology. The contemporary state involve a lot of
possible trends TA...TNi. The non-carthesian rationality studies them as anticipate (possible)
trends of development of reality. We should consider it by the managerial decision making. We
should articulate the role that the forecast will have in the decision process. Once our overal
objectives are clear, we must decide exactly what to forecast.
The objectives dictate the time interval (year, middle-term, etc.) that is appropriate in
preparing the forecast. The objectives determine of using forecasting technique too. Good
communication between forecast user and forecast preparer is important in making certain that
appropriate variables are being forecast.
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Steps 2 and 3:
The objectives to the decisions for which a forecast is important should be stated clearly.
Figure 3 - Managerial decision-making and the anticipate future
The anticipate future
(alternatives) related
to the decisions)
MANAGERIAL DECISION MAKING

Alternative A

(contemporary state)

Alternative B

Alternative N

To forecast is to anticipate or predict some future event or condition, usually as the result
of rational study and analysis. The decision-maker should try to choose of alternative, which
seems to be the most satisfactory. The decision maker needs to consider, by calculation or
otherwise, what impacts will be, which in turn requires a description based on forecast.
Step 4:
There are two types of time dimension to consider. First, one must establish the number
of periods the forecast should cover. Second, the manager and forecaster must agree on the
urgency of forecast. If the forecasting process is integrated into ongoing operations, then the
forecasting personnel can plan an appropriate schedule. The desire to initiate a new policy can
derive this from forecast.
Figure 4 - The new policy derived from the forecast

Contemporary
state
(initiation phase)

INPUT

new policy (objectives)
(maintenance phase)

„policy outcome“
(termination phase)

OUTPUT
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As any social system, a policy may be viewed as having an initiation phase, a maintenance
phase, and terminal phase. The desire to initiate a new policy can derive from a change in the
social, or political environment. New policy is deﬁned on the base of knowing of future trends.
Policy outcome is the result. We can compare output with objectives, and using for example
input output methods, we can analyse effectiveness and efﬁciency of new policy which is
derived from the forecast.
Step 5
The data necessary in preparing a forecast may come from within or may be external.
Some people may believe that internal data are readily available and easy to incorporate into
forecasting process. Data are often aggregated across both variables and time, but it is best to
have disaggregated data. External date are available from a wide variety sources (e.g. from
national, state, and local government agencies).
Step 6 (select model):
Before constructing an elaborate computer model or modifying an existing model, certain
very basic questions should be answered. The question is: How complex should the model
be? Real problem tend to be complex and extremely fuzzy. A model on the other hand, is
a simpliﬁed abstraction or analogue of that problem, or portion of it, used to understand or gain
insight into important aspects of the problem itself.
Models, in fact, are often deliberately oversimpliﬁed. If we simplify the model too much, we
may not be able to use it to explain or understand what happens in the real world. If we make it
too complicated, it may no longer be an aid to understanding. The dilemma is thus how much
to simplify. A model must be both simple enough to allow the analyst to think with its aid and
realistic enough to produce reasonably valid predictions. Increased complexity accompanies
increased realism, but increased complexity does not always lead to increased accuracy.
The reason is that we frequently cannot obtain data that are accurate enough to support the
relationships that were added in making the model more complex.
D. Leinweber (1979) and E.S. Quade (1989) stated the problem as follows: Figure 5 shows
one kind of model error – the error of speciﬁcation. This is the error in the model´s prediction if
it is working with perfectly accurate ideal data for inputs. The downward curve of eS, the error
of model speciﬁcation, reﬂects this idealized notion. The shape of curve says that at some point
further complication of the model yields only meager improvements in predictive ability. For
some models the error of speciﬁcation may effectively reach zero and the curve of eS terminates
at the point.
Figure 5 - One kind of model error - error of specification (eS )
(by E.S. Quade, 1989, p.168)
Error

eS
0
Complexity
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The second curve eM, shows the compounted error of measurement in model. This is the error
that arises from the unavoidable errors in real data that compound as more arithmetic operations
are performed on them. As the models grow larger and more complex, the compunded error in
the prediction increase.
Figure 6 - One kind of model error – compouded error of measurement in model (e M )
(by E.S. Quade, 1989, p.168)
Error

eM

0
Complexity

Adding the two curves shown in ﬁgure 5 and 6 produces the curve of total error eT, shown
in ﬁgure 7. The important point is that this curve has a minimum. There is an optimal model
complexity for attacking a problem based on real, i.e. imprecise, data.
Figure 7 - Curve of total error (e T )
(by E.S. Quade, 1989, p.168)
Error

eT

eM

E0
eS

0

C0

Complexity

C0 is optimal complexity
E0 is total error where the adding (total) curve has minimum.
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Step 7:
Once the methods that we want to use have been selected we need to do some initial evaluation
of how well they work. The purpose of testing is, at least in part, to help us avoid a method that
does not work well in our unique situation. There we should go back to step 6 and select another
method that is appropriate to the problem at hand.
Step 8:
At this point some method or set of methods has been selected for use in developing the
forecast, and from testing you have reasonable expectations that methods will perform well. We
recommend using more than one forecasting method when possible, and it is desirable for these
to be of different types. The methods chosen should be used to prepare a range of forecasts.
Step 9:
For a forecast to be used as originally intended, it must be presented to management clearly,
in a way that provides an understanding.

Look at the management decision hierarchy of organizations presented in ﬁgure 8.
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Figure 8 - Hierarchy of goals, decisions and functions
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Forecasting is most often part of larger process of planning and managing. Good planning
and control require that forecast includes a mean, range, and probability estimate of that range.
Forecasting is designed to reduce the uncertainty or risk (i.e. the range of errors) in decision
making, however it cannot completely eliminate uncertainty and risk. Forecast accuracy is
important, but valid contingency plans when the inevitable errors occur may be more important.
Decision makers need forecast only if there is uncertainty about future. Many decisions involve
uncertainty and in these cases formal forecasting can be useful.
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In an age of globalisation and new working worlds, foresight1 is a major challenge for
businesses. Pushed by new technologies, tempestuous markets and uncertain social developments, companies have to see beyond the end of their nose in order stay in control of the
situation for the years to come. This makes an extensive knowledge framework about changes
in business and society indispensable, or else one risks wriggling helplessly in the snares and
pitfalls of this fundamental transformation.
Surprisingly, in spite of this strengthening need for orientation in long-term strategic decision-making, the subject of to what extent and in which way companies work with futures studies
or foresight methodology hasn’t yet received much attention2. To ﬁll this gap at least for one
country, Z_punkt has surveyed 60 large businesses in Germany in the year 20023, investigating
how (if at all) they integrate futures studies methodology in strategic decision making, which
methods they use, which subjects are tackled when doing so. The survey was accompanied by
20 in-depth interviews with decision-makers in these companies who are responsible for longterm thinking, and by several workshops. In addition, Z_punkt has summed up our “lessons
learned” and experiences in a recently published book4, which includes several case studies,
and has held an international conference on corporate foresight with practitioners from Europe
and the USA in Berlin in October 20045. This paper tries to sum up this knowledge and research
results (as far as possible in this short from), with a focus on major challenges for corporate
foresight and on problems which seem to occur typically in corporate foresight activities
throughout different sectors. In answer to these challenges, a model of 5 key factors for the
success of such activities is introduced: the “5C-Model of Corporate Foresight”, highlighting
the aspects of competence, creativity, communication, cooperation and continuity.

1

We use the term „foresight“ in an open-sense (see the dominant deﬁnition „Foresight is a systematic, participatory, future-intelligence-gathering and medium-to-long-term vision-building process aimed at present-day decisions and mobilizing joint actions“, Gavigan et al. 2001: V), but do not want to imply an opposition to activities
that work with the term futures research or futures studies.
2
Cp. van der Duin 2004, who says that “Leaving exceptions aside […], there is not much scientiﬁc and critical
research available about the use of futures research within commercial organizations, as opposed to the amount
of research into futures research in the public sector […]” (van der Duin 2004: 70).
3
The full study results (Burmeister et al. 2002) are only available in German. However, an English summary can
be downloaded from http://www.z-punkt.de.
4
Burmeister et al. 2004.
5
See Z_punkt 2004.
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In Z_punkt’s 2002 survey, 60 companies6 in Germany were questioned in writing, and
a further 20 specialist interviews were carried out with company representatives. Moreover,
two workshops were conducted to analyse the results with the interviewees and discuss
conclusions. All in all, 26 companies were fully involved in the survey. To sum up the results:
Corporate Foresight activities in Germany are in many places still wallﬂowers, but with large
chances for and tendencies to growth.

Businesses work with foresight in order to:
• build a knowledge base (reduce uncertainty by identifying new and relevant trends,
create orientation on future developments),
• prepare strategic decisions,
• support innovation processes,
• develop new and future business ﬁelds / markets.
Summing up results from the answers to the survey as well as discussions in the workshop, on
can say that there is a rising awareness for the complexity of interactions between companies and
their environments, which is a major motivation to implement corporate foresight. In addition,
companies more and more realize the need to overcome a technology-centred perspective,
which has dominated R&D as well as strategic foresight activities in many sectors for a long
time. Discussions such as the one about possible health hazards of mobile phones and the
problems of acceptance connected to it have made the business world more aware of their
interconnectedness with the “wider environment”.

One main point of interest was the question of what kind of subjects corporations deal
with in their corporate foresight activities. To come to a rough indication whether the focus is
really shifting from technology to a more open perspective, we asked the participants of the
survey to rank ﬁve thematic ﬁelds in terms of their importance in corporate foresight activities.
Concerning these issues, a clear list of priorities took shape:
1. Technology and Innovation
2. Business & Companies
3. Individuals & Society
4. Environment & Nature
5. Politics and Law
Today, companies keep their closest watch on the ﬁelds of “technology & innovations”
and “business & companies”. At the bottom are “environment” and “politics & law”, while
“individuals & society” can be found in the middle. Observation of technological progress
obviously still is the most important issue in corporate foresight, especially within one’s own
sector. Ranked after are new management techniques and one’s own role in the framework of
internationalisation and globalisation. This is in turn followed by the whole ﬁeld of changes in
6
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social politics and their effects on individuals, in other words: changes in values and lifestyle
demographic change, and new working worlds. Currently, issues of sustainable development
and environmental changes are apparently less interesting, the same goes for new standards in
politics and law.
This shows a perspective from the inside to the outside, concentrating on the environment
in close proximity, on the closer competitive environment, as in marketing and management
practice. Technology and Innovation is still at the centre, but wider environmental ﬁelds dealing
with subjects such as changes in society, values and living styles follow closely behind, hinting
at a growing thematic openness and a wider perspective. And, not to be forgotten: 70 % of the
surveyed businesses deal with all 5 subject areas, which shows that the “outside-in-perspective”
is gaining ground7.

A large part of the literature on corporate foresight concentrates on scenarios as the central
instrument. However, the study shows that a wide range of methods8 is being used regularly
by the surveyed companies:
• Publication Analysis (cp. environmental scanning) (used regularly by 79 %)
• Brainstormings (58 %)
• Scenario Methods (46 %)
• Simulations (29 %)
• Trend Extrapolation (29 %)
• Expert Surveys or Interviews (33 %)
• Delphi (only seldomly) by 42 %
• Future Workshops 8 %
30 % of the surveyed companies use external studies and services in their corporate foresight
activities. The most interesting results of this part of the study show that, when compared to the
outcomes of a previous survey in Germany9, it is obvious that more methods are known as well
as more methods are used regularly. For example, Delphi methods were only used by 15 % in
1996 and this percentage rose to 42 % in 2002, paralleled by an increase of the use of scenario
techniques from 58 to 96 %10.
To sum up, in these parts, the favourite methods of future studies according to the survey
are scenario technique, brainstorming, and specialist interviews. According to the answers to
the survey, they make it possible to systematically evaluate inﬂuences and disruptive factors on
particular visions for the future, for instance consequences of technological breakthroughs for
products, markets, and customer behaviour.
In general, qualitative methods seem to be gaining ground in corporate foresight. This result
is in tune with other studies and seems to parallel developments in other countries. Becker
7

Cp. Liebl (2004), who stresses the importance of the interrelations between three areas of strategic knowledge
(knowledge about the customers and their „worlds“, knowledge about the resources and competences of the focal
company, and the knowledge about trends and issues in the company‘s environment, the latter being gained from
an outside-in perspective).
8
This quotes the answers given by surveyed companies – it may be discussed whether methods included here are
„original“ foresight or futures studies and research methodologies (for example brainstormings) – however, they
were perceived as such by the surveyed corporations.
9
This study was conducted by the Sekretariat für Zukunftsforschung with two survey rounds, one in 1996 and one
in 1999.
10
This percentage (also shown in ﬁgure I) refers to methods used at all, not methods used regularly.
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(2003:4) even speaks of a “preference of methods based on the interaction between different
(internal or external players that are rather person- and communication-orientated” on the
European level. However, he also stresses that “quantitative instruments are still widely used
in speciﬁc areas” (Becker 2003:5). The much-discussed realization that predictions (and the
purely quantitative methodology they often base upon) cannot grasp the future and cannot
inform present-day decision-making in a turbulent environment, is mirrored in this shift, and
parallels developments on other areas. While policy development seems to become more
participatory, strategic planning and decision-making also seems to move to “more evolutionary
approaches” (Gavigan et al. 2001:5) – as well as corporate foresight seems to be moving more
in this direction.

Figure 1 - Methods Used in Corporate Foresight 1996, 1999, 2001; Source: Burmeister et al. 2002

Considering the relative newness of this ﬁeld of corporate activity, it seems no wonder that
especially large corporations, which undergo a fast and profound change, are interested in future
studies – for example telecommunication, insurance, and the media –, while in the tourism
industry and retail business the whole issue still rather goes to waste, speaking generally and
with exceptions. Around 30 % of the interviewed companies had departments for future studies
with ﬁxed staff; the rest relies on small teams or individuals (several answers were possible):
• 79 % work with a specialised employee
• 75 % use project groups for a ﬁxed period
• 38 % have a changing responsibility of employees
• 29 % work with a group of employees
However, despite the obviously growing number of corporate foresight departments or
project groups, most of the corporate foresight activities are still conducted on a project basis
(with a limited duration), changing responsibilities seem to be the rule and not the exception,
and a single person responsible for corporate foresight is also quite often to be found. This leads
to the conclusion that, although corporate foresight is on the rise in Germany, it is often not
really embedded on a large scale and still suffers from a „wallﬂower status“.
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Futures activities belong to all kinds of departments and are relevant to their work, mainly
for / to:
• Strategy
• Innovation
• Marketing
• R&D
Obviously, the afﬁliation of corporate foresight groups, departments or individuals within
their company has consequences for what is being done, in terms of time horizons, subjects as
well as methods. For example, corporate foresight activities conducted at marketing departments tend to have shorter time horizons, while those at innovation department often us scenario
methods concentrating on future products.

“This does not concern our business”, “We don’t have time for this kind of imaginative
playing around”, “This is just another fancy of the board of directors” and „The results do not
help today‘s decisions“ – these are the most common statements against corporate foresight.
Even if some of them are based on misperceptions, the frequency and persistence with which
such statements are being voiced hints at a core problem: it is still unclear in many places how
and why foresight might be helpful and relevant to corporations – a basic questions still seems to
be unanswered or at least answers haven’t yet reached a large part of the business community.
Connecting this to the more practical problems of implementing foresight in corporations, it
seems that a number of problems occur regularly and across all sectors. One can differentiate
between two types of problems: on the one hand, methodological problems, on the other hand,
problems of more practical implementation. The problems most often quoted in relation to
methodology and results are:
• quantitative results are expected, but often not possible; scepticism towards qualitative methods is still present,
• lack of knowledge about available methods and their applicability for which kinds of
aims and questions, being enforced by a lack of continuity, “reinventing the wheel”,
• there is usually no systematic collection /scanning of data and sources: knowledge
management problems,
• the methodological „bridge“ to established business processes seems to be missing
(problems in connecting foresight activities to established activities and methods, for
example innovation management): no „action“ following the activity,
• difﬁculty to ﬁnd the really important subjects and trends; insecurity about contents and
processes,
• “vague and insufﬁcient results with a lot of effort”.
The problems of more practical implementation include:
• main framework question are often not clariﬁed: objective, time horizon, scope, etc.;
too much openness and broadness as a pitfall,
• budget limitations, lack of support in the company,
• lots of explaining and „PR for futures activities“ are needed internally, while at the
same time the “wallﬂower status” calls for a high level of personal enthusiasm and
endurance.
It seems obvious that a number of these problem arise from or are connected to the fact that
the ﬁeld still suffers from the above-mentioned wallﬂower-status. Changing responsibilities,
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a lack of connection to other activities go hand in hand with the phenomenon of “re-inventing
the wheel”, as knowledge cannot be built upon and passed on. However, what seems most
striking is the stress on what can be called “soft factors”, such as problems with communication
and connection to further action. This was one of the main outcomes of the workshops that
were conducted with practitioners that participated in our study: the main problems in corporate
foresight do not lie in weaknesses of results, but in an insecurity of how to connect them to
strategic decision making and to actors in the corporations. To sum this up: main problems
of corporate foresight today lie in a (at least perceived) lacking methodological “bridge” to
strategic decision making as well as in the general problem of a lack of connection within the
corporation as a whole.

These outcomes, especially those referring to main problems in corporate foresight, conﬁrmed
our observations that the success of any corporate foresight activity depends 50 % on results
and content matters and 50 % on the communication of those and processes matters, thus: on
“soft factors”11. The conclusion is simple: Content and process questions need more attention.
While a lot of the literature on corporate as well as public foresight has so far focussed on
methodological questions, this second area seems to have been neglected – especially in its
interconnectedness to the success of corporate foresight. However, a number of new articles now
tackles these kinds of “framework questions” (for example Liebl 2004; Cunha et al. 2004).
Based on the survey’s results, on our experience in projects with clients and on the outcomes of
workshops dealing with this ﬁeld of foresight activity, Z_punkt has developed a framework for
corporate foresight in answer to these challenges. This is the so called “5 C Model”, highlighting
5 main factors needed for corporate foresight activities in order to be successful.
These factors are:
• Competence: Competence in methods, contents and processes (with transparency of
methods as a central factor)
• Creativity: Deliver inspiring and new results, not only “business as usual scenarios”
• Communication: Find and use new ways of communication apart from reports
• Cooperation: include a variety of participants in the activity (guaranteeing a variety of
perspectives as well as providing better chances of implementation)
• Continuity: establish a learning culture, adapt ways of working to needs, optimise
methods and results continuously
In short: in order to successfully deal with the future in a business environment, competence in
methodology, process management and in the subjects to be dealt with is the basis, and a balance between these three ﬁelds of focus should be sought. The obvious deﬁcit in knowledge about
available methods has to be eliminated, as this threatens the success of any futures activity.
Creativity is needed in order to leave the path of “business as usual scenarios” and deliver

11
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Figure 2 - The 5-C-Model of Corporate Foresight Success Factors

inspiring and new outcomes, so that, again, a balance needs to be established between working
methodologically sound, systematically and with outcomes that are relevant to today’s business
practice on the hand and, on the other hand, delivering visionary, inspiring and newly orientating
results.
Thirdly, effective communication is needed to answer and overcome scepticism concerning
foresight activities and to make results lead to action. Obviously, new ways of communication
become of central importance (living scenarios, futures maps, future movies, futures installations
and workshops,…), as insufﬁcient communication of results within the corporation was named
one the key challenges.
Another central aspect is the need of those “doing futures” in companies to overcome their
status as “lone riders”, ﬁghting on their own, so that cooperation within (and even outside) the
company should be widened. This also has positive effects on the possibilities to implement any
actions deriving from a futures project – simply because chances for putting things into action
are much higher if a larger number of actors in key positions have been part of the activity.
Continuity, as the last point, makes it possible to establish a learning culture, to prevent
reinventing the wheel over and over, to continuously adapt processes and methods to the needs
of the company concerned, and thereby deliver practical, relevant and helpful outcomes.

The summed up results of Z_punkt’s 2002 survey have shown that Corporate Foresight is
on the rise in Germany. In addition, there is a re-orientation from a technology-centred towards
a more holistic perspective, as well as a tendency to use more qualitative methods and combine
and link these with and to the established quantitative approaches. Practical experience as well
as other sources seem to show that this is more or less the case in many other countries as
well12. For example, the conference “in the long run” has brought together practitioners from
the ﬁeld from the USA and Europe, exchanging and discussing experiences. Representatives
12

See for example Becker (2003) for an analysis overview of corporate foresight in Europe or van der Duin (2004)
for a case study from the Netherlands.
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from companies such as Volkswagen, Deutsche Bank, Telekom, Shell and Philips Design
reported on their corporate foresight activities – showing a variety of organizing forms and
a growing knowledge of methods which are known, used, being improved in the process and
even invented. For example, Shell works with combining scenario methods to real options
analysis (Cornelius 2004:12). Philips Design works with the concept of open innovation,
moving from a technology-centred perspective to a “more human centric and social focused
approach” in their foresight activities (Green 2004:14). Deutsche Telekom uses corporate
foresight in a holistic approach within their innovation strategy development (Aukes 2004:
23), while BASF continually develops and works with a number of regional as well as global
scenarios (Heinzelbecker 2004). Ove Arup & Partners have developed user-centric-processes
(Luebkeman 2004: 30), Deutsche Bank works at the connection of quantitative and qualitative
methodology in their project “Global Growth Centres” (Schneider 2004:43).
Some other conferences or workshops have proven the same point of the professionalisation
and growing implementation of corporate foresight, for example the two Strathclyde International
Conferences on Organizational Foresight13 (in the year 2002 and 2004) or the EU-US Scientiﬁc
Seminar on New Technology Foresight14, which also featured a number of contributions from
the private sector. A further not-so-weak signal concerning this trend is the growing interest
in an exchange of experiences, as evident for example in the work of a German network of
practitioners (the so-called Rauchfangswerder Gespräche, co-managed by Z_punkt), or of the
Association of Professional Futurists or the Corporate Foresight Network15.
This observation implies a positive outlook of a growing future orientation, especially as it
is paralleled by a comparable growing interest in foresight in the public sector (see for example
the German project “Futur” by the German Federal Ministry for Science and Education16, the
activities in the ﬁeld of regional foresight all over Europe17 or the foresight initiatives in the new
member states of the European Union18). However, foresight activities and implementation still
face a number of problems and challenges (and most of the above-mentioned apply in public
sector foresight projects as well). The obvious tendencies for growth in public as well as private
sectors call for a stronger exchange of experiences as well as for a answers to the problems
named above. What is interesting is that the development in private and public sector does have
more in common than the simple tendency for growth, such as, for example, the shared growing
awareness for the need to widen the horizon, the tendency to include a variety of actors in the
process, and the orientation towards social and societal developments replacing a focus on
technology forecasts.
There is, quite obviously, a number of gaps that need to be closed in order to face the abovementioned challenges: the gap between the amount of already existing methodological work
13

See the Website of the last conference: http://www.gsb.strath.ac.uk/worldclass/foresight/2004/.
EU-US Scientiﬁc Seminar: New Technology Foresight, Forecasting & Assessment Methods in May 2004:
http://www.jrc.es/home/foresight_seminar/introduction.htm,
15
See the Website of the Corporate Foresight Network: http://www.corporateforesight.net/.
16
This is „FUTUR – The German Research Dialogue“, a topic-generating process for the deﬁnition of research
projects of the German Federal Ministry of Science and Education, see http://www.futur.de.
17
For an overview, see for example Keenan/Uyarra 2002, or the Website http://www.regional-foresight.de/ on
„Europe‘s Regions Shaping the Future - the Role of Foresight“.
18
See for example eForesee, a project which wants to „address challenges faced by policy makers implementing
foresight activities for smaller economies and regions“: http://www.eforesee.info.
20
Bridging gaps towards the technology assessment community can be added to this list – see Malanowksi et al.
2002 for a summary of the application of technology assessment in corporations in several countries and their
future perspectives. The authors also come to the conclusion that more dialogue and cooperation between the
business and the scientiﬁc community is needed.
14
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and the lack of knowledge about it, the gap between the foresight / futures research and futures
studies community and their work results and its practical applications in business and public
sectors20. The gap between the persisting “report culture” in many foresight activities and the
need for action and communication on the other hand also seems a major challenge. In addition,
there is a low level of diffusion and a low extent of practical use in businesses in general (if one
includes SMEs in the perspective, and / or looks at non-western countries), while the state of the
art of the “lead user” development of corporate foresight evolves rapidly. But, what seems more
important: the link of corporate foresight to strategic decision making and other areas of activity
such as innovation development needs to be strengthened and explored further, as, obviously,
the need for these kinds of activities is growing at the moment. As has been introduced in
the 5C-Model for Corporate Foresight, success with such kinds of activities not only depends
on methods and content questions, but also to an often underestimated extent on social and
process factors. A major threshold for corporate foresight not only in Germany in order to grow
and become even more successful therefore lies in the connection of the qualitative and the
quantitative as well as in developing ﬂexible yet stable frameworks for corporate foresight.
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